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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

The Court have jurisdiction under Utah Code Ann S. 78A-4-103 (2010).

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Appellees Jeff Price and Ann Price (collectively as "Plaintiff or Prices") initiated this
legal lawsuit on December 7, 2012 (see Exhibit 1) against Appellant Danielle Sprague
(henceforth "Defendant or Mrs. Sprague") who entered a nine (9) months Lease
Agreement (see Exhibit 2) with the tenant Prices as landlord. The trial was held in the
Second District Court on March 16, 2012 and March 17, 2012.

At the trial, the court denied Plaintiff Prices' fraud claim, unfit Premises, and all other
,;;

claims but ruled against Mrs. Sprague and said Mrs. Danielle Sprague had breached the
Contract by not returning the security deposit that was demanded by Prices before they
moved out. The court also denied all of the Mrs. Sprague's counter claims, including
breach of contract because Mrs. Sprague served a "Three Day Eviction Notice by
Criminal Act" (see Exhibit 11 ), Judge also denied her entitlement to remaining rent from

-.d>

the Lease Agreement. The trial court didn't consider the fact that Prices filed lawsuit
technically without cause of action as the security deposit didn't fall due at the time of the
lawsuit had been filed. Deposit was demanded to be refund four (4) days before they
moved out (see Exhibit 26), and this lawsuit was filed by Prices two days before checking
out the premises (see Exhibit 1 and 4). The trial court also did not address the bad faith
and unfair dealing claims made by Mrs. Sprague, and left these claims without rulings. At
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the end, the trial court awarded Prices the security deposit less cleaning, carpet shampoo
and rent owed for seven days of December 2012 in the amount $2977 .25 plus all the
court costs, witness fees and interest (see Exhibit 5). The trial court was mistaken to state
that Prices owed seven (7) days but in fact was nine (9) days (see Exhibit 5, Conclusions

of Law # 13 ). Prices checked out on December 9, 2012 (see Exhibit 4 and 46). The trial
court also made a mistake in awarding a non-refundable cleaning fee of $150 back to
Prices. It is a general practice in the vacation home industry to charge a cleaning fee in
advance that is only for cleaning beddings and towels to ensure the next guest finds the
beddings and towels clean and fresh. The Lease Agreement clearly showed the basic
cleaning fee of $150 under the rent that must be paid in advance before they move in; and
the only refundable deposit of $3500.00 which also did not include $150 of the cleaning
fee (see Exhibit 2).

The District Court unfairly pronounced the judgment in the favor of the Prices and said
they did not breach the Lease Agreement because the October 2012 utility costs of
$10.33 is not a material breach, but ignored the September, 2012 utility costs of $53.31
and all cable and internet costs for all three months for a total of $229.48 (see Exhibit 53,
54,55).

The trial court found no "Fraud" and "Utah Fit Premises Act" claims, but granted Prices a
judgment for court costs and interest because Mrs. Sprague did not returned the partial
security deposit before Prices moved out. The lawsuit was also filed by Prices two (2)
days before they turned over the premises to the Defendant. Mrs. Sprague's then appeal
5

counsel filed a Motion of "Ruling Reconsideration", but was opposed by the Prices and
.J

denied by the trial court to reconsider for untrue and false reasons which led Mrs.
Sprague to appeal (see Exhibit 69, 70).

The trial court repeatedly denied the motions made by Mrs. Sprague to end of this
meritless lawsuit sooner during the prolong process, nor posted any sanction to
continually delay and miss the deadlines by the Prices who had initiated this unfounded
legal lawsuit. The trial court was also mistaken about Mrs. Sprague' s appeal attorney did
not request counsel oral argument when it was requested along with the motion of
"Reconsideration of Ruling". The trial court was also wrong in saying that Mrs. Sprague
submitted evidence which had already been submitted with the Motion for Summary
vJ

Judgment by Defendant on April 2014 before the trial.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES

1.

Was the trial court's judgment correct that ruled Mrs.
Sprague terminated the Lease Agreement by sending a "Three Days Eviction

·"'

Notice by Criminal Act" to the Prices and caused her loss for landlord's right to
the rent for the remainder term of the lease agreement, six ( 6) months?
2.

Was the trial court's judgment correct that found
Defendant Sprague failed to present sufficient evidence proof that the Plaintiff
caused the water damages and/or water leaking or failed to allow the property
owner access to inspect and repair.

6

3.

Was the trial court's judgment correct that found Mrs.
Sprague breached the Lease Agreement by not refunding the security deposit that
was demanded by Prices four days before they moved out, and filed this lawsuit
two days before they moved out and which Mrs. Sprague was supposed to pay
within three weeks after Prices had moved out under the Lease Agreement?
Was the trial court's judgment correct that states Prices

4.

were not in material breach of the Lease Agreement by creating nuisance, not
allowing sufficient time to refund the security deposit, damaging the Water
Softener and other appliances and by refusing to pay full rent, late fees, utilities of
over $250, cable and internet cost or for early termination of the Lease
Agreement?
5. Was the trial court's judgment correct that didn't consider Prices' aggressive
behavior towards Mrs. Sprague, frequently calling police, making slanderous
statements, filing the "Unfit Premises Act", "Rent Abatement and Contract
Termination", and filed a baseless and meritless lawsuit in bad faith, in the
violation of Implied Covenant of Fair Dealing and in hasty manner?

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

Before entering the rental agreement, Plaintiff inspected the premises. After moving in
Defendant allowing Plaintiff to have more than 3 days to verify the inventory on the
check-in list, complete a five-page list items, and signed by Plaintiff Ann Price on
September 20, 2012 more than two weeks after moving in (see Exhibit 3). Plaintiff did
7
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not report water softener broken nor any leaking water problems in the furnace room until
five weeks after using it, and did not report alleged "mold" in the furnace room to
Defendant until November 16, 2012 more than two months after moving in (see Exhibit
69), but claimed they had been told by their friends, the Walkers, right after moving in.

Soon after Defendant received damages complaint each time, Defendant went the extra
mile to repair, replace and remedy the problem immediately, despite in an extremely
difficult situation caused by the Plaintiff . Every problem was completely remedied
immediately to meet the best living standard, except the alleged substance "mold" that
was refused to be cleaned up by the Plaintiff nor did they allow the defendant access to
be cleaned up repeatedly to pave their plans of breaking up the Lease Agreement and
~

then tried to get all of their rent paid back from the Defendant by filing this lawsuit.
Besides refusing to pay rent and other costs to breach the contract at first, there was also
not any valid reason (s) or proof of any kind that justified the Plaintiff Prices to file this
three year long lawsuit against the Defendant for fraud, unfit premises and breach
contract under Utah Code~ 57-22-1, Section 57-22-5 and Utah Code Ann.~ 57-22-6. The
Plaintiffs did not prove any damages whatsoever suffered from living in the premises.
The Plaintiffs never gave proof or had any state or county Health Department
advice concerning the small spot of substance alleged "mold" that was absolutely
newly found two months after Plaintiff moved in. Even their own inspection reports
clearly stated that the indoor "mold" spores in the air were less than outside environment.
And their other inspection report says that the current air was not affected by the "mold"
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(see Exhibit 23). After initiating this unfounded lawsuit for over two years and at the
trial on March 16 and 17, 2012, Plaintiff still was not able to find any experts to testify on
their behalf for any "mold" or proven any harm to their health from the premises as they
have claimed.

Defendant Sprague had done all she could as a landlord to repair or replace every single
broken appliance in timely matter and went beyond her obligations to meet Prices'
demands if she was allowed to. She never tried to argue with them as to who caused the
leaking water but believe it was Prices' responsibility to keep the premises in sanitary
condition as they agreed to, (see Exhibit 2, Lease Agreement), and Prices refused only
waiting Defendant to clean up the leaking water (see Exhibit 74). There is more than
enough evidence to prove the Prices did not keep premises in sanitary condition (see
Exhibit 60, 65, 66, 67), and also refused to by making the circumstances extremely
difficulty for Mrs. Sprague to access the property when repairs were requested by the
Plaintiffs.

Due to the tremendously aggressive and harassing behavior by the Plaintiff, the
Defendant has become overwhelmed, stressed, and was an emotional wreck when dealing
with the Plaintiff each time. Defendant had done everything she could as a landlord even
went the extra mile to meet the Plaintiffs demands, and did everything she could by
following the rules and contract. Defendant had done nothing wrong with Plaintiff to
deserve this painful and stressful meritless lawsuit. The Court also wrongly interpreted
#18 in the "Findings of Fact" that "Mrs. Sprague responded in an email that Mr. Price
9
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was correct and that she would not fix the problem." (see Exhibit 5). The actual language
~

in response was "You are correct. We will not be there at 9 am this morning." (see
Exhibit 86) Mrs. Spragues intent was to fix the problem, but hoped Prices would offer
another time with in a better situation for her to come since she called off the
appointment with the contractor. But it never happened. She received "Notice of
Termination of Rental Contract" and "Rent Abatement" instead (see Exhibit 9).

District Court's ruling against Defendant for not timely refunding the partial security
deposit back to the Plaintiffs, for all of the court cost plus interest. It is a gross injustice
because Prices initiated this bad faith and meritless lawsuit before they had moved out,
and abused the process to prolong and delay this lawsuit again and again.

STATEMENT FACTS:
1. Prices initiated this legal lawsuit against Mrs. Sprague on December 7, 2012. The

trial was held in the Second District Court on March 16, 2012 and March 17,
2012. The Court ruled in favor of Prices and awarded partial security deposit,
court costs and interest to be paid by Mrs. Sprague for breach of contract for not
refunding the security deposit. The trial court's judgment is not based on facts.
2. Plaintiff Ann Price called Defendant Danielle Sprague on July, 2012 to seek a four

(4) months rental agreement, with reference to a 4000 square foot 6 bedroom
furnished home located at 591 E, Oak View Court, North Salt Lake, UT 84054,
but later when informed that the option of extension of the Lease Agreement for
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another five (5) months might not be possible if the vacation house was booked
through VRBO.com (#425750), a company that markets vacation homes and
bookings, Prices requested to change it to a minimum term of 9 months. (see
Exhibit 6, 7 )
3. On or about late July, 2012, Defendant toured the house with both Jeff and Ann
Price. (no water leaking problem nor "mold" observed or mention)
4. On August 6, 2012, Plaintiff decided to sign the minimum of nine (9) month rental
agreement, with a security deposit of $3,500 which included a pet deposit. Ann
Price declined to give out her Social Security number, claiming her husband, Jeff,
had better credit. Prices and Mrs. Sprague agreed under the Lease Agreement that:
(see Exhibit 2)

•

Rent includes utilities costs up to $250 (no cable and internet service be
included).

•

Refundable security deposit would be $3,500

•

All Rent shall be paid in advance before moving in including a basic
cleaning fee of $150.

•

Landlord would take care of yard work but not snow removal.

•

Mrs. Sprague would not pay the tenant interest on security deposits.

•

Within three weeks after the Prices moved out, Mrs. Sprague would
return the deposit to Prices less any deductions Mrs. Sprague was
entitled to under the Lease Agreement.
11

•

Prices would properly use and operate all electrical, gas, and plumbing
fixtures and keep them as clean and sanitary as their condition
permits.

-~

•

Prices would leave the rental in the same condition as when
possession was given to them, reasonable use, wear, and damage

beyond the control of excepted.
•

No objection was raised as to any terms at the time of executing the
Lease Agreement.

5. On September 3, 2012 Defendant Sprague was eager and excited to meet and to

welcome Plaintiffs Prices at the premises. After considering the situation that the
Plaintiff had

just

completed a long trip from

Montana, with

compassion,

Defendant gave them the keys allowing them to settle in first, and told them she
would return to get the first month's payment the next day.
6. On September 4, 2012 when Mrs. Sprague returned, Prices refused to pay full rent,
claimed that the $150 cleaning fee was too steep and also demanded cable and
internet to be included. Mrs. Sprague explained to them again that $150 nonrefundable cleaning fee was for washing beddings and towels for the next renter.
Mrs. Sprague also kindly reminded them that they had reviewed, agreed to all the
terms and signed the Lease Agreement. Mrs. Sprague also left a check-in list page
with the Prices to fill out.
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7. On September 6, 2012 Defendant returned to picked up the five pages long

exhaustive check-in list (see Exhibit 3) prepared by Plaintiff. Both parties had
walked through the entire house again with each item listed, and agreed on what
needs to be purchased and what need to be fixed. Plaintiff confirmed to Defendant
there were NO PROBLEMS in the furnace room. Most of items on the list were
small enough not to be seen in eyes of normal way, such as paint chips, hair line
cracks by house settling and tiny scratches ... etc. There was no water leaking
problem nor "mold" was mentioned or on the list (see Exhibit 78)
8. On September 7, 2012 Defendant bought most of items that were requested on the

check-in list and returned to the premises. At this time, Plaintiff informed
Defendant that they are long time friends of the Defendands previous renter, the
Walkers, who had a legal dispute with Spragues at that time. Defendant Sprague
began to worry about the situation and asked if Plaintiff would sign an amended
agreement to promise to stay out the Spragues' legal dispute with the Walkers.
Plaintiff did not agree but said their attorney would look at it. (see Exhibit 72)
9. On September 13, 2012 Rufus Sprague, Mrs. Spragues' husband, brought back the

vacuum after fixing it. Around that time Prices informed Mrs. Sprague that their
daughter had not been given the lead role in a school play, they requested to
terminate the Lease Agreement with full security deposit back. Mrs. Sprague
asked for a compromise. Up to this time, Prices had no complaints about water
leaking or a mold issue. From this point on, the relationship between the parties
began to deteriorate and the Prices began to behave aggressively and hostile
13

toward Mrs. Sprague. When trying to arrange a contractor to repair the wood floor,
that was damaged by the Walkers, who had lived in the same premises for almost
two years. Both, Prices and Mrs. Sprague had agreed to repair the floor prior to the
Lease Agreement. (See Exhibit 64)
10. Two weeks after moving in, Plaintiff began to complain about appliances being

broken one by one. However, Defendant tirelessly arranging for their repairs or
replacements, and paid all the cost immediately.

I.

On September 16, 2012, Plaintiff claimed brand new microwave was
damaged and not working (see Exhibit 33).

11.

On the following Sunday, Plaintiff called Rufus Sprague that the
dishwasher was leaking and demanded Defendant clean up the big pool of
water on the kitchen floor which later was found to be the only little strip of
water (see Exhibit 34).

n1.

Two days after, the garage door was broken, and the wheels holding the
door were off the track. All these damages were after been using for two
weeks. Defendant later found Plaintiff had stored a big boat in the garage.
(There was no water leaking problem nor "mold" was observed or
mentioned) (see Exhibit 32)

11. On September 18, 2012 Plaintiff sent an email to invite Defendant over to the

property to discuss the issues and to have a better understanding, this meeting was
scheduled for September 20, 2012. (see Exhibit 30)
14

12. On September 20, 2012 the evening, Rufus and Defendant went to the premises
for the meeting. Plaintiff immediately requested the meeting be recorded. Mrs.

G..i

Sprague was fair and acting in good faith and obviously intended nothing to hide
and agreed to their request. During the meeting, no water softener, nor water
leaking and mold problems in the furnace room were mentioned. Rufus Sprague
and Jeff Price went down to the furnace room to check on the old water manifold
that had a small leak, but only wet and dried out on the panel, and never drip down
on the floor. Mrs. Sprague told them that they had knowledge of a small leak on
water manifold in the past and asked Prices to keep eyes on it and the premises,
and asked to report if any damages were found. Prices reported only dishwasher
and garage door was broken at that time. (see Exhibit 71) Uncertified and
modified or partial deleted transcript/ damages report)
13. September 25, 2012 Defendant visited the premises with a contractor who was to

repair the laminate flooring. Ann Price constantly followed them very closely,
non-stop asking contractor questions and taking pictures of repairing, which later
gave to Walkers for dispute evidence (see Exhibit 14). It is worth mentioning that
by 25 th of September, no water leaking problem or "mold" was complained of.
14. By September 26, 2012 Defendant had dishwasher replaced, and microwave
repaired by the factory sent technician. Again, no word about water leaking
problem or "mold" was by Prices.
15. On October 1, 2012 Plaintiff paid rent $3000, but did not pay any late fees for

September's late payment. Mrs. Sprague did not ask.
15
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16. On October 5, 2012 Defendant sent first utilities, cable and internet invoice to

Plaintiff who replied back asking for actual bills (see Exhibit 53). Defendant first
agreed but later asked Plaintiff to pick up from the office considering the fact that
the bills consisted of many pages (more than 7 pages) (see Exhibit 58) and was not
possible to mail it out as a normal letter in the mail box, but would have to go to
the post office instead. Even by this time, no water leaking problem or "mold" was
mentioned or complained of.
17. After all the appliances were repaired or replaced by the Defendant, Plaintiff

began to complain water leaking in the furnace room, first the water softener and
then water manifold. Defendant again immediately had all plumbing repaired or
replaced, and stopped the water leaking completely again and again. At the end,
Plaintiff complained leakage from the two year old tank-less water heater, all the
leaking in the furnace room eventually led to the alleged "mold" that was first
time reported on the November 16, 2012 in the furnace room.
18. On Oct. 11, 2012, Plaintiff sent an email and requested Defendant to remove the

palm tree from the premises that they didn't want to take care of. Through the
emails, Defendant again asked Plaintiff Jeff to sign the check-in list that he didn't
sign, but he denied (see Exhibit 28). After using the water softener for over a
month and kept coming in and going out the furnace room for almost five weeks,
Plaintiff then claimed the water softener that was working for over 4 weeks (see
Exhibit 20, 21 salt receipts), had stopped working. This damage report only came
after Defendant requested to do an inspection (see Exhibit 27) because the
16

microwave, dishwasher and the garage door had been replaced and repaired.
Defendant wanted an inspection of the premises while working on the yard the
same day. Even by this time, nothing about the mold was complained of.
19. Oct.13, 2012, after finished working on the yard, Rufus and Defendant went in to

inspect the premises and the water softener and found the floor flooded with water
all around the furnace room but could not see where the water was coming from.
Defendant took pictures during the inspection and the Prices were also present.
Plaintiff Jeff Price, Rufus Sprague and Defendant all confirmed the water softener
was turned off, and made sure water was no longer leaking in the furnace room.
No one observed or mentioned "mold". (see Exhibit 61, 65,75)
20. October 14, 2012, Plaintiff emailed and demanded Defendant to clean up the

leaking water on the furnace floor (Exhibit 74), but no indication of any water
leaking or alleged "mold" could be found.
21.

October 17, 2012, Plaintiff claims that the water softener and water manifold were
leaking again (Exhibit 75). Defendant called Pond's Pluming Company
immediately attempted to arrange an appointment for the next day. However, later
late day, Plaintiff informed Defendant that they were leaving town and would be
out of state for the weekend, saying that the water leaking was not a problem
anymore. Plaintiff also denied Defendant access to the premises and said if they
entered, then it would be trespassing (see Exhibit 76). Again, no word about
"mold" was made by Prices.
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22. Upon returning back on October 21, 2012, Plaintiff claimed the furnace room was
flooded again and demanded the water softener be replaced (see Exhibit 35), and
informed Defendant that they already arranged Pond's Plumbing to come the next
day. Even this time, nothing was said about "mold".
23. On October 22, 2012 Defendant went to premises for the repairing and paid the
cost. The floor of furnace room was flooded, but again couldn't see or pinpoint
where the water was leaking from. Pond's technician again bypassed the water
softener and confirmed no more leaking problem. However, he recommended
replacing the water manifold even thought it was not an urgent situation because
of a small leak (see Exhibit 50). Defendant agreed and arranged the appointment
with Plaintiff to replace the water manifold. Again No one saw or mentioned any
"mold" this time.
24. On October 26, 2012 Pond's technician replaced the water manifold. Defendant

went back to pay Pond's service and make sure the new manifold be installed
properly (see Exhibit 51 ). Plaintiff Ann Price followed Defendant the entire time
by following very closely behind her, even followed her outside of the house in
the back yard ( see Exhibit 15). Prices neither observed nor mention about "mold".
25. November 1, 2012 Plaintiff paid $2,935 rent instead of $3000, and the same day

sent Defendant notice of $65 deduction (see Exhibit 36) for the water softener
service call only, no water manifold (see Exhibit 50 reason for call). Plaintiff did
not timely notify Defendant for the deduction nor gave her a chance to reject.
Defendant later sent the outstanding balance on the account to show her objection
18

of the deduction that is also contradicting with Court's Finding Fact #6 and #7
(see Exhibit 5).
26. On November 7, 2012 after Defendant requested a second inspection (see Exhibit

29), Plaintiff, Jeff Price rejected the inspection, and this time informed Defendant
that the water heater, that was still within warranty period, was leaking the day
before he returned home from a business trip (see Exhibit 77). Mrs. Sprague
noticed that Prices' tendency that they happened to report the leaking every time
an inspection was requested. It is worth mentioning that Mr. Jeff Price waited for a
full day and didn't report the leaking and Mrs. Ann Price didn't report the leaking
when she was home most of the day, she didn't notice any water?
27. On November 14, 2012 Ponds and Defendant visited the premises and found a

pool of water in the furnace room that extended to the family room and the
bedroom. Pond's technician informed Defendant that the water heater was not
broken and the pressure was good, but would be helpful to have a longer drain
pipe if it leaks in the future. Again, no trace of leakage was found, just the water.
Defendant again followed the advice, and a longer pipe was installed. The very
first time Defendant observed a hole at the bottom wall was cut and a small spot
of dark and wet substance appear on the bottom wall inside of the hole. Defendant
request Prices to clean up the floor and to keep the premises in sanitary condition
before leaving upon police officer request. (see Exhibit 66, 67, 52) Question arises
as why the floor was still flooded with big pool of water the next day if Plaintiff
claimed they had cleaned out of water and kept premises in sanitary condition.
19

28. The same day, while Defendant was waiting for the Pond's Technicians to return
from his car as he was preparing an invoice and gathering his tools and parts to
install a water pipe extension,

Plaintiff Jeff Price demanded Defendant wait

outside of the house in the freezing weather. When Defendant asked to be allowed
to wait in the furnace room,

Plaintiff, Jeff Price threatened to lock her inside of

dark furnace room. Later that day, Plaintiff called Police on Defendant due to
her taking pictures in the furnace room, only allow to take note (see Exhibit 16,
17, which were reversed and the original police report, 37). Plaintiff Jeff Price also
threatened to call po lice if she ever come to the premises as he also made such the
same statement in the court under oath.
29. On November 16, 2012 and after almost two and half months of occupancy of the

Prices' attorney Mr. Bill Bradford emailed Mrs. Sprague that the substance or
alleged "mold" were found in the furnace room the very first time, and demanded
...;J)

Mrs. Sprague to remedy immediately (see Exhibit 80). Mrs. Sprague replied and
agreed to remedy if she found that the alleged "mold" was existed before Prices
moved in. However, she asked about this from Mr. Joe, Action Home Inspection,
who confirmed that the premises had no water leaking or any mildew be found at
the time he had inspected the entire house on June, 26, 2012 (see Exhibit 81). The
house was cleaned up and fixed completely from earlier renter Walkers' damages,
and the only leaking that was found was from the broken disposal underneath the
sink in the kitchen.
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30. On November 17, 2012 Plaintiff's lawyer Bill Bradford demanded cable and
internet service to be provided or it would be a breach of contract. (see Exhibit 79)
31. On November 23, 2012 Defendant email Plaintiff's attorney Bill Bradford to
arrange to finish the last inspection, which was cut short by the police called by
the Plaintiff, and also intended to clean up the substance in the furnace room (see
Exhibit 82).
32. On November 25, 2012 Plaintiff's lawyer Bill Bradford who never meet
Defendant or had any direct verbal conversation with her, called her "a _itch",
and "Lady?ship" .... etc., and sent insulting and intimidating emails and acting
showing his Bad Faith of wanting to break the contract. (see Exhibit 38)
33. On Nov. 28, 2012, despite knowing that the said substance was not there before
the Prices moved in, Mrs. Sprague accompanied by Rufus Sprague went back to
the premises intending to clean up the small area of substance. Again Prices
refused to allow Mrs. Sprague to access and clean up the alleged "mold" after the
wet floor was finally dried out. After repeated requests, Prices would only allow
Mr. Rufus Sprague to inspect the premises. No words were exchanged between
Prices and Mrs. Sprague. Mrs. Sprague was following behind Mr. Rufus Sprague
and Mr. Jeff Price on the hall way toward the child bathroom, all of sudden, Mrs.
Ann Price began to run up from the downstairs came in front of Mrs. Sprague and
physically blocked her. Mrs. Sprague. Mrs. Sprague was totally feeling numb and
shaking after being assaulted. Mrs. Sprague immediately backed out of the hall
way and leaned on the wall of the front door, told Rufus Sprague what had just
21

happened with tears in her eyes and asked Mr. Rufus Sprague, "let's go home".
(see Exhibit 83)
34. During early November, 2013, Defendant Sprague had tried to call for mediation,

but had to called off later that month because of the aggressive and threatening
behavior by the Plaintiff as it was getting considerably worse and the sentiments
were that she believed the mediation was not going to be able to ease the
problems, as Spragues had tried with Walkers and failed, but would only invite
more humiliation and pain for the Defendant Mrs. Sprague (see Exhibit 84).
35. On November 30, 2012 Plaintiff purposely filed the "Deficiency Condition" in

accordance with "Utah Fit Premises Act" (see Exhibit 41,8) and a "mold" report
from Environmental Solution (see Exhibit 23, 25), which found the substance
"mold" but also say " All types of indoor mold are less than 200 Spores per meter
cubed or less than the outside environment". The report stated the visible "mold"
in the "bedroom" instead of "furnace room" by mistake that was reversed right
after. (see Exhibit 23, 24, 25) The Plaintiff demanded Defendant to remedy the
small area of alleged substance and the damaged water softener in three calendar
days despite the fact that two days earlier Mrs. and Mr. Sprague had visited the
premises for cleaning the substances but had been denied to do so by misbehavior
and humiliation. Mrs. Sprague arranged for a contractor right away for the next
day December 1, 2012 to inspect and clean up the small area of substance.
Defendant request for access again (see Exhibit 40). It is worth mentioning that no
report of water leaking from the water softener or anywhere anymore had been
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received since November 14, 2012. The water manifold was replaced with a
brand new one, and water heater was confirmed in good condition by the
Plumbing technician. This also contradicts the Court's Findings of Fact #15 (see
Exhibit 5).
36. December 1, 2012 Plaintiff Jeff Price called police on Defendant again after
Defendant begged him not to call (see Exhibit 85, 18). He again interrupted the
inspection also by non-stop questioning the contractor who eventually decided not
to get in a potential legal dispute matter. The Contractor gave Defendant a
written inspection report, and advised how to clean up the substance (see Exhibit

~

48). Rufus Sprague immediately called for any contractor available. Less than 2
hours, Defendant sent an email to both Price and their attorney that they are ready
to return with another contractor to visit and clean up the alleged "mold". When
new contractor and Spragues arrived, Plaintiff purposely did not answer the door,
once reached they said they were out of the county and threatened Defendant and
contractor not to enter or would be deem as trespassing (see Exhibit 86). Plaintiff
never offered any other time for Defendant to come back to clean up the alleged
"mold". Question raised, according to their attorney Bill Bradford's lay out of the
ground rules, schedule of inspection and cleaning up work must following exact
the Ten Steps he had set out (see Exhibit 42), it certainly would had to take most
of day to remedy the small area of "mold". Plaintiff purposely did not answer the
door and was out of the county for not allowing the Spragues and their contractor
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to access the premises again. Again, Defendant sent a request to the Plaintiff for
access (see Exhibit 43)
37. On December 2, 2012, instead of offering another time to come, when Defendant

Sprague requested for access the premises on Dec. 3, 2012, Plaintiff Price and Mr.
Bill Bradford immediately sent emails and a letter to make it impossible for
Defendant to come, " ... Your "Notice" is evidence that you are not listening, You
plan to come (again) to the home with your contractor to enter (again) to visit the
area affected the mold (again) is rejected... ". (see Exhibit 44) Prices and their
attorney Bill Bradford knew that Mrs. Sprague couldn't meet their demands as she
was also afraid that the Prices would call Police again to humiliate her, therefore,
Mrs. Sprague called off the appointment with the contractor that night after
receiving Plaintiff rejection of access.
38. On Dec. 3, 2012, Mr. Jeff Price purposely emailed Mrs. Sprague on or about 8

AM, just one before 9 AM the contractor was due to arrive to treat the "mold".
After Mrs. Sprague replied that she had no plans to come for that time (see Exhibit
86), Prices neither offered another opportunity nor did they agree to allow her
contractor to come again. Prices severely limited Mrs. Sprague, giving her threats
and brought legal action against her. Prices hired Mr. Bill Bradford and recorded
the meeting from the very beginning they moved in. The Sprague had every
intention to fix the problem, the Prices were just making it impossible to do so.
She never intent not to fix the problem.
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39. The same day, after being repeatedly being rejected access, Defendant hand

delivered a notice to request Plaintiff to repair (see Exhibit 45). While taping the
notice on the door, hearing the Plaintiff calling and talking with police on the
phone from inside, she quickly left the property before police arrived. The Plaintiff
also never offered any other option nor showed an act of good faith to remedy the
damages when given the chance. The damages of water softener and the alleged
"mold" all happened after the plaintiff took possession of the premises. However,
instead to remedy, they hired a lawyer and recorded the meeting from the very
beginning soon after they moved in.
40. On December 5, 2012 the same day Plaintiff filed "Rent Abatement and Contract

Termination", demand full security deposit to be refunded on that evening despite
the fact they had agreed in the Lease that the security deposit was due within three
weeks after Prices vacated the premises (see Exhibit 2).
41. With unbearable anxiety and emotional distress, accompanied with the worry of

being sued for Breach of Contract for any damages by the Plaintiff, Defendant
had no choice but serve two 3-day eviction notices on the Plaintiff on December
6, 2012 (see Exhibit 10, 11, 12). Police were called by the Plaintiff when the
eviction was delivered. The eviction notice was delivered by a third party person,
as the Defendant wanted to avoid any direct contact with the Plaintiff
42. On December 7, 2012 the Plaintiff filed this current lawsuit against the Defendant

when they were still living in the premises (see Exhibit 1).
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43. On December 8, 2012 Plaintiff informed Defendant to check out the next day (see

Exhibit 87).
44. On December 9, 2012 Defendant had Rufus Sprague to do the check out

proceeding with the Prices (see Exhibit 4). Despite Defendant asked not to call the
police, the Plaintiff replied "North Salt Lake Police was notified", once again to be
used as harassment. (see Exhibit 19, 88). Plaintiff moved out and the Defendant
possessed the premises two (2) days after lawsuit was filed. The Court's Findings

of Fact #22 and Conclusions of Law also mislead that Plaintiff moved out on
December 7. 2012.

DETAIL OF THE ARGUMENT

1.

Defendant Sprague served a "Three Days Pay or Quit
Eviction Notice" to Plaintiff Prices to demand full rent for December, 2012.
Defendant Sprague also served Plaintiff a "Three Days Eviction Notice by
Criminal Act on the Premises" for repeatedly being denied access to remedy the
mold in the furnace room, and wrongfully calling police on Defendant Mrs.
Sprague which severely damaged her ability to do her job as a property rental
owner.

Plaintiff Prices repeatedly called and threatened to call Police on

Defendant every time after November 14, 2012 with the intention to cause public
nuisance, embarrassment and humiliation to her: Both eviction notices clearly
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indicated that the eviction would only be enforced through the court, and were
served properly and lawfully by the Defendant (see Exhibit 10, 11). Defendant

~

Sprague did not evict them arbitrarily. Plaintiff Prices availed the opportunity and
realized their long time desire to terminate the Lease Agreement and chose to
move out instead of submitting the matter before the court and waiting for the
court order. Thus, Prices voluntarily moved out of the premises. Mrs. Sprague's
eviction notice didn't amount to termination of the Lease Agreement. See Cobabe
v. Stanger, 844 P.2d 298, 303 (Utah 1992); Hurwitz v. David K. Richards & Co.,
436 P. 2d 794 (Utah 1968); Scott v. Majors, 980 P. 2d 214, 218 (Utah Ct. App.
1999); OLP, LLC v. Burningham, 2008 UT App 173, 43-44, 185P.3d1138, 1149;
Amoco Oil Co. v. Premium Oil Co., 313 F.Supp. 2d 1233, 1238 (D. Ut. 2004).
2.

The trial court completely ignored the losses suffered by
Mrs. Sprague who is entitled to the partial security deposit for replacing the water
softener that was damaged after Plaintiff moved in. Mrs. Sprague had proof that
the premises were clean and dry, free from water damages by Action Home
Inspection (see Exhibit 81, was submitted in Motion for Summary Judgement by
Defendant), Plaintiffs pictures date in September 9, 2012 (see Exhibit 60), five
pages of a detailed check-in list (see Exhibit 3), plus walked through the premises
with Plaintiff before and after they had moved in. Also, the Plaintiffs three
receipts of salt purchased prove that the Plaintiff had been using the water
softener, in and out of the furnace room for almost five weeks from September 10
to October 2, 2012 (see Exhibit 20, 21). Shamrock Plumbing technician also
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offered the opinion that Prices had tempered the water softener causing it beyond
repair (see Exhibit 49, was submitted in Motion of Summary Judgement by
Defendant). See Mahmood v. Ross (In re Estate of Ross), 1999 UT 104; Thurston

v. Workers Comp. Fund of Utah, 2003 UT App
3.

The trial court finding was mistaken that Mrs. Sprague
committed breach of the Lease Agreement by not refunding the security deposit.
In fact, the Lease Agreement categorically provides that Mrs. Sprague would be
supposed to refund the security deposit within three weeks after the Prices moved
out. Prices demanded the security deposit four days before they actually moved
out (see Exhibit 89). Prices filed lawsuit on 7th December, 2012 and actually
moved out on 9th December, 2012 that clearly showed the falseness of the lawsuit.
Had the security deposit not been paid by 30th December, 2012, it would be safe to
presume that Mrs. Sprague was in breach of the Lease Agreement. Prices provided
Mrs. Sprague no opportunity to perform her obligation arising from the Lease
Agreement with respect to the security deposit and hence Mrs. Sprague is not in
breach of the Lease Agreement. See Cahoon v. Cahoon, 641 P.2d 140, 144 (Utah

1982); Ferris v. Jennings. Utah. 595 P.2d 857. 859 ( 1979): Zion's Properties. Inc.
v. Holt. Utah. 538 P.2d 1319. 13] I (1975).
4.

Plaintiff had reviewed, adjusted and corrected the rental
agreement before signing. Both parties entered and signed the rental agreement
freely and willingly. Plaintiff first refused to pay basic cleaning fee, did not pay
any additional utilities cost by lease contract. In fact the Lease Agreement
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specifies these items to be included in the monthly RENT and their limits. How
can another item c,ible and internet be included in the RENT that is not mentioned
by the Lease Agreement but was demanded by the tenant Plaintiff (see Exhibit 2,
79 ) The trial court is of the opinion that any ambiguity in the Lease Agreement
shall be construed against Mrs. Sprague as she drafted the same. this rule may not
be followed every time and extrinsic evidence is admissible or parole evidence
rule may help to clear the ambiguity. Baxter v. Saunders Outdoor Advertising,
Inc., 2007 UT App 340
5.

BAD FAITH:

Prices breached the contract by not cooperating with Mrs. Sprague and filing the
"Utah Fit Premises Act", "Rate Abatement and Rental Contract Termination" and
this meritless lawsuit with was in bad faith:

•

In early August, 2012 before entering the contract,
knowing they could potentially move out right after the first half of school term
was over if their daughter could not play in the lead role in the Wood Cross High
School play, Mrs. Ann Price requested a four month rental but later changed it to
nine months when learnt extension might not be available at the expiry of four
month rental term, and to avoid of moving out in the middle of school year and the
play if their daughter could play the lead role. Letter from Jeff Price also
confirmed the purpose of renting this premises (see Exhibit 30). It clearly showed
that Prices executed the Lease Agreement in bad faith. When Prices' daughter
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failed to have a lead role in the play, they intentionally made the relationship
between Mrs. Sprague and Prices unworkable.

•

Plaintiff Jeff Price's refusal to sign the check-in list also
demonstrates Prices acted in bad faith. Jeff Price claimed because he was a
commercial pilot he could not have a felony conviction, and he also claimed that
he had been a detail oriented person as a pilot, who also had experience of
building and remodeling two of his own houses. So how could he not find any
leaking and "mold" shortly after moving in? (see Exhibit 30) Mr. Jeff Price did not
want to approve the contents of the check in list to confirm the condition of
premises when they moved in, which would also provide him a good excuse if any
wrong doing was committed as he did not sign the list.

•

Plaintiff claimed they acknowledged leaking and
alleged "mold" and received pictures from their friends, the Walkers, and obtained
a false invoice dated in 20 IO two years before they moved in, from Pond's
Plumbing (see Exhibit 22), but never disclosed it to the Defendant until after the
legal lawsuit was filed.

•

On November 25, 2012 Plaintiffs lawyer, Bill
Bradford, emailed Danielle calling her names and indicated that "given the mold
developments ... you plan to get the hell out of there" (see Exhibit 38). This also
showed bad faith that Plaintiff and their attorney had plans to terminate the Lease
Agreement and move out prior to the service of "Utah Fit Premises Act" on
November 30, 2012 to Defendant.
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•

Police report on December 1,2012 Plaintiff Jeff Price
also admitted before the officer that he and his lawyer had "planned" to terminate
the Lease Agreement (see Exhibit 18). This statement was made two (2) days prior
to the "Utah's Fit Premises Act" was expired.

•

Plaintiff Price emailed on December gt\ where he
declared he was planning to move out the next day December 9, 2012, but had
already filed the lawsuit on Dec.

?1h, 2012. It also clearly showed that the Prices

breached the Lease Agreement by filing the lawsuit in bad faith. (see Exhibit 46) .
See Young Living Essential Oils, LC, v. Marin, 2011 UT 64; Mark Technologies
Corp. v. Utah Resources International, Inc., 2006 UT App 418, 17, 147 P.3d 509,
512; St. Benedict's Dev. Co. v. St. Benedict's Hosp., 811 P.2d 194, 199 (Utah
1991); Oakwood Village, LLC v. Albertsons, Inc., 2004 UT 101,145, 104 P.3d
1226, 1240.

UNFAIR DEALING:

Plaintiff breached the Lease Agreement by violating the Implied Covenant of Fair
Dealing in every way as they could, and as following:

•

Plaintiff Prices refused to pay full rent right after they
moved in and lied under oath in the court that the cleaning fee was waived.

•

Plaintiff Prices and their attorney Bill Bradford
demanded Defendant only contact him and not the Prices ( see Exhibit 90), but
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later blamed Mrs. Sprague for not giving the Prices notices for accessing the
property. Prices also refused to take care of a palm tree a month after moving in,
removed the palm tree out of the house and left it in the front yard demanding
Mrs. Sprague pick it up which was a clear breach of the Lease Agreement (see
5(c)(5) of the Lease Agreement).

•

Plaintiff Prices and the Walkers, with whom Spragues
had legal dispute, assisted each other in legal dispute against Defendant Sprague,
by providing documents, pictures of taken in the premises, affidavits and as
witness lied under oath in courts while Prices were still living in the premises, in
violation of the covenants of tenant - landlord trust privilege.

•

Among many lies, Plaintiff Prices also lied (a) the five
pages long check-in list was prepared by Defendant Mrs. Sprague and signed by
Plaintiff Ann Price in their original complain (see Exhibit 1, P2-6); (b) the basic
cleaning fee was waived claimed in the court under oath; (c) damaged and
defective appliances was refused to repaired and had not been repair but Sprague
blamed on Prices,( See Exhibit 1); (d) in the court under oath that water softener
was turned on with permission from Rufus Sprague; (e) they moved out of the
premises on December 7, 2012 instead of December 9, 2012, same as their trial
attorney and trial court; and (f) that they had reported to Defendant about "mold"
as early as on September 7,2012 and on September 20, 2012 at the meeting, but
actually it was not until on November 16, 2012. The Plaintiff manipulated the
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stories through out the course, and had also modified the uncertified meeting
transcript and the audio tape.

•

Prices refused to pay any utilities cost above $250
despite giving actual bills and offered to submit their own calculation (see Exhibit
58). Deducted $65 service call for only water softener damage without permission,
refused to pay cable and internet service, it showed that they were in search of
opportunity to annoy Mrs. Sprague and deteriorate the business relationship. (see
Exhibit 36, 53, 55, 56, 57)

•

Plaintiff Prices didn't allow Mrs. Sprague to take
pictures of damaged area and could only write notes on paper. (see Exhibit 37)

•

Plaintiff Prices followed Mrs. Sprague step for step
when on the property, physically blocking and harassing her, refusing to allow her
to take pictures of damages area, and repeatedly calling police on her on
November 14, 2012, December 1, 2012; and also on December 6, 2012, and
December 9, 2012 forced Mrs. Sprague to serve eviction notice as Prices worsened
the situation to the extent that virtually Mrs. Sprague was pushed to the wall.

•

On December 1, 2012, Defendant went to the property to fix the issue. The Prices
lawyer, Mr. Bradford, had laid out strict rules and a tight deadline to do. However;
Plaintiff purposely refused to answer the door, knowing that Mrs. Sprague needed
to gain access to the property that afternoon and threatened Mrs. Sprague not to
enter the house or it would be trespassing. (see Exhibit 44 page 2 )
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•

Later that day Mr. Bill Bradford again denied access by
emailing Defendant Sprague demanding her to follow their ground rules, 10 steps

vP

of cleaning, and "to do anything less than or other than exactly and
completelv ... DO NOT COME. You will not be admitted". (see Exhibits 44).

•

Plaintiff Prices also created false evidence and manipulated the true facts against
Mrs. Sprague by making slanderous statements about defendant to whoever they
came across. The first North Salt Lake police officer's biased report on November
14, 2012 had been reversed after a month long investigation by the police
department and found that the accusation of Prices being angry and uncooperative
and was in fact, false. Later the Environmental Solutions also reversed his findings
by replacing the "mold" in BEDROOM with the "mechanical room" but adding
some bias or untrue facts instead after Defendant Sprague complained for the false
statement (see Exhibit 23, 24); and the false and unfound invoice dated 2010 with
zero amount by Pond's Plumbing Company also showed Prices' unfair dealing to
Mrs. Sprague, created tension in the relationship with other parties (see Exhibit
22).

•

Prices

constantly

created barriers

to

Defendant

Sprague' s rights to access the premises to do the remedy after damages was
reported, on October 17, 2012, November 28, 2012, December 1-3,2012. (see
Exhibits 76,83,44).

•

The trial court didn't consider the unfair demand of
Prices that the security deposit to be refunded four (4) days before moving out,
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and initiated this meritless lawsuit two days before vacating the premises. The
Lease Agreement clearly states that Mrs. Sprague had three weeks to process the
security deposit after the Prices moved out. (Exhibit)

•

After filing this lawsuit, Plaintiff's attorneys constantly
delayed and intended to delay the process of this dispute and frequently missed
deadlines without any sanction. Every time Plaintiff's attorney Bill Bradford
persuaded Defendant's counsel to file reschedule orders or extension that would
only benefit the Plaintiff and their attorney. On January 7, 2014 Defendant's trial
attorney filed "Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Amend Scheduling
Order", and again on March 13, 2015 one day before the trial "Memorandum In
Opposition To Plaintiffs' Motion For Leave To Amend Rule 26(A)(4)(A)
Disclosure" was filed on behalf of Defendant , both filings have show the detail of
procedural history and facts about this three year long legal dispute. (see Exhibit
72)

•

Prices' current attorney also insisted that the "mo Id"
found in the BEDROOM in the motion of "Oppose Motion of Summary
Judgment", and even misled in the trial court that the premises had no hot water or
functional plumbing at the end. It is totally a fabrication of facts with absolutely
no evidence. The premises never stopped running out of hot water or having any
plumbing problem and met the standard of fit premises.

IN CONCLUSION
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Appellant/Defendant Danielle Sprague is not represented by a counsel, and is presenting
VJ}

this Appeal Brief as to the best of her knowledge.

The tenants/Plaintiff Jeff and Ann Price found themselves in a lease agreement that they
wanted to get out of and they used their privileged power and resources to do so in an
unethical, discriminatory and illegal way. To justify their claims with unfounded legal
action against Mrs. Sprague and to break the contract and distort any damages with no
proof. Plaintiff started to create the problems right after they moved in by refusing to pay
the full rent, utilities, and continually acting unreasonably. Defendant Sprague
continually made herself available to meet their demands by purchasing and correcting all
the items that they asked for in the check-in list. Only a few days after moving in,
Plaintiff told Defendant that they were good friends with the previous tenants, the
Walkers. Both tenants were behaving very much the same as living the same premises.
The Walkers also had not paid any rent at the end and proceeded to trash the home badly
causing Defendant sever damages. Plaintiff Prices told Defendant that they and the
Walkers were living near each other in Bountiful, went to the same church, their children
grew up together. So Defendant was very afraid for the situation. Defendant requested to
sign an amended agreement, but understand that the Plaintiff had right not to sign.
Defendant never threatened nor mentioned about amended agreement since Plaintiff
refused to sign. Defendant tried to not communicate with the Plaintiff directly after being
demanded not to, and was accused of being a dangerous person. No matter how
Defendant tried to take extra length of responsibility as a landlord to meet Plaintiff's
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demands, she could not get any relief nor regain any landlord's rights from the Plaintiff to
do her job. It was always one side of aggression by the Plaintiff Prices toward Defendant
Mrs. Sprague. At the end, she also suffers this painful lawsuit for more than three years.

After Prices initiated this meritless lawsuit, Defendant Mrs. Sprague expected some
justice from the trial court but in vain. The trial court committed gross mistakes in its
judgment as the court ignored the fact that the security deposit was payable in three
weeks of Prices moved out of the premises, but Prices filed lawsuit two days before they
moved out.

PRAYER AND RELIEF

With countless sleepless nights, due to dealing with the Prices, Defendant was broken
down at the end of each day with tears. Visiting the Premises each time and just trying to
do what was right and laying in bed and not being able to stop the tears and asking how
someone could treat another human this way. Defendant has suffered extremely high
anxiety and emotional distress due to interacting with the Plaintiffs and their hostile and
aggressive behavior, causing her unable to function her normal daily life with her family,
being a mom of three young children, and having other work responsibilities to support
her family. She was diagnosed with anxiety disorder during this stressful time. Defendant
sincerely requested Appeal Court to reverse the District Court's rulings as North Salt
Lake Police department did, giving back her respect, humanity, dignity, and equality as
everybody should have. So that she can bring it home and show her children that they
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also deserve and will be treated equally by other people. This inequality, unfair and
~

stressful rental experience and this meritless lawsuit have also tom her family a part by
leaving her young child behind to finish his final year in the high school, moving the rest
of the family out of state so she doesn't have to relive this painful experience and the
unfair process of this lawsuit.

Defendant prays Appellate Court to find it in good justice to reverse the rulings of The
District Court on March 17 th , 2015 and find in favor of Defendant Mrs. Sprague by the
following:

i. Reverse the trial court's judgment;

ii. Order Prices to pay Mrs. Sprague the amount of past due rent equaled to the amount of
over $6,497.79 and remaining partial 6 month rent of $8,200; (see Exhibit 57, 4 7)

..;;>

iii. Award the amount of the costs and expenses that Mrs. Sprague incurred to remedy the
damages that the Prices caused to the Leased Premises above and beyond reasonable
wear and tear;

iv. Award damages against Prices for damages, including exemplary damages, for their
waste of the Leased Premises;

v. Award the court costs and attorney's fees incurred as a result of this action pursuant to
Utah Code§ 78B-5-825 and Utah Code§ 57-22-6(5)(c), (d).
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vi. Award other relief the court finds equitable and just.

DATED this 5th day of January, 2016.

Danielle Sprague, in Pro Se
Appellant/Respondent/Defendant
9554 Teton Vista Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89117
Telephone: 702-927-1184
daniellesprague@)hotmail.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY certify that on the_Q__ day of January, 2016, I caused the foregoing
APPELLATE BRIEF to be served on each of the following attorneys via courtapproved Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested, service Provider USPS:

Matthew N. Evans - US CERTIFIED MAIL NO: 7012 1010 0000 3370 7929
A.J. Green
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker P.C.
P.O. Box 45385
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385
Danielle S Prague, in Pro Se
Appellant/Responent/Defendant
9554 Teton Vista Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89117
Tele Phone: 702-927-1184
daniellesprague(Zv,hotmail.com
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Exhibits:
1. Plaintiffs' original complain
2. Lease agreement (9) month term
3. Check in list
4. Check out list
5. District court Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law
6. Email from Ann Price 8/2/2012 for changing 4 months to 9 month term
7. Draft of lease agreement (4) month term
8. Notice of Deficient Condition under Utah Fit Premises Act
9. Notice of Termination of lease agreement
IO.Notice of Eviction Pay or Quit
11. Notice of Eviction for Committing a Criminal Act
12. Deliver receipt from service man - Jeff Price called police
13. North Salt Lake small claim court Judgement - Walkers
14. Floor information provided by Prices to Walkers
15.Ann Price following and watching Defendant out to the back yard
16.North Salt Lake Police report on 11/14/2012 - updated/reversed
17.North Salt Lake police report on 11/14/2012- original
18.North Salt Lake police report on 12/1/2012 -Jeff intend to break contract
19.North Salt Lake police report on 12/9/2012
20.Plaintiffs' receipts of salt purchases -9/10/2012, 9/13/2012
21. Plaintiffs' receipts of salt purchases - 10/02/2012
22. Pond's false invoice with zero amount - 9/24/2010
23. Environmental Solutions - reversed
24. Environmental Solutions - original
25. Dixon's "mold" test report
26. Prices demand deposit (4) days before moved out
27.First inspection notice- 10/11/2012
28. Jeff Price refused to sign check in list and water softener not working
29. Second inspection notice - 11/7/2012
30. Plaintiff invited meeting - 9/18/2012
31. Floor repair
32. Garage door repair
33. Microwave repair
34.New dishwasher
35. Water leaking, returning trip- 10/21/2012
36. Notice & rent $65 deduction the same time - 11/1/2012
3 7. Plaintiff did not allow pictures taken, only take notes
38. Bill Bradford called Defendant names and plan on breaking contract- 11/25/2012
39. Request rent payment and offering Prices' calculation for discrepancies
40. Urgent notice to access to remedy the alleged substance "mold" - 11/30/2012

41. Letter of Deficient Conditions Notice from Bill Bradford

42. Ground rules and TEN steps of remedy "mold"
43.Notice of access and the work plan for the day- 12/1/2012
44.Plaintiff rejection of return access- 12/1/2012
45.Notice of Repairs to Prices in three business days - 12/2/2012
46.Notice of final check out from Prices!!! - 12/8/2012
47.Remaining partial six month rent- 6/10/2013
48. Sprague' s inspector Jim report for furnace room - 12/ l /2012
49. Shamrock Plumbing invoice for new water softener
50. Pond's Plumbing invoice water softener service call - 10/20/2012
51.Pond's Plumbing invoice for new water manabloc/manifold- 10/26/2012
52.Pond's Plumbing invoice for water heater water pip extension- 11/14/2012
53. Utilities, cable and internet bills for September, 2012
54. Utilities, cable and internet bills for October, 2012
55. Utilities, cable and internet bills for November, 2012
56. Account outstanding balance - November 6, 2012
57. Account outstanding balance for December 2012
58.Bills from utility companies sent to Prices on November 2012
59. Walker's dispute note to Plaintiffs - 9/7/2012
60. Plaintiffs' pictures of furnace room taken on 9/9/2012
61. Defendant's pictures of furnace room taken on 10/13/2012
62. Plaintiffs' pictures of garage door damage taken on 9/9/2012
63.Defendant's pictures of boat in the garage taken on 10/13/2012
64.65.Defendant's picture of furnace room taken on 10/13/2012
66. Defendant's picture of furnace room taken on 11/14/2012
67. Defendant's picture of furnace room taken on 11/14/2012
68. District Court's Ruling and Order for Motion to Reconsider and ...
69. Motion to Reconsider and Oral Argument Requested
70. Notice of only dishwasher and garage door broken on 9/20/2012
71.-

72. Defendant's attorney filed to opposite delay
73. Bill Bradford charge fee for Defendant's access
74.Jeff Prices request Sprague to make plan to clean up leaking water
75.76. Prices denied access and said no water leaking problem in 4 days
77. Price denied for inspection but inform water heater leaking
78. Price picture of furnace on 9/9/2012 - no "mold"
79. Prices demand for cable and internet service or threaten breach contract
80. Bill Bradford email inform for "mold" - 11/16/2012
81.Joe email found on "mold" on 6/26/2015
82. Defendant request for access to inspect and clean up the "mold" - 11/23/2012
83. Jeff Price email Rufus confirm Ann Price blocking Danielle Sprague

84. Mediation letter
85. Defendant literally begged for not calling police on her, but he did anyway
86. Defendant confirm would not be there on that morning of 12/3/2012
87. Jeff Price confirm water softener was turned off at the very first time
88.Jeff Price's Affidavit for Walkers
89. Prices demanded deposit refund on 12/5/2012
90. Bill Bradford demanded Defendant not to communicate with Prices

R. William Bradford (420)

Attorney for Plaintiffs
4820 South Three Fountains Drive #176
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone (801) 265-2455
FAX (801) 265-1476

IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DJSTRlCT COURT
IN AND FOR DAVIS COUNTY~ STA TE OF UTAH
~

JEFF PRICE and ANN

)

PRICE,

)
)

Plaintiffs,
vs.

RUFUSS-PR:AGY-E-and
DANIELLE SPRAGUE,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)

)
)
)

COMPLAINT TO ENFORCE RENTERS'
REMEDIES UNDER UTAB FIT PREl\'IJSES
ACT; FOR DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF
VACATION HOME RENTAL AGREEMENT;
FOR RESCISSION AND RESTITUTION FOR
FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT
CIVILNO.

\1\)1 D\\j;jl

JlIDGE:

\\(\

\'t\\~{) ('\

)

COME NOW the above-named plaintiffs, by and through their counsel of record, and for

claims against defendants~ allege and complain as follows:

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
1.

Plaintiffs are husband and wife (hereinafter sometimes collectively referred to as

"Pricen) residing as renters in a VACATION RENTAL HOME in North Salt Lake, Davis County,
Utah (hereinafter ·~he Vacation Home'.,) owned by defendants (hereinafter sometimes collectively
referred to as <(Spragtle") who resides in Bountiful, Davis County! Utah.
/,'

2.

On or about the 6 th day of August, 2012, p]aintif!s· and defendants entered into a

written '•VACATION HOME RENT AL AGREEMENr' (hereinafter "the Agreement") a copy of
which is attached hereto a~ Exhibit ''N~ and by this reference incorporated herein, which is the

su~iect of this action.
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Prior to August 6, 2012: Price, in response to an advertisement -viewed on KSL.co.m

"~R.;~iHome" available for

rent, including a "discount for good credit,~ called

the phone number listed and spoke with Danielle Sprague wbo disavowed the adverti.sed discount,
but explained the terms of the rental.

4.

In late July 2012, Price traveled from their home in Montana to see the fully furnished

Vacation Home and on July 30, 2012, defendant Danielle Sprague gave Price a tour of the Vacation
Home. Price explained to defendant Danielle Sprague that they were looking for a place where they
could live temporarily while their daughter finished her schooJjng at Woods Cross High School and
sort out their family plans for the coming year. Price inquired. as to what they would need to bring
with them :from Montana.. Defendant Danielle Sprague' s answer was "everything was included,just

asa,.homeshouldbe." - ~ .

5.

On September 3, 2012, Price moved into the Vacation Home and paid the first

month's rent of ~3,O0O.QO. The ''refundable security deposit: $3,500.00" wa.¢i paid on August 3rd
-~ ,,J ~e'f-S ~r~(
6.
/~on after Price moved in they discovered numerous deficiencies in the equipment

and appliances in the Vacation Home, including the dishwasher, microwave, water softener,
plumbing, garage doors, vacuum~ blinds, sliding doors and windows, etc. When Price would notify

Sprague regarding a defect, deficiency or malfunctioning, Sprague would either blame Price for the
problem or defendant DanieIIe Sprague (of Asian extraction) would say "you sign oft:, you fix,"
referring to the ~eek-in list prepared by defendant Danielle Sprague and signed by plaintiff Ann
Price.

Defendant Rufus Sprague like-wise often stated to plaintiff Jeff Price that Price was

responsible for the burden and expense of maintenance. In general, almost without exception
Sprague has displayed the attitude that Price was responsible for attending to and paying for all

2

maintenance ofthe Vacation Home, notwithstanding defendants~ initial ads and defendant Danielle
Sprague' s statement on July 30, 2012 that ('everything was included just Ma vacation home should
be," and contrary to the tenns of the Agreement as well as tradition and custom and usage in the
rental, and especiaHy the Vacation Home rental, industries.
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7.

Early in the Owner/Renter relationship defendant Danielle Sprague became extremely

hostile, aggressive and abusive towards plaintiff Ann Price by reason of defendant Danielle

/

/

Sprague' s learning of1he fact that prior tenants of the Vacation Home, a family named Walker, were
church acquaintances of Price, from their having been members, with the Walkers, of the same
church congregation. Sprague ordered Price not to let the Walkers anywhere near or into the
Vacation Home and alleging that Price was conspiring with the Walkers who were in litigation with

'

the Spragues. Sprague then demanded that Price execute an addendum to the VACATION HOME
RENT AL AGREEMENT which, in light of tbe fact that plaintiffs were experiencing the same
problems with the Vacation Home and with defendants which the Walkers had, was, or at least

·--...;;
-----• ..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·------·-------bordered on. witness-.tampering. Plaintiffs refused to sign the addendum despite defendants'

repeated threats to evict plaintiffs if they violated the terms thereof.
8.

During October, 2012., plaintiffs became aware that traces of mold in areas of the

basement ofthe Vacation Home were far more extensive than was initially thought by pJaintiff.c;, and
that the same was dangerous to their health. When their concerns were voiced to defendants; they

blamed Price for causing water leaks which in tum caused mold and a foul odor in the Vacation
Home.

9.

When defendants refused to correct the mold problem, Price engaged various mold

remediation experts and one industrial hygienist to take air and surface samples in the Vacation
3

Home and render reports whereupon Price gave notice thereof to Sprague. lnc]uded were ALL
POINTS INSPECTIONS, Al Rickard., who took initial air and surface samples inside, detecting high
levels of mold; also, ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS~ INC., Charles Dixon, tested the air and
identified surface mold, thus concurring with the opinion and findings of All Points. On November

30, 2012 plaintiffs served defendants with a written "Notice of Deficimcies'' pursuant to the Utah Fit
Premises Act~ UCA 57-22-1: et seq. a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and by this
reference incorporated herein (hereinafter the "Deficiency Notice")- Defendants contacted plaintiffs
on December 1, 2012 and an appointment was made for Sprague to inspect the bom.e with a "Mr.
Jim'~ contractor. As they left the Vacation Home plaintiff Jeff Price asked the contractor for his

credentials, his name and his plans for remedying the mold sjtuation. 'Mr. Jim declined to answer."
4

When Sprague later announced plans to return to do "some clean-up work," defondants were
notified_ in writing that any work on the mold hazard undertaken by or for them which was intended
to do things other or less than the ten (10) corrective measures listed in ao attachment to the
Deficiency Notice, (a summary prepared by Mr .., Charles Dickson, MSPH-Clll, among other things,

an industrial hygienist) would. not be deemed as a correction of the deficiencies enumerated in the
Deficiency Notice. Since sending that notice on December 1, 2012, Price has not beard from
Sprague or any other party or expert on their behalf regarding correcting the deficient conditions.
The only communication has been a Notice from Sprague to Price, dated December 2, 2012 whkh
stated that the loose water and resulting mold were the fault of Price who are responsible to repair all

the damage at Prices' expense, on threat of Eviction.

10.

On December 5, 2012., at approximately 6:30 p.m., plaintiffs served on defendants a

''Notice of Violation, etc.~\ a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "C'' and by this reference
4

incorporated herein, notifying defendants of the expiration ofthe three business day corrective period
stated in the Deficiency Notice and the Act, and the operation and consequences ofthe renters having
chosen the "'rent abatement'' remedy defined in the Act.

FIRST CLAIM
(Utah Fit Premises Act)
11.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-10 above and further allege an.d claim

as fol.lows:
12.

By virtue of the Deficiency Notice and UCA 57-22-6(4)(a), and by reason of

defendants' failure to "take substantial action'' before the end ofthe corrective period, the rent abated
on November 30, 2012, the date of the Deficiency Notice, the rental agreement terminated and
defendants became obligated immediately to repay to plaintiffs the entire $3;\500.00 refundable

security deposit paid by plaintiffs under the rental agreement at the inception of their occupancy of

the Vacation Home.
13.

The deficient condition stated in the Deficiency Notice was and is a condition of a

residential rental unit which violates a standard of habitability, is not caused by plaintiffs, the renters,
or their guests or invitees, nor by a use that would or does violate the rental agreement or any law

t

applicable to plaintiffs' use of the rental unit.

14.

~'r C:3..v.Se.
"

The Deficiency Notice satisfied the provisions of UCA 57-22-6(2), including a

statement of each deficient condition, the applicable corrective period and the renter remedy that the
renters had chosen. Plaintiffs provided permission to enter the residential rental unit to make

corrective action. Defendants' refusal to do so was and is unjustifiable.

5
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15.

The court should enter judgment in favor of plaintiffs and against defendants abating

pJaintiffs' rent as of November 30, 2012, declaring the rental agreement terminated as of said date
and awarding plaintiffs judgment against defendants in the amount of$3,500.00 plus plaintiffs' costc;

and reasonab1e attorney fees pursuant to UCA 57-22-6(5)(c)(ii).

SECOND CLAIM
(Damages for Breach of Contract)

J6.

Plaintiffs inCOJJ)Orate by reference paragraphs 1-15 above and further allege and claim

as follows:
17.

Defendant.~ have breached the Agreement in several respects all to plaintiffs' damage,

an as to be set forth in p]aintiffs' Amended Complaint hereafter to be filed with the Court.

TlilRD CLAIM
(For Rescission and Restitution for Fraud in the Inducement)
18.

Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1-17 above and further aJJege and claim

as follows:
19.

Prior to August 6, 2012!' when the Agreement was executed by the parties defendants

made false statements and omitted to disclose material facts regarding the condition of the Vacation
Home which constitutes fraud in the inducement for which plaintiffs are entitled to a judgment
against defendants rescinding the Agreement and ordering defendants to make full restitution to
plaintiffs for all amounts paid by plaintiffs~ all as to be further set forth in plaintiffs" Amended.

Complaint hereafter to be filed with the Court, which, as to plaintiffs~ Third Claim, will satisfy the
requirements of Utah Rules of Civi1 Procedure 9.

6

WHEREFORE, plaintiffs should be awardedjudgment against defendants as follows:
1.

Abating plaintiffs' rent as of November 30, 2012, declaring the VACATION HOME

RENTAL AGREE1\1El"l1 of August 7, 2012, terminated and for judgment in the amount of
$3,500.00 for the nonrefunded security deposit, on plaintiffs" First Claim.

2.

For damages for breach of contract in an amount or amounts to be addressed at trial!\

on plaintiffs~ Second Claim.

3.

For judgment against defendants rescinding the VACATION HOME RENTAL

AGREEMENT and ordering plaintiffs to make full restitution of all amounts paid by plaintiffs as
proven at trial, on plaintiffs' Third Claim.
4.

For plaintiffs' costs and reasonable attorney's fees.

5.

For such further and other relief as the Court deems just in the premises.

DATED this 6<11 day of December 2012.

Plaintiffs . address:
591 East Oak View Court
North Salt Lake:- Utah 84054

R. WiJliam Bradford (420)
Attorney for Respondent
4820 South Three Fountains Drive. #176
Sa1t Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone (801) 265...2455
FAX (801) 265-1476

JN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR DAVIS COUNTY. STATE OF UTAH

JEFF PRICE and MN PRICE~

)

----

)

CIVTLNO.

)
)

Plaintiffs~

vs.

THREE..-DAY
SUMMONS
-~---.--·
_-_

)

,--,_

',

. RlIEtJS-SPRAGUE and DANIELLE SPRAGUE..

)

,JUDGE:

)

'-,

Defendants.

I

\107 O\\'S7

\\O\\Y\-,\,\on

)

THE STATE OF UTAH TO RUFUS SPRAGUE and DANIELLE SPRAGUE:
YOU ARE HEREBY summoned and required to file with the Clerk ofthe above court located
at 800 West Main Stret.~ Farmington, Utah 84025, a written Answer to the attached Complaint and to
serve upon or mail to Plaintiff's attorney at the address shown above a copy of said Answer within
three (3) busin~ss days after service of this Summons upon you.
If you fail to so answer, judgment by default will be entered against you for the relief
demanded in said Complaint which has been filed with the Clerk of the above court and a copy of
which is attached and hereto served upon you.
th

DA TED this 6 day of~~".r-emeer 2012.
0 ~ C-€1'1\be.c-
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i_ illiarn Bradford
SERVE ON DEFENDANTS AT:
4399 .Foothill Drive
Bountiful~ Utah 84010

Attorney for Pciitionor
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VACATION HOME RENTAL AGREEMENT
CAUIION: 'Ima is a !&:gally' binding agreemcot READ .tt CARBFOILY. !tis mtlmded to help pmmote
harmony by cladfying 1hc Jiprs, duties, a n d ~ o£ pmped.y owm:m, mamgas, aad ~
A.dduioDS md/ttt deleticasmay bemldebyllnmg-11 pmiesmitial eadl c:Jump;howevet, ltmanot be
dlangecl into a lease.
Vem,1 qreemeota often lead
ro,dnsioo MAXESUltE THAT .ALL
AGRBBMBN'IS .AREMADEINWIUnNG•
Both the °""1a/Agemmd the lmm(s) ape to mlfill the mocfitjoos Jistal below:

to~•

..;g

The OWNER/AGBNTia: Daaie1le Sp.mgae

Jeff& fas;; nrui.&m 1'. Pfta!

The BBNT.BR(S) Waz

512:~~3!

.;;)

~

Reatu(s) SS#

l26l
DamofBmh:

J-406-285:2010
lmm(s) phone#:

~

AD~ of 1he JBNT.AL:
591B Oak View Ct. N011h Salt take, Utah 84054

vi)

R.eat shall be S3000.gg
month ill i ~ with minimum fpf'ln of2 :month1 (Scptemm L
W3 tp Jwe 1Q, ',OU), md the basic deaaingfee of$150.00 payable in advmce beb:e move in.
(reuautmay be charged extm deaaing £ee if the pmperty is not as dean as move in)
Rentindudes the foBowmg: (check each item iDduded)
Gas, W~ Gamage, Btecttidty> (I'oml udlmes up to $250/mo) D.ishwashet; Covered Padang,
Washer, Dqes: and all 61mitme ..•.e11:.
The Ren=(s) must pay deposit by any major <=dit cmi fol: msemition;hutpayment must be paid
in advance of 30 days befme .move in.

1.RBNT
~

,
(

\

»~

Z. FAILURE TO PAYBBNT (I'm: month to month miter-longtes:m)
If i:mt is not paid witbia five (5) days after due date.
Ra1tm: agrees to pay a charge of$50 per day {not mm:e than one day's mit} b-Jate tent fee and/or
each dishonOJ:ed bank check, uo1ess waived by written apement If die:Rmt=is uaable to pay tent
when due, the 0wJlec has die legal.right to ses.venotice to pay mit m:wcate-widmi tmee (3) days, as

v)

pmvided by CaJi.fomis Code of Civ.ilPtocednrrs Section 1161.
3. OCCUPANCY AND SUBLE'I"IlNG
A) The teatalis for 1he i:esidtmdal use of the signe:c of this .Agreement and tom! ocmpaat allowed is
based on the signeis dcdsntion when apply. No add on is allowed; or the signecwill be chasged SSO
per person pet nigh jf add on is found and.is limitrd up 1X> 15 occupsots.
B) The Rmtu(s) w.ill not sublet. aaaigo, share or nm space. or mainmin gaests beyond days a month
without 1he p.rm wsittal C'ODSeDt of 1he Ow.a=.
C) This .Agtecmentis between the Owner/Agmtand eachzm~mdividually~ IN nm EVENT OP
DEFAULTBY ANYONESIGNER,EACH.ANDBVER.Y:a:BMAlNINGSIGNBllSHALLBE
Rl!SPONSIBLE FOR.AU., PROVISIONS OFTHIS AGBEEMBNT.

~

"'
,
(

I""-..

4. PERMlTl"BD rrBMS

Rentw(s) may have the following items on the prope,ty.

'·

..:.J

EXHIBIT2

Jef~ and Ann

Price

8012923399

p.2

Vehicles, all vehicles :an: to be parked in th.c followriug
designated arc= garage padci.ug or visitOt"I: parkiog (sln:lct parlcing).

5.DEPOSITS
A) The RC!ltcr shall pay the Owner/.Agent the following .a:fundable security deposit
$~which shiall not csa:c:d 2 m0<lths tl'!llT for uofumished propctty and 3 months n:nr for
fu..-uishcd.
1. When the R=tc:c moves out the Owner =y use the deposit $0lely for the pwpose of.
i. Repairing damages for which the Renter is .r.csponsiblc,
ii. Ocaning beyond noanal we:ir 2fld tcu,
ill. Payiag due 2nd unpaid l'Ctlt md/or utilities. (Owner 'Will pay ulilitia up to $250 a month).
INTEREST:

B} Thc Owncr $hall not pay the tenant .intc.teSt 0«1 all sccutity deposits.
REPAIRS AND REFUND:
C) The Owner sh2ll inform the Rearer of neo:icd .a:paits. The lli:ntcr shall luwc the right to make any
n:paits Ldentfficd at the p.ce-movc out inspection at hi$ or her expense lk:fore the move out <la~
without deduction from the $CtUrlty dcpo,it Within tb= weeks after tbe Tenant moves 011t. the
Owner sh:ill .rcrum th!! depoliit co the Renter less auy deductions the owner is entitled to uade.r rliis
agttdllcnt. If any deductions are made, the owner shall provide the Renter with a writti:n itemized
5tatemcnt of expenses and receipts for cleaning or repms for which dcductioM wc:c nude from the
deposit.

Rentct(s) agree to:
1. Keep the p ~ as dcao :md isanit:ay » the =dition of the p=ni:se:. pamia;
2. Regularly dispose of all rubbish, garbage. nnd other waste in a cle:tn and sanitary manner;
3. Properly use and opetatc all dec:ttical, gan, and plumbing fixtures aad keep them as clean and
sanituy as their condition pcnnits;
4. Not, nor peanit anyone on the pn::tI116CS within her/his control to, willfully or wantonly destroy,
deface, dmnsgc, impair, alter, or remove any parr ofthe stzuctl.lt'e, facilities, or equipment;
5. Leave the rcnti.l in the $lllJlC c:ondition a.~ when po&:session Wlls given to her/him, .te3'1onablc
UISC., wear, and damage beyond the contiol of the R.eota(s) excepted; and
6. Not to cause or allow unnecessary noire especially during the quiet times under the city ot county
noise and/or "party" ordinance (10:00 p..m. to 8:00 a.m.).
7. Renter agJ:Ccs to do snow and ice rcmovnl. a round the side walk and drive w.iy during the winter.

I
'

D) ADDmONAL DUTIES
The llllWttcruince of the following additional ia:rns: n /a

Date

6-~- !2

9 - 20 - 12

SPRAGUE000290

'

.,

••1r~t Is Your RESPONSTIULITY TO RETLIR~ THIS LIST! rAll.L'RE TO RETURN TlllS WILL BE

~· r- }...

QCCEPT.\NT Ol<'THE APARTMENT WITH NO DAMAGES AND THOROUGHLY CLEANED
'i
~(

1;, . ;

t" ..-:.,~.:-

.__

name:

Tenant

I

~

CHECK IN LIST

~,

<"lcuncJ

Damaged

I

Nm Cll:un

Damaged

Gcncr,I

Cleaned

Nut Clean

KITCIIEN

f d,-

Inside Cupboards

., .

I

k

• 1•

__________ . _____
--~·---,..,.

Oulc;idc Cuphuards
Doorways

Baseboards

✓

--~-

.

---

Dishwasher

-ilJ"14- -··-

::I.
V

·-------

1.ight Fixtures

,

V

ti

v

Inside Cabinets
Outside Cabinet-;

\,/

··--

Sinks

,

Malls
Doors

✓

Toilets
v'

·- .

-•

~

---------•··

i

✓

Mirror

V
V
V

Floors

V

Light Fixturl.-s

✓

Faucets

\/

l"ub
. - .. ·------TIie

...

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --·---

I

REFRJGERATOR

Damaged

·----- i - - - - - - - · · .

V

Cleaned

Not Clean

Inside

MISCELLANEOUS

OuLc;idc

Carpels

Damaged

Cleaned

Not Clean

Freezer
l,'

Defrosted

Windows

:pif1tccci\'er Ao:x

.

STOVE

Damaged

l£().\~'\~

Stove top

~
Iii. n::_;~::t;:i&H5
f-ringe Hood

~

.

Not Clean

Cleaned
✓

1

t
tno o!ll·0
I

Oven

v

Racks

v

Oven Door

CO~"/ ~. ">W'cll

.

APPLLANCE Cl !ECK

du.~--

v

J

Fan & light

-·-·

~,v,,,
Working

Furnace

V

Hcatl!r

✓

Stove & C)ven

V

TV Receiver 13ox

v

Garbage Disposal

✓

V

Walls

\_.,.,"

Ceiling

J

~
Chimney

I

·J'

Dllors

'--I

Utility Room
Closet,;
-- _ _ _ 4.,_ ... --

Garage

Olinds
~

---·------. -

Se-e nett.

Not Working Explanation

,..°':)rt,~rs
✓

V
\,/

. "-,.
~t'll'f (

·----

--

---------

v

Light Fixtures

v

Air Conditioner

✓

1oilct

Door 1,ocks

V

---------- t } )()
~ ·
Tenan(ti_~[S._h_~----Agent/Owner_-.J/tO_t~
..!.'.'" L✓-

./1

~ L_ I

,
\ ~

•

nn..a ria/ fcl

1' 2

EXHIBIT3

r·,.;

Kitchen:
1. Inside Cupboard - Damaged - Left of sink shelf and cupboard. Under sink.
Left island cupboard.
't,2. Bottom shelf of lazy susan does not spin.
✓3. Blinds over sink - Broken

.I\

D

,:A,~

4. Baseboards - Marred
5. Tile - Kitchen nook - Broken tile under register
33 broken or hairline cracks in tiles
6. Stools - legs slightly broken (they work)
7. Screen missing

. ~. Di~~ w,u. h- f.oa...p tloor- b"~ ; b!V\ d,,.,,.. i,at. -f:t, ~ w'\1'""

Dmmg Room:

~1. Window-Screen missing

Stove:
1. Stove top - damaged paint

Entryway:

Bathroom - Main

Ot\.

¾ f\ot>'-r_

&=e5. -~gbt absve :thowe, does, a't woFk
6. Walls - paint chipped

-

7. Threshold - loos&.e
8. Door jamb dn.t errl'paint chipped
9. Door - Hole from door stopper

Bathroom - Downstairs
::f1ll'-

1. No door stopper

2. Screw tops showing in ceiling
3. Door jamb - paint chipped and nail showing
4. Mirror - chipped

bottom left corner

Corvette Room

l. Blinds broken

?

2. Walls - paint chiJ_>ped
tJ_/\

Red/Black Room
--1. Floor under rug (you showed us) Jr.e,<' C

2. Windows - Dirty jamb, water stained
3. Baseboards - knicked
~4. Threshold - loose
--- 5. No Door stopper

Master

.--,;;;=:::::-\~

1:r.dWw~~~tfF:81lff!fl=(nat the glass)

w

rZft!l_..,,.ffi,ssing

3. Baseboard -

·marred, missing corner at bathroom e~t~

111.!t"g ~ ~ i i i e 4 § 2 balb_.~5. Sci ft dt:. d ••y -frawi.2 GIAeH. '7•f)
Al}/\P'A. ·_

4. C§i

6. Closet door - paint chipped

,/

r.

SPRAGUEQ00293

{) u)\ef .

7. Floor register - broken
8. Blinds - broken -

)n er~

Staircase
1. Tile - missing grout
2. Door - broken bottom panel

Banister
1. Loose

2. Rail - marred
Ping Pong room

1. Holes around electrical outlets and light switch

2. Crack above door to furnace room
3. Glass door - dent in wall next to jamb

4. Carpet not laid right
5. Window Wall - dent about six feet up
Air Hockey/TV room

1. Holes around electrical outlets
2. Walls - Puck dented

3. Window - No screen
4. Dimmer Light Switch - no knob
5. Behind TV - paint chipped up high

----=:6 lfligl=tt bulb cat

W

Hallway

J!r

"":,=ca. -i llgnt 6i dbs

@u+f

L~\,,~ -

wru,h,ec ~cb ~fss~

1~·-

Pine room

l. Door jamb - nail showing and nail coming out of wall

JJJf.

SPRAG~000~94

,

. ,., .
~

2. No d~or stopper
3. Dent in wall behind door

Purple room

1. Walls - paint chipped
nd

2. Dresser - 2 drawer is loose

Blue room

1. Walls - paint chipped
2. Blinds don't pull straight
3. Register hanging down 1-1 ½ inches

wti?f

Need:

v l ~. -

.

L

,¥1J3'2. ~ uue1<.et c:fa4::t. \ Y) OT

13!E~n4~ke:
({~·'t/&&

feQ

Paper towel holder~

.
~RAGUE000295

~y

***It Is Your RESPONSTBILITY TO RETURN THIS LIST! FAILURE TO RETURN THIS LIST WILL BE

DEEMED AS ACCEPTANCE OF THE PERMIS WITH NO DA.MAGES AND IS THOROUGHLY CLEANED***

-.J

CHECK IN LIST Tenant

name:

Damaged

KITCHEN

·:x·

Inside Cupboards
Outside Cupboards

Cleaned

Not Clean

CJt_;__(~

General

Damaged

Cleaned

y

Sinks
Inside Cabinets

~
~

Baseboards

~

X

Outside Cabinets
Tub

Doors

-y

Tile

Dishwasher

X

Mirror

~

Light Fixtures

X

y

~
f....
-;,(
~

Floors
Light Fixtures
Faucets

REFRJGERATOR

,_;;

Damaged

Inside
Outside
Freezer

Cleaned

Not Clean

x
x

MISCELLANEOUS

x

Defrosted

Damaged

Cleaned

~

Drapes

~

"<

Blinds

,-tJ)

~

Doors
Damaged

Stove top

Cleaned
-~

Not Clean

--;I...

Ceiling

'(

Wood Stove

Fringe Pans

'::,(

Chimney

Fringe Hood

~

Utility Room

x

Closets

Oven

~

Garage

Racks

""'<

Swimming Pool

Oven Door

~

;-f-,

~

Not Working Explanation

X.

Furnace
Heater

x
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MATTHEW N. EVANS (7051)
A.J. GREEN (14661)
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER P.C.
36 South State Street, Suite 1400
P.O. Box 45385
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385
Telephone: (80 l) 532-1500
Facsimile: (801) 532-7543
mevans@rqn.com
ajgreen@rgn.com

Counsel for Plaintiffs Jeff and Ann Price

IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT,
IN AND FOR DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

JEFF PRICE and ANNE PRICE,

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Plaintiffs/Counterclaim Defendants,
Case No.: 120701157

v.
Judge David R. Hamilton
RUFUS SPRAGUE and DANIELLE
SPRAGUE,
Defendants/Counterclaim Plaintiffs.
This matter came before the Court via bench trial on March 16 and 17, 2015. Plaintiffs
Jeff Price and Anne Price (the "'Prices'~) were represented by Matthew N. Evans. Defendants
Rufus Sprague and Danielle Sprague (the "Spragues") were represented by Jeffrey Owens.
Based upon the facts presented at triat the Court hereby makes the following Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law.

EXHIBIT 5

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Danielle Sprague and Jeff Price entered into a Lease Agreement on or around

August 6, 2012 to lease a home located at 591 East Oak View Court, North Salt Lake, Utah
84054 (the "Leased Premises").

Anne Price signed the Lease Agreement on September 20,

2012.
'~

2.

On or around August 3, 2012, the Prices paid a refundable security deposit of

$3,500 to Danielle Sprague in accordance with the Lease Agreement.
3.

The Prices moved into the Leased Premises on September 3, 2012.

4.

The Prices paid the agreed upon $150.00 cleaning fee for the Leased Premises on

September 20, 2012.
5.

The Prices timely paid rent for September and October of 2012.

6.

With regard to November 2012 rent, the Prices timely notified Mrs. Sprague that

they intended to deduct $65.00 from the rent for a service call from Pond's Plumbing regarding
issues related to the malfunctioning water softener in the utility room in the Leased Premises.
7.

Mrs. Sprague never objected to the deduction.

8.

The Prices timely paid November 2012 rent in the amount of $2,935.00 ($3,000-

$65.00 service charge).
9.

The Lease does not contain any provision obligating the Prices to pay for internet

and cable for the Leased Premises.

10.

The Lease Agreement unambiguously states that $250.00 of the utilities is

included in the $3,000 monthly rent payment.
11.

The amount for utilities for September 2012 was less than $250 .00
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12.

Defendant Danielle Sprague presented evidence of utility costs above $250.00 for

October in the amount of $10.33
13.

The late fee provision in the Lease Agreement only relates to late payment of rent

and not utilities or the cleaning fee.
14.

On November 30, 2012, the Prices served on Danielle Sprague a Notice of

Deficiency Conditions in accordance with Utah's Fit Premises Act Utah Code§ 57-22-1 et seq.
15.

The Prices presented evidence of leaking water in the water manifold in the utility

room as well as the water softener and the water heater.
16.

On the morning of December 3, 2012, Danielle Sprague delivered via e-mail, and

hand delivery a letter to the Prices stating that she believed the water problems were caused by
the Prices.
17.

Danielle Sprague explained in the letter dated December 2, 2012 and attached as

Defendants' Exhibit No. 22 that she and her husband (Rufus Sprague) "both clearly saw the
mold in the utility room on the bottom of the wall next to the purple room. As by your family
concern and by protecting our property, we request that you to have a license mold clean up
contractor remove all the mold, and repair all the damages that the leaking water caused which
you refused to clean up in a timely manner. If you fail to do such repairs states above within
three business days, you will be subject to eviction."
18.

Later that day on December 3, 2012, Jeff Price emailed Danielle Sprague asking

her to confinn that she would not take any action to fix the problems as identified in his Notice
of Deficient Conditions dated and served on Mrs. Sprague on November 30, 2012. Mrs. Sprague
responded in an email that Mr. Price was correct and that she would not fix the problems.
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19.

Consistent with her letter dated December 3, 2012, Mrs. Sprague on December 6,

2012 served on the Prices a three day '~otice to Vacate for Committing a Criminal Act on the
Premises'' (the '~otice") claiming that the Prices improperly used the water softener to cause
damage and water leaking, failed to clean up the water and keep the premises in a sanitary
manner and refused property owner access to the premises to do the inspection and repairs.
20.

The Spragues failed to present sufficient evidence establishing that the Prices

caused the water damages and/or water leaking or failed to allow the property owner access to
inspect and repair.
21.

The Notice required the Prices to vacate the Leased Premises within three days.

There is nothing in the Notice requiring the Prices to continue to pay rent in accordance with the
Lease Agreement nor is there any provision in the Lease Agreement requiring the Prices to pay
rent in the event they are evicted by Mrs. Sprague.
22.

On December 7, 2012, the Prices vacated the Leased Premises.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.

The Lease Agreement was drafted by Danielle Sprague and therefore any

ambiguities in the Lease Agreement shall be construed against her.

2.

It is unclear from the Lease Agreement what the due date is for payment of rent.

Construing the docwnent most favorable to the Prices, the due for rent date is September 5, 2012
and every 5th day of the month after September.
3.

The Prices timely paid rent for September, October and November of 2012 and

did not breach the Lease Agreement by not paying rent. No late fee payment under the Lease
Agreement is applicable to these payments.
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4.

The late fee provision in the Lease Agreement is not applicable to any other

obligation other than rent.

5.

The Prices failed to pay utilities in the amount of $10.33 for October and that was

the only invoice that was submitted to the Prices prior to them being evicted from the Leased
Premises by Mrs. Sprague.
6.

The Court finds that Danielle Sprague evicted the Prices from the Leased

Premises on December 6, 20 I 2. As a result, she has no legal right or basis under the Lease
Agreement or law to seek the reminder of any payments under the Lease Agreement subsequent
to that time. The Lease Agreement does not contain any provision requiring the Prices to pay the
remainder of the lease payments in the event they are evicted.

7.

The Court finds that Danielle Sprague is equitably estopped seeking any

additional lease payments after she evicted the Prices from the Leased Premises on December 6,
2012.

8.

The Court also finds that Danielle Sprague waived any right to collect further

lease payments from the Prices after evicting them from the Leased Premises on December 6,

2012.

9.

Utah Code Ann § 57-22-S(h) provides that a renter must be current on all

payments required by the rental agreement.
IO.

The Court finds that the Prices were not in complete compliance with the Lease

Agreement because they failed to pay for utilities in the amount of $10.33. While the Court
finds that amount is not a material breach of the Lease Agreement, it was still not paid and the
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availability of a remedy under the Utah Fit Premises Act is not available to the Prices. That
claim is dismissed with prejudice.
11.

The Prices did not pay rent for seven days in which they were in the Leased

Premises in December which amount is equal to $677.42.

12.

The Prices moved out of the Leased Premises before any late fee applied for

December rent under the Lease Agreement.
13.

The Court finds that Danielle Sprague has breached the Lease Agreement by not

refunding to the Prices the remainder of the refundable security deposit and cleaning fee in the
amount of $2,799.25 exclusive of prejudgment interest and court costs.

The amount of

$2,799.25 is calculated by adding the refundable security deposit and cleaning fee ($3,650.00)
and then subtracting the seven days of rent for December 10 the amount of $677 .42, utilities of
$10.33 and cleaning and shampooing fees, for the Leased Premises after the Prices moved out in
the amount of$163.00.

14.

The Court finds the Prices did not materially breach of the Lease Agreement and

that claim brought by Mrs. Sprague is dismissed with prejudice. 1

1

The Court dismissed the Prices' claim for fraud and recission via directed verdict after the
Prices closed presentation of the evidence in support of their case. The Court also dismissed
Rufus Sprague as a plaintiff for the breach of contract action via directed verdict after the
Spragues closed presentation of their evidence in support of their counterclaims. The Court also
dismissed via directed verdict the Sprague's waste claim after they closed presenting evidence in
support of their counterclaims.
6

DATED this_ day of March, 2015.

RAY QUINNEY & NEBEKER, P.C.

Isl Matt Evans
Matthew Evans
A.J. Green
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Counterclaim Defendants
Jeff and Anne Price

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the_ day of March, 2015, I caused the foregoing FINDINGS

OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW to be electronically filed with the Clerk of the
Court using the Utah Trial Court/ECF system, which sent notification of such filing
electronically to the following:
Jeffery J. Owens (10973)
Owens Law Finn, PLLC
299 South Main St., Suite 1300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
jeff@owenslf.com

Isl Angelica Torres
1322251
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-- RE: NSL home rental agreement
JJ

From: Ann Price (aprice3399@msn.com) You moved this message to its current location~
Sent: Thu 8/02/12 9:53 PM
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
Danielle,

.,J

I had Jeff read the lease over. Sorry he is at work and didntt get back to me as soon as I thought he would.
We would like to rent the house until the end of the school year instead of just until January. Also, we do
have five in our family with extended family that come to visit. I would like to make sure that it is okay for
family to visit. Also, if you would like to talk to our landlady from last year if you have concerns about us or

our dog, Sam, her name and number are: Julie McConkie 801-726-2741.
Thank you

-~

Jeff and Ann Price
160 Hidden Valley Rd
Three Forks, MT 59752
406-285-9010
801-244-2487 (ann)
801-554-8726 (jeff}

From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: aprice3399@msn.com
Subject: NSL home rental agreement
Date: Thu, 2 Aug 2012 17:07:20 +oooo

Ann,
""

Here is the rental agreement. Please let me know if you have any question.

Thanks,
Danielle

EXHIBIT6
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VACATION HOME RENTAL AGREEMENT
CAUTION: Tbis is a legally binding agreement. RE.ID IT CAREFULLY. It is intended to help promote
harmony by clarifying the tights, duties, and responstoilities of property owners, managers~ and rentei:s.
Additions and/ or deletions may be made by having all parties initial each change; however, it cannot be
changed into a le.ase.
Verbal agreements often lead to misunderstanding and confusion. MAKE SURE TK'\.T ALL
AGREEMENTS ARE MADE IN WRITING.
Both the Owner/Agent and the Renter(s) agree to fulfill the conditions listed below:

The OWNER/AGENT is: Danielle Sprague

The RENTER(S)

is/ are:

Renter(s) SS#

Date of Birth:

Renter(s) phone #:

ADDRESS of the RENTAL:
591E Oak View Ct. North Salt Lake. Utah 84054

1.RENT
Rent shall be $3000.00 per month for 4 people with minimum of 4 months (September 1, 2012
to January 31, 2013) .. and the basic deaning fee of $150.00 payable in advance before move in.
(Tenant may be charged extra cleaning fee if the property is n.ot as dean as move in)
Rent includes the following: (check each item included)
Gas, Water, Garbage, Electricity, (Total utilities up to $250/mo) Dishwasher, Covered Parking,
Washer, Dryer and all furniture .... etc.
The Renter(s) must pay deposit by any major credit card for reservation; Rent payment must be paid
in advance of 30 days before move in.
2. FAILURE TO PAY RENT (for month to month renter - long term)
If rent is not paid withi.tt five (5) days after due date,
Renter agrees to pay a charge of $50 per day (not more than one dafs rent) for late rent fee and/ or
each dishonored bank check, unless waived by written agreement. If the Renter is unable to pay rent
when due, the Owner has tlle legal right to serve notice to pay rent or vacate within three (3) days, as
provided by California Code of Civil Procedures Section 1161.

3. OCCUPANCY AND SUBLETTING
A) The rental is for the residential use of the signer of this Agreement and total occupant allowed is
based on the signees declaration when apply. No add on is allowed; or the signer will be charged $50
per person per nigh if add on is found and is limited up to 15 occupants.
B) The Renter(s) will not sublet, assign, share or rent space, or maintain guests beyond days a month
without the prior written consent of the Owner.
C) This Agreement is between the Owner/Agent and each renter individually. IN THE EVENT OF

DEFAULT BY ANY ONE SIGNER, EACH AND EVERY REMAINING SIGNER SHALL BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL PROVISIONS OF TH1S AGREENIENT.
4. PERMITTED ITEivfS
Renter(s) may have the following items on the property:

EXHIBIT 7
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V ehides, all vebicles ue to be paiked in the £ollow.iDg
designstrd areas: garage parking or visitors puking (meet puking}.
5.DBPOSITS
A) The Rent.er smill pay tbe Owner/ Agent the followmg r-efundabk security deposit
i:3500.00:wbich. ahsil not m:eed 2 months rent for unfiJmisbed pmpmy and 3 months mit fur
fumished
1. When die Renter moves out the Owner may \1Se the deposit solely b: the pmpose of
i. Repaidng damages for which the Rmter is .r:esponsihle,
ii. Cleaoing 1,eyond normal wear and tear,
iii. Paying due and mipaid ml1: md/or utilities. {Owner will pay utilities up to $250 a month).

JNT.ERBSI':
B) The Owner shall not pay the tmantinterest on all secw:ity depcaita.
REPAIRS AND :REFUND:
C) The Owner shall infami cheRmter of neededrepaits. The Rater shall haft theaght to make any
repaits ideorified at the pre-move outinspection at ms or her expense befote the move out date
withaut deduction bm the secm:ity deposit. Wlthia tbtee weeks after the Tmmt moves mu; the
Owner shall zetam the deposit to the Rmtes: less any deductions the OWDeE is mddc:d to under this
agreement If miy deducdons me ma~ the owna: s.baD provide the Rmtetwith a WJitten itemized
statmimtof e:q,enses snd.teeeip1s mrc:leamng ortepairs forwhich deductions were made iom. the

deposit.

(

\

Rmte(s) agree to:
t. Kee£, 1he p-emises u dean and sanimq as the condition of1he p:emises permits;
2. RegaJady dispose of sllmbbisb, garbage, and odia: 'W&Stein a dean andsanitaty mamier;
3. P.topedyme and~ a l l ~ gas, and plmnbiag mtmes and keep them as clean and
sanimty as their coudition permits;
4. Nots nm peanit anyone on the pa:mises'Witbio her/his cmmol to, wmfblly 02:wamonly destroy,
de&ce., damage, impair. .Itec., m: mnove auy put of die stmcmte, &cilides, or eqwpment;
5. Leave the miml in the same coadidoA as when possession. was ,Jven to her/him, %ea5o.aable
use, weu, md damage bqond the amtrol of the Rmtet(s) excepted; and
6. Not to cause or allawmmecessaty Jl0ise especially dm:iag the quiet times undet the citJ or count;r
nmse and/or "party' otttiosnce {lO:OOp.m. to 8.110 a.m.).
7. llaitm: agn:es to do mow~clke ft:IDO'nl. amund the sidewalkaad chive way during the 'Winter.
D) ADDITION.ALDu.r.IPS
The maimmance of the foDowingadditionalhems: n/a

mt:

1he signing of this agreemrot u:knowledges the Ownds tece.ipt of $3500 &om the Rmtet
secm:iq, deposit,
Both the Own«/Agmtaad the Rentx:t m:eive a copy of this .Agreement. This Agrcemeotis entered
md w.ill be effecdve the Z,4 43y; of.Ap_gost. 20D,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date: _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Renters Siguatme (type name and sign above die line)
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~-§4(l)(b)(lv): The following appliances and faclUtles speclflcally
contracted in the rental agreement are defldent for the
reason(s) stated below:

10(ten)

0

calendar
days

Dated this lm!!, day of

0

0

Rent abatement

Repair and deduct

November

Date this Notlc:e given to Owner:

11 /

30 /20

TENANT'S REMEDIES
If the owner faSs to take substantlal action before lhe end of the a,r,ecttve period toward a:srreamg each deffdant condition, the
Tenant's rcmedkll are as follows,. depending on the remedies chosen above and the owner's response:
t6(4J(aJ(I): "Rent Abetemanl" remedy:
No rent Is due bqlnnrns on du! date this Notice was sJven to lhe Owner, and

©

@The rental aareement Is terminated, and
@lhc Owner must Immediately pay to the renter the entire security deposit pa1d by the Tenant and any prepaid rent.

Cndudlfls rent paid for the period beglnnins on the date this Notice was given to the Owner. and
@The Tenant must vacate the rented premises within 10 calendar days following -.,ltal.ion of the corrective period.
§6{4)(el(R): "'Aepalt and Doduct." remedy:

© The Tenant may correct the dcfldant condition described fn chis Notice, and

(i) Oedud from future rent the amount the Tenant patd to conect the deffdent conclittcm(s), not to exceed an amouni
f!CIUal to two months• rent, and
@ Provide to the Owner within fave cetendar dovs after the beslrmlng or the next rental parlad a copy of an receipts
documentfna the amount paid by the Tenant 10 ccrrect the deftdent mnditlonfil
GIVE 11QS N01lCE TO TMI: OWNER:
Keep a aspy at this notJce. Recosd the date you sarved tt on beth the 0wnczr•s NoUte and ,;vur uqay. Serva 1llis nauce bf: (1J&Mna lt to the Ch-mer
or Um owner's aaenf/manage,. ar (2) Mndtns It by cffllf!ed malt 10 die Owner's hamcr ar u5UDI ptacc of business or 10 lhe Ownef's agont/ml1nage,.
or (3) gMns It to sameaae 14 o, atdel at the Owne,•s home or bush\Qu or Rgenl/ffla.na&e(s office and 1eftdlna a CGff by regular mall, or (4) lf no
one G hoffla or at Wt office. taping it on tho ~ s homc! or offlce: In a ainspi,cua,n location such as the Ownds 0t rn1Aager'• front dao,.
NOTICE TO IN£ OWNER/AGO«:
Thls is a tept doc:~nL It W~I drafted by Ut1h Leg41 Ser·,t,es_ Inc. In apsnoprlate casm. UL~ wiU fOptesefll tenam$ living in IUbstandanl housing
due to an
failure to tepafr or cortec:t significant comfilion5 aff~ttna faabJtabiHay. Seek competent legal acMc. to uncterslaAd your
t ~ Purs&Jant lOUCah Code §S7-22-6(51, the ,enant maybtlng.an aeuon mdbUkt C'GUtl to CH1fatce mis Hottte.

owner-,

:.;;;

~.

l
~

SPRAGUE000316
-·-"''•:. ,.•~.-~---==··=""·-..,.::zic;...;;....;,;;;___

_..:.:~-
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION OF FIT PREMISES ACT
AND
NOTICE OF TERMINATION OF "VACATION RENTAL HOME
AGREEMENT"
AND
DEMAND FOR IMMEDIATE REFUND OF ENTIRE SECURITY
DEPOSIT
December 5, 2012 - 18:35 Hours
TO: RUFUS AND DANIELLE SPRAGUE
via email: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
YOU AND EACH OF YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT:
Pursuant to Title 57-22-1 et seq, Utah Code Annotated, entitled the
~

UTAH FIT PREMISES ACT (THE "ACT'):
You were served on November 30, 2012 with : "NOTICE OF DEFICIENT
CONDITIONS,'' pursuant to UCA 57-22-6(2) whereby you were required to correct
the deficiencies enumerated therein within three (3) business days after service of the
NOTICE upon you; and
2. Three business days having expired without your having made any effort to correct
the said deficiencies; and
3. Renters having selected the "Renters' Rent Abatement Remedy";
1.

~

NOW THEREFORE:
4. The renters' rent is abated as of November 30, 2012; and
5. The VACATION HOME RENTAL AGREEMENT is terminated;
BY OPERATION OF LAW, to wit: UCA 57-22-6(4)(i)(A) and (B); and
6. You are, by virtue ofUCA 57-22-6(4)(i)(C) required to pay to the renters Jeff Price
and Ann Price, IMMEDIATELY, the entire security deposit that the renters paid
under the rental agreement, viz $3,500.00.
Pursuant to Section 6(4)(i)(D) the renters will vacate the premises within ten (10) days after the
date of this Notice.

EXHIBIT9

NOTICE OF EVICTION
THREE DAY NOTICE TO PAY OR QUIT
Name:
Address:

This Notice is Given to Tenant(s):
Ann K. Price
591 Oak View Ct. North Salt Lake
Utah 84054
(And all other tenants known)

This Notice is Given by Landlord(s):
Danielle Sprague
Address:
511 W 500 N Salt Lake City
Utah 84116
Name:

Phone:

801-936-1109

You are hereby given notice that you are behind in your rent payments. You are required to either pay
everything owed as indicated below, or move out within three (3) calendar days (counting weekends & holidays).
You are required to do one of the following:
I. Within three calendar days you must pay$ 5,582.83 (the total amount owing) which consists of:
a. $
3,178.64 Rents from
Oct. 2012 to Dec. 2012
b. $
2,250.00 Late fees from _S_e_._pt_._2_0_12_to_D_ec_._2_0_1_2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c. $
154.19 Misc Fees
Cable and internet
0R
2. Within three calendar days you must vacate the premises you have rented.

----------------------------

-----------------------------

If you do not comply with this notice, you will be served with a Summons & Complaint for unlawful detainer. Unlawful detainer
is when you remain in possession of rental property after the owner serves you with a lawful notice to leave, such as this eviction
notice. If you are found by the court to be in unlawful detainer, you will be evicted by the court & found liable for: (1) any rent due &
unpaid through the end of your rental agreement, less any amounts the landlord receives from the next tenant; (2) damages caused by
your unlawful detainer of the rental property; (3) damages for any waste of the property caused by you, if & only if the landlord
alleges them in a court complain & proves them at trial, or submits them to the court by affidavit in the event of your default (Waste is
damage you cause beyond normal wear & tear.); (4) damages as provided in Utah Code Ann. § 78B-6-1107 through I 114 for the
abatement of nuisance, if any, caused by you (abatement of nuisance means to stop a nuisance); & (5) attorney fees & court costs.
You will also be liable for three times those damages allowed to be trebled under Utah Code Ann. § 78B-6-811 which may
include trebling damages mentioned above.
FAIR DEBT COLLECTION PRACTICES ACT NOTICE: THIS COM/lt/UN/CATJON JS AN A1TEMPT TO COLLECT A DEBT, &
ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE. Unless you dispute the validity ofthis debt within 30 days,
it will be assumed by the landlord to be valid If you notify the landlord in writing, within 30 days that you dispute this debt or any
portion thereof, the landlord will obtain & mail to you verification ofthis debt or a copy of a judgment against you. Upon your written
request within the 30 day period, the landlord, or the person or entity serving this notice, will provide you with the name & address of
the original landlord, if different from the current landlord.

RETURN OF SERVICE AND SELF AUTHENTICATION DECLARATION
This Notice was served on the above-listed tenant(s) on this
6th day of ___D_ec_e_m_b_e_r_ ___, 20 12 m
one ( or more) of the following manners:
..:{__ Personal Service. A copy was delivered to the tenant personally.
_ _ Posted Service. A copy was posted in a conspicuous place on the premises, as no one was home.
_ _ Suitable Age & Discretion - Residence. A copy was left with a person of suitable age and discretion at
tenant's residence and a second copy was mailed to tenant's residence.
_ _ Suitable Age & Discretion - Place of Business. A copy was left with a person of suitable age and discretion
at tenant's place of business and a second copy was mailed to tenant's place of business.
_::j___ Certified Mail. A copy was sent through certified or registered mail to tenant's address.
criminal penalty that the foregoing is true and correct.

Copyright© 20 I 0-20 I 2. This form provided by the law Offices ofJeremy M. ... '
landlords within the state of Utah. Use ofthis form shall not constitute legi
Visit www.utahevictionfaw.com for more landlordforms and materials. Phone

I ...•..

L . ··- .. J L ••

EXHIBIT 10

1

NOTICE OF EVICTION
THREE DAY NOTICE TO VACATE FOR
COMMITTING A CRIMINAL ACT ON PREMISES
Name:
Address:

This Notice is Given by Landlord(s):
Name:
Danielle Sprague
Address:
511 W 500 N Salt Lake City
Utah 84116

This Notice is Given to Tenant(s):
Ann K. Price
591 Oak View Ct. North Salt Lake
Utah 84054
(And all other tenants known)

801-936-1109

Phone:

You are subject to eviction within 3 days under Utah Code§ 78B-6-802{1){d) for committing a criminal act
on the premises as follows:

Improperly use water softener to cause the damage and water leaking;
Failure to clean up the water leaking and keep the premise in sanitary manner;
Refuse property owner to access the premise to do the inspection and repairing the damages.
You are required to vacate the premises within three calendar days, counting weekends and holidays. If
you do not comply with this notice, you will be served with a Summons and Complaint for unlawful detainer. Unlawful
detainer is when you remain in possession of rental property after the owner serves you with a lawful notice to leave, such
as this eviction notice. If you are found by the court to be in unlawful detainer, you will be evicted by the court and you
will be liable for: (I) any rent due and unpaid through the end of your rental agreement, less any amounts the landlord ,
receives from the next tenant; (2) damages caused by your unlawful detainer of the rental property; (3) damages for any ,
waste of the rental property caused by you, if and only if the landlord alleges them in a court complain and proves them at
trial, or submits them to the court by affidavit in the event of your default (Waste is damage you cause beyond normal
wear and tear.); (4) damages as provided in Utah Code Ann. § 78B-6-1107 through 1114 for the abatement of nuisance, if
any, caused by you. (Abatement of nuisance means to stop a nuisance.); and (5) attorney fees and court costs.
You will also be liable for three times those damages allowed to be trebled under Utah Code Ann. § 78B-6-811
which may include trebling damages mentioned above. Rent due and unpaid shall be trebled each day you remain in the
premises after this notice expires.
RETURN OF SERVICE AND SELF AUTHENTICATION DECLARATION
#1
L
This Notice was served on the above-listed tenant(s) on this b
day of .DeCEWlJJ-QYone (or more) of the following manners:
A

~

, 20 1·2._ , m

_L Personal Service.

A copy was delivered to the tenant personally.
_ _ Posted Service. A copy was posted in a conspicuous place on the premises, as no one was home.
_ _ Suitable Age & Discretion - Residence. A copy was left with a person of suitable age and discretion at
tenant's residence and a second copy was mailed to tenant's residence.
_ _ Suitable Age & Discretion - Place of Business. A copy was left with a person of suitable age and discretion
at tenant's place of business and a second copy was mailed to tenant's place of business.
~ Certified Mail. A copy was sent through certified or registered mail to tenant's address.
Pursuant to Utah Code Ann. "5-0 I, I declare under criminal penalty that the foregoing is true and correct.

Signature of Notice Giver;/:::~~~-,,;,;-:_

,, /

-

&

/I

/;?.JIA A·

-

V'

Copyright© 2010-2012. Thisform provided by the Law Offices ofJeremy M. Shorts, LLC and may be used by
landlords within the state of Utah. Use ofthis form shall not constitute legal representation by this Firm.
Visit www.utahevictionlaw.com for more landlordforms and materials. Phone:

EXHIBIT 11

RECEIPT

Received from Daniel Sprague the sum of $50 for service of three day notice re: Jeff
th

Price and Ann Price on this 6 day of December 2012. Two North Salt Lake Police officers in
presence and witness. St. Guillam supervising.

th

December 12 2012

EXHIBIT 12

NORTH SALT LAKE JUSTICE COURT
DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
RYAN AND DANIELLE SPRAGUE,
Plaintiff,

SMALL CLAIMS JUDGMENT

vs.
EAGLE VISION ENTERPRISE et al,
Defendant.

Case No: 128000036
Judge:
Date: November 20, 2012

The Court Orders Judgment as Follows:
Judgment 1
Debtor(s):
$ 3,383.94
by section
Date:

of 1: RYAN AND DANIELLE SPRAGUE
EAGLE VISION ENTERPRISE, DAVID AND KATHLEEN WALKER
Total Judgment, with 2.120 percent interest as
15-1-4 UCA until paid.

(/-cfO --/ ~
CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION

~

I certify that a copy of this document was sent to the
people for case 128000036 by the method and on the
BY HAND:
BY HAND:
BY HAND:

EAGLE VISION ENTERPRISE
DAVID AND KATHLEEN WALKER
RYAN AND DANIELLE SPRAGUE

Date:
Justice

Printed: 11/20/12 13:00:34

Page 1 (last)

Clerk

EXHIBIT 13

Eagle Vision Enterprises
90 W 500 S #138
Bountiful, UT 84010
(801) 792-2832

-J

.)

sprauge
591 Oak View Court
North Salt Lake, ut 84054

11/20/2012

Oak View Court Flooring
Item D
. ti
Number escnp on

Quantity

2.0301 Remove hardwood flooring in
mastic
23 .0020 Laminate flooring
23 .0020 Laminate flooring

Unit

Material
Cost

Total

Labor
Cost

Cost

Selling
Price

25

SF

0.00

29.00

29.00

4350

2

SF

7.12

14.16

21.24

23

SF

0.00

7.04
80.96

80.96

121.44

Project Selling Price:
Project Cost:

$186.18
$124.12

Gross Profit:
Gross Profit Percentage:

$62.06
33.33 %

EXHIBIT 14

S. E. Bedroom Repairs

'

~

Cl)

~

Closet

-

EXI-IlBIT 15

Case 2012-002239
North Salt Lake Police -10 East Center St North Salt Lake, UT 84054 801-936-3880

Page 1 of2
Retrieved November 19th 2012

Public Copy

Case Details
Case Number:
Disposition:
Original Date:
Original Location:

2012-002239
Inactive
Nov 14, 2012, 12:50 p.m. - Nov 14, 201 2, 1:40 p.m .
591 Eas t Oak View Court, No rth Salt Lake, UTAH 84054

Description:

CIVIL PROBLEM (99991S.11 )

Offense
(99991S.11) CIVIL PROBLEM (Othe r)
Offense:
UCR:
Attempted/Completed :
Location Type:
Method Of Entry:
Bias Motivation:
Secu rity:

(99991S. 11) CIVIL PROBLEM
(902)
Complet ed
residence
No Forc e
None (no bias)
unknown

People
DANIELLE TING SPRAGUE
Aliases:
Gender:
Race:
Ethnicity:
Incidents:
JEFF R PRICE

Involved Other

TING WONG
Female
As ian
non Hispanic
1993903
Reporting Party

Aliases :
Gender:
Race:
Ethnicity:
Incidents:

Male
White
non His panic
1993903

RYAN GAYLEN SPRAGUE
Aliases:
Gender:
Race:
Ethnicity:
Incidents:

Involved Other
Male
White
non Hispanic
1993903

Incident
1993903

-

Occurred Time:
Field Reports:
Reporting Officer:
People :

Nov 14, 201 2, 12:50 p.m. - Nov 14, 2012, 1:40 p.m.
R1857543 Supplemental - 201 2-002239 (Unofficial)
R1857541 Crime - 2012-002239 (CIVIL PROBLEM) (Unofficial)
Winslow, Tyler
RYAN GAYLEN SPRAGUE
DANIELLE TING SPRAGUE
JEFF R PRICE

EXHIBIT 17

Case 2012-002239
North Salt Lake Police - 10 East Center St North Salt Lake, UT 84054 801-936-3880

Page 2 of 2
Retrieved November 19th 2012

Public Copy

Incident
Winslow, Tyler

Officer T. Winslow
11 /14/2012
Case# 2012-002239
Synopsis:
I was dispatched on November 14th, at 1250 hours on a civil problem at 591 Oak View Court. I arrived on scene and
met with the complainant who identified himself as Jeff Price. the renter of the home. Danielle Sprague and Ryan
Sprague, the landlords, had arrived at the residence prior to my arrival to inspect the home. Jeff and Danielle were
arguing about an inspection of the home. I separated the parties, Danielle and Ryan left the residence.
See supplemental report for more details.
Winslow, Tyler

Officer T. Winslow
11 /14/2012
Case# 2012-002239
Narrative:
I was dispatched on November 14th, at 1250 hours on a civil problem at 591 Oak View Court. I arrived on scene and
met with the complainant who identified himself as Jeff Price. the renter of the home. Danielle Sprague and Ryan
Sprague, the landlords , had arrived at the residence prior to my arrival to inspect the home.
Jeff Price stated that he agreed to allow Danielle and Ryan to inspect the home on the conditions that they didn't take
any pictures of the home, due to personal privacy. Jeff stated that Danielle began taking pictures down stairs in the
home, and he told her to leave. Jeff stated that Danielle wouldn't leave the residence. Jeff stated that Danielle has been
unreasonable with her inspections in the past, so he wanted Police at the residence to make sure r.othing got cut of
hand.
I advised both parties that if any arguing took place, I would terminate the inspection and separate the parties. Danielle
started her inspection upstairs in the home. Jeff stated that he felt Danielle's inspection was unreasonable due to the
fact that she was taking pictures of his belongings. Danielle finished her inspection upstairs, and stated she was going
down stairs. Jeff declined to let her do so. and they began to argue.
I terminated the inspection and separated the parties. I was assisted by Officer C. Carlson by staying with Danielle
outside while I spoke with Jeff. I advised Jeff to contact an attorney and this matter would have to be handled in a civil
court. Jeff understood, and was very cooperative.
Officer Carlson stated that Danielle was upset and was not cooperative. Danielle stated that she had the right to inspect
her home according to the renters agreement. Officer Carlson advised her to contact an attorney and that this was a
civil matter and that the parties were separated due to the arguing and confrontation. Danielle and Ryan both left the
residence after several minutes of arguing with Officer Carlson.
No further action was taken due the incident being civil in nature.
End of report

Reports
Date Created
Nov. 14,

2012
Nov. 14,

2012

Report No.

-

-

R1857541
[Open I Print]
R1857543
[Open I Print]

Reporting Officer

Title

Tyler Winslow

Crime - 2012-002239 {CIVIL
PROBLEM)

Tyler Wins low

Supplemental - 2012-002239

Supplemental

P_ending R~ iew /_Status
Committed

Supplemental

Committed

Case 2012.a002239
North Salt Lake Police -10 East Center St North Salt Lake, UT 84054 801-936-3880

Page.1 of2
Relrleved December 4th 2012
.

Case Details

',.

.

~-.

---------·-------- --·----· ·---····--·----·-- ·-----

Case Number:

2012·002239

Disposition:
Original Date:
Original Location:

Nov 14, 2012, 12:50 p.m. - Nov 14, 2012, 1:40 p.m.
591 East Oak View Court, North Salt Lake, UTAH 84054

Description:

CML PROBLEM (99991$. 11)

Inactive

Offense

----· - . - . -----· ·-·.

.

-- - - - - - -

____Offense:
... - ·····--·~---····· .. -•--" -----· -·· -·---------{99991S.11) CIVIL PROBLEM

(99991$.11) CIVIL PROBLEM (Other)

....

.,

UCR:

(902)

Attempted/Completed:

Completed

Location Type:

residence

Method Of Entry:
Bias Motivation:
Security:

No Force
None {no bias)

unknown

-~:~Pl_e___
RYAN GAYLEN SPRAGUE

Involved Other

Aliases:

Gender:

Ethnicity:

Male
White
non Hispanic

Incidents:

1993903

Race:

DANIELLE TING SPRAGUE

------·Aliases:

Involved Other
-·----·- ...

Gender.

TlNG WONG
Female

Race:

Asian

Ethnicity:

non Hispanic

Incidents:

1993903

jEFf R ?RiCE

Reporting Party

Aliases:
Gender:
Race:
Ethnicity:
Incidents:

Incident

Male

White
non Hispanic
1993903

··------·--·•·. --------·---

-------- -·-

1993903

--------·------------------·-- --·-·Occurred Time:
Nov 14, 2012, 12:50 p.m. - Nov 14, 2012, 1:40 p.m.
Field Reports:

Reporting Officer.

People:

R1857543 Supplemental - 2012-002239 (UnofffciaJ)
R18?7541 Crime· 2012-002239 (CML PROBLEM) {Unofficial)
Winslow, Tyl~r

RYAN GAYLEN SPRAGUE
DANIELLE TING SPRAGUE
JEFF R PRICE

EXHIBIT 16

Case 2012-002239

Pego2of2
Rettfe'l8d Dacember 4th 2012

Nqrth Salt Lake Polfce-10 East Center St North Saft Lake, UT 84054 8 0 1 ~
!

..

('.

; . ..

·. ,·

~
Incident
. - - ---- --- --- ----------··-----····---.... ·-- ···--···-· -·-- -- . -··-·· ·-· --- ·-·---· ---------·· -···--Mnslow, Tyler
OfflcerT. wtnatow

11/14/2012
case# 2012-002239
Synopsts:

I was dfspatched on November 14th. at 1250 hours on a clvB problem at 591 0ak View Court I arrived en scene and
met with the compfafnant who Icfentiffed hfmself as Jeff Prfce, the renter of Uie home.. DanleBe Spraaua and Ryan
~ the ~ had amved at the l88fdence ptforto my anwal to fns,acl the home. Jeff and Danfe{Je ware
arguing about an lnspecUon of the home. Jeff stated lhat Danfale wanted co take plc:tures of the fnslde of th& 1esldence.
Jeff stated he did not agree to ret Danfefle 1ake pJclur8s of Uta resfdence. due to his expectaUon of pdvacy. ln ortfer to
keep the peaoo JsepaJBted the parties when they began fD mgue. Danfe!fe and Ryan fefl the resfdence.
Sae supplemen1al rapc,t for addltfonal detalfs.

·-·-- ~-·-- ..-- ·-·-----Wlnslow, Tyler

OfflcerT. Wtnstow
11114/2012
Casa# 2012..002239
Narrative:

I was dispatched on November 14th. at 1250 hC1J1S on a clviJ probfem at 691 Oak View Court. J arrived on ocene and

met wfth the complsfnmtl .mo ldentillBd hfmsall as Jeff Price. the mnfsr of the home. DanJelle Sprague and Ryan
Sprague. the landlords. had arrfved at the residence prforta my arrtvat to Inspect the home.

f

Jeff Price stafsd that he aureed to aflow DanfeUe and Ryan to fnspect 1he home on the comDtlans that 1hey dld not take
pfctures inskteihe rasfdence due to his imvscy. Jeff stated 1hat Danfella began taking pfclules down staf,s In Ute he~
so he turd herto teave. Jeff stated that Dantelte wculdril leave ihe resfdenca. Jeff stated that Danfelte has been
unreasonable Wfth herfnspec:Ucns kl 1he psst because she has been rntrualve an hfa privacy. Jeff stated 1hat 0anfeUe
would bJama film fer damage done h1slds the 18Sdence1hal he dtd not do. so he wanted poHca at tf1e rasfdence to
make sure ~ 9 got out of hand.
I stated to Jeff, Danfelle~ and Ryan that I was !hem only to keep the peace. and if they a,guect about the tenns of the
inspectfon, I would separate the parties, and they would have to come fD an asruament of how the fnspactfons would be
handled fn the Mure. Dantaffe 8'8rtsd her fnsp8Clkm upstafns lnihe home. Jeff Slated that ha felt Danleffa's fnspeceon
was umeasonabfa dUetothe fact that shewas 1akrng pfctures of his befcrrglngs and movZng his Items. Dan!efleffnfshed
her inspectfon UJ)Sfalrs. and stated she was gcfng down stairs. Jeff decffn9d to fet her do so because she had efmady
lllSpCOted the basement of th& ftolne. DanfaJle and Jeff began fD argue about the rnspecUon conlfnufng.

\

I terminated Ute lnspecOon and separated the parties rn order to keep the peace. I was assJsted by Offlcer C. Carlson
who sta-Jed wilh DanfeUe autside. whHa I spoke wilh Jeff. I advised Jeff ID contact an attorney and thfs matter would
have to be handled fn a cMJ caurt. Jeff said that he undmsfcod that I coufd not enforce the terms of 1he renters

agreement

No fw1her adfon was taken due the fncfdent bafng dvll ln nature.

End of repcrt

Reports
Data Crealed

=

Nov. 14.

2012

t

\

t4,

---·------- ----

--------··· ----

Report No.. · - ~.!'1fna Offlcer Tltle. _ _ _ · - - - - - ·-- SUpplamental ·Penc11ns RevCew /Status.
R1857541
Tyler Winslow
Crfma • 2012-002239 (CML
Committed
[Open/ Print)

PROBLEM)

~~rint) TylerWfnslow

Supplemental• 2012-002239

Sapplemental

Cammitlfld

PRICE0248

NORTH SALT LAKE POLICE

C

CRIME REPORT
Incident: 11027800
Report: R1817845
OFFENSES

Page: 1 of 2
Case: 2012-002355

CIVIL PROBLEM (99991S.U)
Activity Codes: 504-Clvil Standby
Loe. of Crime: 591 E OAK VIEW CT North Salt Lake, UT 84054
case Disposition: Inactive
Occurred on: 12/01/2012 From: 08:48 To: 09:27
Officer Activity on: 12/01/2012 From: 08:48 To: 09:27

.·{~~ .

· '-PEOPLE JNVOLVED
Name: PRICE, JEFF ROBERT
Age at Incident: 51
DOB: 08/23/1961
RP Ethnicity: non Hispanic
Hair:
Sex: Male
Eyes:
Residence Addr: 591 E OAK VIEW CT North Salt Lake, UT 84054

Race:White
Ht:

·.

Mobile: (801) 554-8268

Wt:

Name:SPRAGUE, DANIELLE TING
Alias:

IO Age at Incident: 43

DOB: 04/15/1969
Ethnicity: non Hispanic
Hair: Black
Sex: Female
Eyes: Brown
Residence Addr: 591 E OAK VIEW CT North Salt Lake, UT 84054

Race:Asian
Ht:5' 2"

Mobile: (801) 485-0951

Wt:110 lbs.

Name:SPRAGUE, RYAN GAYLEN
IO

Age at Incident: 38
DOB: 06/11/1974
Ethnicity: non Hispanic
Hair: Brown
Sex: Male
Eyes: Blue
Residence Addr: 511 W 500 N Salt Lake City, UT 84116

Race:White

Mobile: (801) 485-0951

Ht:6' 4"
Wt:275 lbs.

flARRATIVE
Officer T.DeCarlo
12/01/2012
Case# 2012-002355
Narrative:
On December 1st, 2012, at 08:48 hours, I was notified by Bountiful dispatch to meet Jeff Robert Price at 591 East Oak View in
North Salt Lake City. Bountiful dispatch advised me that Jeff wanted a civil stand by.
When I arrived I met with Jeff at the front door of his residence. Jeff advised me that he is renting the property from Danielle Ting
Sprague and her husband, Ryan Gaylen Sprague.

-J

He said he and his wife have had on going problems with the homeowners/landlords. He said he had to calf the police before
because of an argument that ensued from a prior inspection of the home. North Salt Lake Police Case number #2012-002239
(Officer Tyler Winslow).
Jeff said he wanted me there while the home owners and a home inspector were present. He just wanted a police officer on scene
to make sure that no further problems or arguments occurred with the home owners/land Iords.

·~

Jeff said he is in the process with his attorney on breaking his renters contract with Danielle and Ryan over expectation of privacy
violations and a mold issue.
After the homeowners/landlords and the home inspector were done assessing the mold issue in the downstairs utility room they
left the residence without incident.
I waited for Danielle, Ryan, and the home inspector to leave in their vehicle before I left the scene at 09:27 hours.
No further action was taken.
This report is for documentation and for further reference.
End report.

North Salt Lake Police
10 East Center St
North Salt Lake, UT 84054

EXHIBIT 18

NORTH SALT LAKE POLICE

C
~

CRIME REPORT

Incident: I1027800
Report: R1817845

Page: 2 of 2
Case: 2012-002355

REPORTING OFFICER
Offi¢er's Name

Badge

Decarlo, T.J.

N19

Signature
12/03/2012 At: 12:46

·SUP~f{VISOR

Agency

Officer's Name .

North Salt Lake Police

Gwllllam, R.

North Salt Lake Police
10 East Center St
North Salt Lake, UT 84054

N03

NORTH SALT LAKE POLICE

C

CRIME REPORT
Incident: 11046402
Report: R1857602

Page: 1 of 1
Case: 2012-002418

OFFENSES
CIVIL PROBLEM (9999IS.11)
Weapon/Force: None
Means: Time - Night
Motive : Other

Activity Codes: 504-Civil Standby, 625-Assist - North Salt Lake
Loe. of Crime: 591 E OAK VIEW CT North Salt Lake, UT 84054
Case Disposition: Inactive
Occurred on: 12/ 09/ 2012 From : 20:08 To: 21:44
Officer Activity on: 12/ 09 / 2012 From: 20:08 To: 21:44

PEOPLE INVOLVED
IO

Name: PRICE, JEFF ROBERT
Age at Incident: 51
DOB: 08/ 23/ 196 1
Ethnicity: non Hispanic
Hair:
Sex: Male
Eyes:
Residence Addr: 591 East Oa k View Court North Salt Lake, UT 84054

Race : White
Ht:
Wt:

IO

Name: SPRAGUE, RYAN GAYLEN
Age at Incident: 38
DOB: 06/ 11/ 1 974
Ethnicity: non Hispanic
Hair: Brown
Sex: Male
Eyes : Blue
Residence Addr: 591 E OAK VIEW CT North Salt La ke, UT 84054

Race: White
Ht: 6 ' 4 "
Wt: 275 lbs.

Mobile: (801 ) 554-8268

NARRATIVE
Officer T. Winslow
12/09/2012
Case # 2012-002418
Narrative:
I was dispatched to respond on a civil standby on December 9, 2012 at 20 :08 hours at 591 East Oakview Court involving Jeff Price,
and Ryan Sprague. Ryan was performing a final inspection of t he home with Jeffs friend, and Jeff requested an officer be present. I
waited outside wit h Jeff until the inspection was completed to keep the peace. No property was exchanged, and no action was
taken. This report is for documentation only.
No action was taken the case is closed.

REPORTING OFFICER
Officer's Name

Badge

Winslow, Tyler

N20

Signature

f?rintee On
12/ 31/ 2012 At: 11:40

ASSISTING OFFICERS
Agency

0ffii:er's Name

Badge

North Salt Lake Police

Carlson, Chad

Nll

SUPERVISOR
Agency

Officer's Nam e

Badge

North Salt Lake Police

Gwilliam, R.

N03

North Salt Lake Police
10 East Center St
North Salt Lake, UT 84054
801-936-3880
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5
735 W. BOUNTIFUL

(

573 WEST 100 NORTH
W. BOUNTIFUL . lfT ...84087

MEMBER 1898576127000
2.99 A
2.99 A
9.99 A
13. 99 A
13. 99 A
13.99 A
13.99 C
19.99 A

E

;)

-

)

/

::,

~@ 2.99
E
E·

·v

.

.

26442 SALT P T50i . 8,97 A .
5 1% MIL 2 PK '
4.39 C
37020 OATMEAL CKS
6.99 C

87745 RQTI'SSE IE
.

~

6 . 60% TAX .

.i;

SlIBTOTRL

)

,. 3.00? TAX . .•·
EFT/DEBIT ·

---·- - - - --

659702 VN-· {2PC
653441 2 ~( CAMI
340293 2 p=tMISOLES

39.99 A

19.99 A
19.99 A

.

171.89
10.42
.42

SUBTOTAJl

A 6.60% TAX

C 3.00:& TAX

VF

TOTAL

.92 ·
. ·.34
··.

?lff1f.1J.1•1
· · . 26.6_0.

~. -:4- · ---

)0{)000(XXXXXX1389 ..•
SWif'ED
09/13/212 .-.1'9:.49 •.. : · .
PIN USS)
Secri: OOL79t-:-~pi:•
61497
. ·---a:+,q)EE-i f ·
R SP: AA
Tcan.-Ill#: 22572118900 ·,.
• .. ·11ercha.nt -ID 99073511
:

.

..4

fhJJJRO!lED. - PURCHASE
· AMOUNT:. $26. 60

0735 002 opoooooo35 ·o•n s
CHAf4GE

EFT/DEBIT

X:O()OOOO{XXXX1389
09/10/12 10:50
S1?11#: 0000"18 Appi::
EFf/DEBIT

25 .34 ,

.

1
1

TOTAL

VF

~

4.9-9 A

.

305292

SWIPED
PIN USED

Resp: AA

TI-IAi.... .-,

Tran ID#: 225410425000
Merchant rn 99073511

.00

TOT.AL NUMBER OF rm1s SOLD = 6
CASHIER: LORI le'
~E6# 2
i!i:J£tc,1'f.tlt. 19:'i!;I 0135 02 0418 35
PLEASE

-1 lJU !

C OME AGAIN!

APPROVED - PURCHASE
AMOUNT: !182.13

I

.l

0735 004 0000000019 0061

- --------------------CHANGE

•

\~

z_v•:.

l

.00

TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS SOLD = 11
CASHIER; DEBBIE R
REG# 4
g!IAIOY~•itt.; 10:50 0735 O<l 0061 19

THANK YOU!

PLEASE

CO ME

- -- ----

AGAIN!

-

-

--

tI

',

PLAJNTIFFS'
EXHIBIT
5
,
DDlr'C f'\f'\'l.a

EXHIBIT20

. :-· . .•.· . .

. · .,

C
735 ,W • .BOUNTIFUL
.
..

.·

/.

· 573 WEST )-00

NORTH ·..

.W. BOUNTIE , UT ..84081.
MEHBER
_08576t270-00 -.
5.99
0

c___~

·:·11 :96.A

17.95

, 79
- : 18

·

~
--------------- .---· XKXlOO(lO(l000{3B39
SI-IIP81
·t 1. :·

~..... ..

{ . ,i; Gard

Seq#: 000890 Af.,.-::

-~ Cash C6rd .
.,.

18;

212529

.

.

Resp; AA

I \v11...

l v o2-

. :_... · AMOUNT: i i , .92 ·

··R\:MAININ6 "f!AIJiNCE: $124.08 ·

. · Q'735 .(j04

00000000~3 0068

..
("

\

CHAN.GE

. 00

TOT~L RUMBffi OF ITEMS SOLD .. 5

C1~HIER: · WES

REH# 4

lIDlm'J"~ .12:27 0735 04 0058 63
THA~K YOU!
P L E~SE aoM~ AGAIN !

EXHIBIT21

r
Pond's Plumbing & Heating

Invoice

189 North Hwy 89
North Salt Lake, UT 84054
- Phooe #

Date

Invoice #

,-- - ---r -- - - --,
i ""no"'__J_~ I

80 I -295-7989

Fax# S0l-295-7944
Fed ID# 02-0666716

~

Bill To

•

Job Address

Rufus Sprague
591 E Oakview Court
North Salt Lake, UT 8412 1

Rufus Sprague
591 E Oakview Court
North Salt Lake, UT 84121

Phone: 801-485-0951

Plumbing· Heating· AC

fax:

All. Phooe:

Customer P.O. Number

Projeci & Job Numbe,

JHP06Jlll 6-IIN

Terms

Due Dale

Rep

J - Due On Receip1

9/24/2010

DCS

Description

Qty

Amount

I Install small .:xpaasion tank in piping for an Eternal water heater per Jelf Park..
Gave quote 10 replace leaking manabloc system S448.00 12,: 15 block

L- ~hone #- L__F_a_x #--+-I-----·· _ '!':eh Sit~- 1~01-295-7989

L _8~1-295-79~

I ___

pondsu1ah.com

0.00

Total

$0.00

Payments/Credits

$0.00

BaJance Due

S0.00

EXHIBIT22

ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
78 West 2400 South • Salt Lake City, UT 84115 • (801) 859-9333 • fax (801) 486-0849

December 12, 2012
Jeff Price

591 Oakview Court
North SLC. Utah
Re: Mold - 591 Oa..'Jcview Court

On November 29, 2012, Mr. Charles Dixon of Environmental Solutions, Inc. perfonned a visual inspection and initial
.,iJ

air sampling in the home located at591 Oakview Court in North SLC~ Utah. There had been water and mold damage
in the mechanical room. There was visible mold on the drywall. Air samples were taken in the following areas:
L

2.
3.
4.

5.

Mechanical room
Family room
Bedroom adjacent to mechanical room
Top of stairs
Outside

All types of indoor mold are less than 200 spores per meter cubed or less than the outside environment.

On December 6, 2012 Mr. Charles Dixon of Environmental solutions performed tape sampling of the visible mold
in the mechanical room. Samples were taken in the fo11owing areas:
1.

Mechanical room drywaJl - North wall

2.

Mechanical room wood - North wall

3.

Mechanical room - South wall

all samples taken bad major concentrations of stachybotrys spores on the tape samples. The sample on the
mechanical room drywall - east wall also had a trace of smuts I myxomycetes / periconia and rust

because of the major concentrations of stachybotrys in the multiple areas of visible mold in the mechanical room the
following should be done.

I.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Fix the source of the water problem.
Isolate the mechanical room and put it under negative pressure that is vented to the outside.

Remove all items from the isolated area in the basement.
Remove all wet and moldy building material in the contained area.
Sand or replace all moldy or wet wood inside the contained area.
Hepa vacuum the area inside the containment.
Wet wipe all surfaces in the containment with a detergent based solution with a moldicide added.
Encapsulate all exposed structural materials in the contained area.

Replace the furnace filter
Do clearance sampling.

If you have any questions please contact me (801) 486-7914 or on my cell phone at 859-9333.

Mr. Charles Dixon MSPH - CIH

Environmental Solutions Inc.
78 West 2400 South

Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

EXHIBIT23

ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
78 West 2400 South • Salt Lake City. UT 84115 • (801) 859-9333 • fax (801) 486-0849

November 29, 2012
Jeff Price
591 Oakview Court
North SLC, Utah

Re: Mold - 591 Oakview Court

On November 29, 2012, Mr. Charles Dixon of Environmental Solutions, Inc. performed a visual
inspection and initial air sampling in the home located at 591 Oakview Court in North SLC, Utah.
There had been water and mold damage in the mechanical room. There was visible mold on the
drywall. Air samples were taken in the following areas:

L
2.
3.
4.

5.

Mechanical room
Familyroom
Bedroom adjacent to mechanical room
Top of stairs
Outside

All types of indoor mold are less than 200 spores per meter cubed or less than the outside
environm.ent..

~"'~

:,j~

~

~~...
because of the visible mold in the &edreom the following should be done.
1.

Fix the source of the water problem.

2.

Isolate the mechanical room and put it under negative pressure that is vented to the

8.

outside.
Remove all items from the isolated area in the basement.
Remove all wet and moldy building material in the contained area
Sand or replace all moldy or wet wood inside the contained area.
Hepa vacuum the area inside the containment.
Wet wipe all smfaces in the containment with a detergent based solution with a
moldicide added.
Encapsulate all exposed structural materials in the contained area.

9.
10.

Replace the furnace ftlter
Do clearance samplin~

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

~

If you have any questions please contact me (801) 486-7914 or on my cell phone at 859-9333.

Mr. Charles Dixon MSPH - CIB
Environmental Solutions Inc.
78 West 2400 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

EXHIBIT24

Test Report

Page lof2 ·

Dixon Information, Inc
78 W 2400 S, Salt lake Oty, UT 84115
Phone: 801-486-0800, Fax: 801-486-0849

Batch#:
1.12712-6006
-Received: Novemb~r 27, 2012
Client:
Charles Dixon
Company: Environmental Sofutions

Address.

T~

Number

Tape

0

Air

0

Rush Tape

0

Project I:

591 Oakview Court

Project :
Sampled by:
Description:

Jeff Price · North SlC
Rush/Ur
Charles DiJCOn
l • Mechanical Room; 2 · Family Room; 3 • Bedroom; 4 - Top of Sta;rs; S Outside

78 W 2400 S

s

Salt take C:rty, UT 8411.S_
Phone:

·801-859-9333

Fax:
Emai1:

801~9

Multiplying Factor:

I

4.
Sample 10;

I.

SampJe:t:1

Sample 112

Sample ff3

Sampte #4

1

2

3

4

Mechanical Room

Family Room

Bedroom

Top of Stairs

11/27/12

11/27/12

ll/27/12

11/27/12

170L

170.l

!70L

170L

Detected

Detected

Detected

.

-

Detected
-

-

24 sp/m3
.
.

24 sp/m~

-

-

-

-

-

:Chaetomium

-

-

Oadosporium

47 'SfJf,nA

47 sp/m3

24sp/m3

ll8sp/ml

-

-

location of Sample:
Date Sampled:
Volume:

AAemaria
-

.

!Asoerni11us/Penia11ium
Basidospores

!sotr;tis

icwvularia
Drnchslera/Srpofaris

-

Epicoa:um

-

Fusarium

-

Ganoderma

-

~sphaeria
Nigrospora

Pithomycas

-

71 sp/m 2

Stachvbotr-1S

24sp/m3

-

Stemphvflum.

-

-

-

isPegamma
ISmuts/Mv,comvcete/Periconia/Rust

:forula
Ulodadium

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

24sp/mZ

iPoMhrincium
_ Rhizopus /Mucor

-

-

-

Pteospora

-

-

-

-

-

Arthrinium

-

-

-

, IOidium/Peronospora

-

.

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

Onidentified Fungi

-

-

Hyphcl-like fragments

-

1>:

.

.

-

!Pollen
Skin Cells
Debris

2.x

ix

2x

2x

3x

2x

2x

2x

Totals

94 sp/m 3

¥

¥

¥

94 sp/m 3

94sp/m3

118 sp/m3

Analyst:

Alex Kachel
Date Anafyzed;

November 28, 2012

Sampling Procedure: Tape lift. Sp~ Trap, Mold ID, Standard ?rofile, Nonculturable. Ught Microscopy

Mold Concentrations: L'( =Trace T/.. =Minor

~ =Moderate

4X = Major Concentration

EXHIBIT25

Test Report

l>age 2of 2

Dixon Information, Inc.
78 W 2400 S, Salt Lake Oty, UT 84115
Phone: 801-486-0800, Fax: 801-48&-0849

112712-6006
Received: November 27, ~12
CTtent
Cllar1es Dixon
Company: Environmental Solutions
Address: 78 W 2400 S
Salt Lake Oty, UT 84115
Phone:
801-359--9333
Fax:
801-486--0849
Batch#:

Type

Number
0

591 Oakview Court

0
0

Project ft:
Project :

Jeff Price - North SlC

Sampled by:

Charles Dixon

Description:

1 • Medaankat Room; 2. - Farnilv Room; 3 - Bedroom; 4 - Top of Stairs; 5 Outside

Tape

s

Rus.i\Air

Emai!:

Multiptying Factor.

I

I

Sample #5

Sample i#6

Sampleff/

Sample38

Sample ID:

s

-

-

Location of Sampfe:

Outside

-

Date Sampled:

11/1:7/12
170L·

-

-

-

4

Vofume:

-

.

-

-

-

.

-

-

Detected

-

.

IAlternaria
Ascospores
IAsoerg,11fus/PeniciUium

24 sp/m3

-

-

Basidosfx>res

141_sp/rn3

.

Botrytis

-

m
Oado.sporium

-

-

282~/~

CUrvutario

24sp/r,rl

,_

-

DrechsJera/Bipclaris

.

l:picoa::um
Fusarium
Ganoderma

-

-

-

-

•

-

.

·. -Laeria

Nigrospora

.

Oidruin/Peronospo.--a

-

iArthrinium
Pithomyces

.

Pleospora
-•
dum
-•y••
Rhizopus /Mocor

-

.

-

.

-

Speganrni:l

Smuts/Mvxomycete/Periconia/Rust

-

.

-

-

.

.
-

-

-

-

-

-

.

.

.
-

-

-

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

7lsp/m'

$~

-

Stemphylium

-

ToruJa

-

-

.
-

U\odadium
Unidentified Fungi
Hyphal-likefragments

.
-

IPol1era

2x

.
-

I.Skinc.dls

-

.

lDebris
Totals

he

541sp/m

.

3

.

-

.

-

-

-

-

.
.

-

Analyst:

Alex Kachef
Datl! Analyzed:

November 28, 2012

PRICE000033
.

------------------

Date: Wed, 5 Dec 2012 18:47:37 -0700
Subject: Re: NOTICE UNDER UTAH FIT PREMISES ACT
From: rwblbe@gmail.com
To: daniellespraque@hotmail.com
CC: jeffprice3399@msn.com; aprice3399@msn.com
I am resending the email below again so as to attach a corrected copy of the NOTICE.
~

Thank you,
Bill Bradford
On Wed, Dec 5, 2012 at 6:39 PM, BIii Bradford <rwblbe@gmail.com> wrote:
Mr. & Mrs. Sprague:
Attached is my clients' NOTICE, which is self-explanatory.
They will be home this evening between 8:00 and 9:00 p.m. to receive your check in the amount of $3,500.00. Failing
that, legal action will be filed against you to recover the same, plus damages for breach of the VACATION RENTAL HOME
AGREEMENT, AND FOR , in the alternative, for rescission and restitution of and from the said Agreement.

EXHIBIT26

Rufus & Danielle Spragut
511 \\' 500 J\
Salt Lake Cit:
UT 84116
(80 l) 936-11 oq

Inspection Notice
Datt!: l Oil 1,'1012

As the landlord of 591 Oakview Ct. North Salt Lake, Utah 84054, we will need to inspect the
premise by this Saturday 13th of October, 2012 at 5pm. We just were told that the water softer
is not wori<ing, and we may have a contraaor come with us if we can arrange one with such a
short time.
Please call me if you anv question at 801-936-1106.

From.
Danielle Sprague
Owner of 591 Oakview Ct. North Salt Lake, Utah 84054

EXHIBIT27

https://bl u 168.maii.live.com/mail/PrintMessages.aspx?cpids=f686aa9.

Outlook Print Message

RE: Vacation Rental Palm Tree
From: JEFF PRICE (ieffprice3399@msn.com)

You moved this message to its current location.

Sent: Thu 10/11/12 1:07 PM
To:
Danielle Sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com)
Danielle,
I am trying hard to work w ith you; however, you are not being reasonable.
There are Four t hings.

1) I does me no good to sign a copy. 1 will only sign and have the original notarized and copied for my
records!

2} Again it is customary to provide a itemized break out of the bills by mail. Please stop wasting both of
our time and spend $.50 so we can pa') you. You expect us to give vou receipts before you reimburse us
we demand the same respect.. (you spent over $10.00 to harass us w ith your non-legal letters)

3) We would like to have al! utilities placed in our names and reduce the rent by aBreed $250.00
4) As a landlord you are responsible for the repairs to the assets in your property. I am informing you that
your water softer is not functioning and has used 7 bags of salt in the last 2 weeks. It is to your advantage

and for the long life of your plumbing to have it repaired.
Bili,
This is what I was about to send to Danielle when my computer stopped. I called her after our conversation
trying to set an appointment as to when they would retrieve their palm tree. I told her you would contact
her.

I am truly starting to be concerned for the safety of my family w ith this lady.
Jeff

From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: Vacation Rental Palm Tree
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 17:07:36 +0000
The original check in list? I can bring it to you to sign, but I can not let you take it t o other place to get
nortarize. You can do it with a copy.
Danielle

-

.

- ·· -·- ·-

-·

- --

-

·-·· - ·-· - -· ---··-- - ·---·-· -- --·- · · ---····-· ·- - - -- -·-

--- -·· --- - ----

From: jeffprice3399@msn.com

LDEEENDANI'S~I
1 of3

EXHIBIT28

Jeff

From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: Vacation Rental Palm Tree
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 17:07:36 +0000
The original check in list? I can bring it to you to sign, but I can not let you take it to other place to get
nortarize. You can do it with a copy.
Danielle

From: jeffprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com; rwblbe@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Vacation Rental Palm Tree
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 10:40:12 -0600·

I need to sign the original.
----·-·-----------~----- ------------

.-

-•-

·-----------------·-----------·--··

From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: Vacation Rental Palm Tree
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 14:52:04 +0000
Jeff,
Do you mean that you need another copy of the check in list? We gave it to you along with the
Amended Rental Agreement that night at our meeting. Will you sign the Amended Rental Agreement
with notarized as well? We can bring both copies to you today. Those documents do not need to be
notarized, but it would be great if you do that. Let me know if you need the copies.
Thanks,
Danielle

From: jeffprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com; rwblbe@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Vacation Rental Palm Tree
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 08:22:47 -0600
Danielle,
You have the copy that you want me to sign. I am going to have it notarized when I sign it so I will need
it.
Jeff
·-

···-·--·-·-·•-•-•- ---·····-·--

·--~--

From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: Vacation Rental Palm Tree

~

http://sn l 28w.snt 128.mail.li ve.com/mail/PrintMessages.aspx?cpids=9bc l 9df8- l 3 f4- l l e2...

10/11/2012

Date: Thu, 11 Oct 201213:42:57 +0000
Jeff,
Surely I will come and take the palm tree. Do you have the check in list signed?

From: jeffprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com; rwblbe@gmail.com
Subject: Vacation Rental Palm Tree
Date: Wed, 10 Oct 2012 22:36:02 -0600
Danielle,

It has come to my attention that you are choosing not to provide the soil and fertalizer for your palm
tree. That being the case, would you please remove it from the vacation home at a time when we can
both be here. I plan on being here most of the day 11 Oct 2012 if that works. Please do not bother Ann
on this matter.
Jeff Price
801.554.8268

.,.;;

http ://sn 128w.sntl 28 .mail.live .com/mail/PrintMessages.aspx?cpids=9bc 19df8-13 f4-11 e2. ..

10/11/2012

FW: Vacation Rental Palm Tree
From: JEFF PRICE Qeffprice3399@msn.com)

Sent: Thu 10/11/12 7:15 PM
To

Bill Bradford (rwblbe@gmail.com); Danielle Sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com)

Bill,
would you like to respond to this one.
Jeff Price
--------···

------~- ------·-•• .....

----·

--

·--------·-------·-----------

-----------

From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: Vacation Rental Palm Tree
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 18:58:01 +0000

b_r-;K:7M

Jeff,
Please provide all contact information of Bill Bradford Attorney at law to us.
Also, we would like to inspect the premise this Saturday about 5pm while we.q[~_QQ~~g ~h_e yard work at
ffiesame1ime.
·
------------·---·-· ----· -----""·~-·---· ·· ___,........ ····--•r<·-··~---·~--• ,,.., •.. .,._ . ~---.,~-·· ----...........,,,~

\

Again, as I told you we are not able to come to pick up the palm tree until after 6pm today.
Thanks,
------- ·---~----· ---··
Danielle

From: jeffprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Vacation Rental Palm Tree
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 12:51:42 -0600
Danielle, just for the record, as per my phone call at 12:40 pm, you agreed that you would pick up the
palm tree in the front yard of 591 Oak View CT. I set it out at 12:45 on 10/11/2012 it was alive and well
at this time. You will also find your mail in a plastic sack on top of the pot.

.)J

.)f-

Please note that I am also sending all of our communications to Bill Bradford Attorney at law. As I stated
in the previously mentioned call He is going to handle all future communications with you.
-·····•---..J
Jeff Price

From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: Vacation Rental Palm Tree
Date: Thu, 11 Oct 2012 17:07:36 +0000
The original check in list? I can bring it to you to sign, but I can not let you take it to other place to get
nortarize. You can do it with a copy.
Danielle

http://snl28w.sntl28.mail.live.com/mail/PrintMessages.aspx?cpids=f5e23bfc-13d7-l le2-... 10/11/2012
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Hotmail
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SkyDrive
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Fwd: FW: possible water
damage - Jeff and Ann Price

Folders
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daniel·
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I
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Junk (4)

Dra fts (67)

danielle sprague

t
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Reply •

To rwblbe@gmail.com

Deleted (24)

New folder

Sorry I for51ot to let you know .that.we will inform you when the
contractor will comes.
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Photos (4)
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-

F
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Receive

Documents (1)

Flagged

Visl

II
u

Shipping updates
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Search contacts
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-------- Original message -------Subject:Re: FW: possible water damage - Jeff and Ann Price
From:BIII Bradford <rwblbe@gmail.com>
To:danielle sprague <daniellesprague@hotmail.com >
Cc:JEFF PRICE <jeffprice3399@msn.com>,Ann Price
<aprice3399@msn.com>

Home
Contacts

Mrs. Sprague:

Calendar

c;ett1elc

easily

~
~

In my recent meetings with the Prices, we have agreed that you
and your husband, as relates to maintaining and correcting
problems and defects in the VACATION RENTAL HOME now
occupied by them, that you and Jeff Price will deal directly with
you, or with your husband, Rufus.
Please be so advised. He will expect you to take care of the water
(and resulting odor) problem immediately.
Bill Bradford
On Wed, Oct 17, 2012 at 3:11 AM, danielle sprague
<daniellesprag ue@hotmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mr. Bill Bradford,
How are you doing?
I don't understand why your client Jeff has
kept contacting me directly. I am afraid; and I am
I f!

"Qi,

http://sn128w.snt1 28.mail.live.com/default.aspx

---

'

10/17/2012

Rufus & Danielle Sprague
511 W 500 N
Salt Lake City
UT 84116
(801) 936-1109

Inspection Notice
Date: Nov. 7, 2012

As the landlord of 591 Oakview Ct. North Salt Lake, Utah 84054, we will enter the premise to
inspect the property by Saturday the 17th of November, 2012 at 5pm.
Please write to us at 511 W 500 N Salt Lake City Utah 84116 if you have any question.

Sincerely,

0~} ~.,·\~·

Danielle Sprague
Owner of 591 Oakview Ct. North Salt Lake, Utah 84054

EXHIBIT29
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September 18~ 2012

Dantelle and Rufus Sprague,

I am writing this letter to request a meeting with both of you tomorrow nfghtto see If we can settle the
emotions and start new with cur arrangement. We would like to give you the opportunity to explain

what your expectations are concerning nonnal usage and wear of your property along with its repair.
For the record our Intent was to come to Bountiful so our daughter could complete her senior year In
school and help Woods Cross High School with the play. I rented your place because it was going to be
easy for me and mv famfly. f thought the title --Vacation home °lmplled ft would be taken care of and J
would not have to do the maintenance on another home.

(

\.

As for our relattonshlp with Kathi Walker, I am truly sorry that you had a bad experience with her and
her fa'!lily. Ann.and I only knowJier ~~ she was raised In the Orchard ~th ward by a won~ffi:JI .
couple, brother and sister Gordon (I can assure you that the Gordon's.are not proud of her actions).
Kathi moved herfamlly back Into the Gordon's home after her divorce while we lived in the ward. I can
tell you 'that, other than normal church activltfes, we have never done anything exduswely socially with
them nor do we Intend tel It Is only cotnddence that we both ended up doing business with ycu. If you
have further questions about our character please feel free to call the Orchard -fh Ward Bishop and talk
to him.

We are concerned you 1hfnk we would harm your property fn any way. I have built one home and
remodeled another. lhls along with being a Farmer and a Delta PUot has taught me attention to detail. I
belfeve In finding small things and fixing them before they become big things. Thus I carefully look at my
surroundings for possible problems. The impllcation that we would coDude With the afore mentioned
party ta destroy your property would amount to felony destruction of property. The consequences of a
felony for a commercial pilot are termination and loss of all pilot lkenses. I woukl not take that dslc for
anyone.

We wtfl be available to meet tomorrow evening at your convenience.

Jeff and Ann Price

y
\.

EXHIBIT 30

Hancock Dewegeli Corporation
Jim's Handyman Home Improvement Service
1235 VINE STREET STE E
MURRAY, UT 84121

Invoice
·.oate
09/25/2012
1387
•·._
-;.r:erm
·
•
-s
'_-,
.,,
:.
,.,;r,-.,;re
'~ a
~t·e·:;; ..=1,
-~... c;J,
.:._ ~ - 'i' • • • ·.,;., ;-..._ ...,.~u"'_... ~ ~

(80 I )347-6263
james2004bwh ite@yahoo.com
JimsHandyman.Net

Due on receipt

I

09/25/2012

BiU:~o· •.·· -

-

... - ~,• .

Danielle Sparague
Rvan
5i l W 500 N

0

Salt Lake City. Ut 841-16 - ~ ~ \

\.\
·.,-...:

09/25/2012 Replaced 1/3 of Laminate Flooring in Bedroom; took out old damaged
floor, and put in new Pad and Lam in ate flooring; Took off base board and
Replaced it and painted Base Boards, on Home located at 591 E Oak View
Court, North Salt Lake City Utah (Noon to 8:00 Pm)
09/25/2012 Cost of Fuel and time to get to the Job. Total Job Millage 55
09/25/2012 Building Supplies Purchased at Lowe's in Bountiful #9604631
09/25/2012 Cost of Lam in ate Flooring Used co Repair Floor

8

i

Paid In Full with Check Number I 156

I'

'
f.

.,

.

50.00

400.00

73.97
150.00

73.97
150.00

Total

$62:3.97

Payment

$623 .97'

..

.
,,.:0-1.... .._.~o.::.C'rt--rQ

IAll Work Completed

Thank you for your Business

...C:
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0.00!

Outlook Print Message

https://bluJ 74.mafl.live.comlmail/Printlvfessages.aspx?cpids=3efcfl91

RE: Floor
From: Ann Price (aprice3399@msn.com) You moved this message to its current location.

Sent: Thu 9/13/12 6:51 PM
To: danieile sprague (dan.iellesprague@hotmail.com); daniellesprague@hotmail.com
(daniellespra_,,,"lle@J1otmail.com)
I will be home on friday. Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE Smartphone From : danielle sprague
Subject : Floor Ann, I had called the floor contractors to come to estimate the repairing on Friday. One of
the contractor will be there around 3:00pm. Will you or anyone be home at that time? Let me know ASAP.
Rufus had fixed the vacuum and leave it at the door. Danielle

-Original Message--From: danielle sprague
Sent: 9/13/2012 1:11:38 PM
To: aprice3399@msn.com
Subject: Floor
Ann,
I had called the floor contractors to come to estimate the repairing on Friday. One of the contractor will be
there around 3:00pm. Will you or anyone be home at that time?
Let me know ASAP. Rufus had fixed the vacuum and leave it at the door.
Danielle

l of 1
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Transaction Details

RYAN GA YLEN SPRAGUE. DANIELLE TING SPRAGUE
Acct. Ending 3514
511 W 500 N. SALT LAKE CTY. UT 84116-3414
(801) 485-0311

--------

Transaction Details

Amount

Trans. Date

Post Date

Description

09121/12

09/21/12

RUN LOCAL GARAGE DOOR CENTER
LINE Ml
02153R

$

145. 34
-

--

Category
Services

____.-

General Transaction Information
Ong 1nal Network Post
Date

09/2212012

Original Network Trans
Date

09/21/2012

Approval Code

02153R

Merchant Name

RUN LOCAL GARAGE DOOR

Merchant City Name

CENTER LINE

Merchant Zip Code

48015

Partial Shipment
Indicator

N

Merchant Category
Description

SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS - NOT
ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED

Broad Industry
Description

SERVICES-CONTRACTED

POS Mode Descnptlon

MANUALLY KEYED

Recurring Billing
Indicator

N

Authonzed Merchant
Name

RUN LOCAL GARAGE DOOR

Authorized Merchant

Street

26636 VAN DYKE AVE

Authorized Merchant
State Code

Ml

Authorized Merchant
Zip Code

48015

©2012 Discover Bank. Member FDIC
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Hotmail Print Message

Page I of I

Garage door repair
From: danielle sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com}

Sent: Fri 9/21/12 6:42 PM
To:

aprice3399@msn.com

Jeff and Ann,

I just te>rted you that a garage door repair guy is coming out this afternoon between 1pm to 3pm.
Let me know if you have any problem for him to come out You don't have to be there.
Thanks,

Danielle

,~\
\JV

·-·

.;;

.

http://snl 28w.snt 128.mail.live.com/mail/PrintMessages.aspx?cpids · . 1 , ·~.: 5f-04 i c-11 e2-... 9126/2012

Microwave repairing
From~ danieUe sprague (daniell-com) You moved this message to its current
location.
Sent Toe 9/18/12 12:35 PM

To:

aprlce3399@msn.com

Jeff and Ann,
The contractor of microwave rnanufactory Is sending someone out to your home between 2:00pm to S:pm
tomorrow Tuesday 19th of September.
Please let me know ASAP if no one home at that time, then I will have to be there to let him fn the house
to check on the microwave.
Thanks,
Danielle

(
\.

r
\

lofl

EXHIBIT 33

I LDWE~I

NUJll'fiv1NG

LOUE'S !HU. rnc.
350 HORTH 545 BEST
WEST BOUNTIFUL. UT 84087 (801) 813-4200

PICK UP INFORMATION
TO OBTAIN STOCK MERCHANDISE' DESIGNATED RS
[PICK IJP LATER] OH THIS RECEIPT, YOU MUST
COME TO THE CUSTOMER SERUICE DESK.
PICK UP DATE 09/27/12 FOR IKUOICE 75537

**>.<****************************n*****~************
-

INSTALLED SOS SALE -

SALESII: S2662LP1 1214925

TRRNSfl: 14703493 09-26-12

105429
BASIC LABOR DISHWASHER
l19 .00
DISCOUNT EACH

-5.95

[DIRECT OELIUERVl
PO ll: 138969995
IHUO ICE 75536 SUBTOTAL:

113. 05

l111111111111111111111111
-

INSTALLED SALE -

SALESI: S2662LP1 1214925

TRAHSII: 14703493 09-26-t2

377835
312.55
UP DISHUASHER ffOF310PLAB(
329.00
DISCOUNT EACH
-16.45
[PICK UP LATER - LOUES I 2662 on 09/27/20121
12253
16.13
8 'X3/80DX3/800 SS OISHWRS
16.98
DISCOUNT EACH
-0.85
(PICK UP LATER - LOWES 11 2662 on 09/27/2012]
INVOICE 75537 SUBTOTRL:
328. 68

- SALE SALES#: S2662MI1 1629064

TRANSi: 14703493 09-26-12

107204
LCC SYSTEM USE OHLV
INUOICE 14473 SUBTOTAL:

0.00 N
0.00

11111111111111111111111111
INOOICE 75536 SUBTOTAL:
INUOICE 75537 SUBTOTAL:
INUOICE 14473 SUBTOTAL:
SUBTOTAL:
TAX:
BRLAHCE OUE:

113.05
328.68

1 rr,

41,~ 4?

•

0.00
441.73
21.69
463.42

EXHIBIT 34

Outlook Print Message

I".

Microwave and dish washer repair

l

\

From: danieDe spragae ( - t m m 1 com) Y011moved this me.,sage to its CWTent
location.

Sent: Thu 9n.7/12 9:43· AM
To:

aprlce3399@msn.com

Jeff and Ann,
As I had text Ann yesterday regarding the appointment for Microwave repairing guy who fs coming
tomorrow Friday between 1pm to 4pm. Please confirm if any one will be home for him to go in the house.
If not, I will be there for him to do the work.
Also for the dish washer, I had ordered a new dish washer from Lowes and someone will caH me for an
appointment to install the washer next week. Please let me know when and what time is best for you to
have them to come?
Thanks,
Danfelle

(

lofl

2/4fl014 7:32 P

PRICE 0129

- --o- - - - -

Water problems
From: JEFF PRICE Geffprice3399@msn.com)

Sent: Sun 10/21/12 11:07 PM
To:

Danielle Sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com); Bill Bradford (rwblbe@gmail.com)

October 21, 2012
Mr. and Mrs Sprague
In the paper trail I am leaving you, I wanted you to know that we h~~~-.Q~~_ll out of the ho_y~-~ _sJrn;~--Thursday the 18th of October. We just arrived to your vacation H~me and
the water softener
has filled up and is leakmgon the carpet again. I know that I shut it off when Rufus was inspecting. I am
not sure how it could have filled unless we havebee-n-sabotafied. ·As stated.,n the.last email, Pond's .
-Plumbing-wffr5e·here ats AM on the 22 of October solve your water leaks.

fo~-ncftti-at

to

Regards
Jeff R Price

EXHIBIT 35

,.;J

http://sn128w.snt128.mail.live.com/mail/PrintMessages.aspx?cpids=l5b88ba5-lbd4-11e...

10/22/2012

November 1, 2012

Rufas & Danielle Sprague
511 West 500 North

SLC UT84116

Danielle,
I have deducted the amount of $65.00 from the rent for the Pond's Plumbing service call. As you know
Pond1 s replaced the leaking Manabloc. I have done this per the advice of my attorney, Bill Bradford.
Please find enclosed a copy of the receipt.

Ann Price

®
I

@

EXH1BIT36
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Page 1 of2

Hotmail Print Message

RE: Reply to inspection notice and water h
Fio1n. JEFF PRICE Geffprice3399@msn.com)
Sent: Wed 11/14/12 5:22 PM

To:

Danielle Sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com)

Danielle,
You do not understand Utah Law. you have the right to inspect. I have the right to set the term. If you
bring a camera in I will escort you out!!!!!!!!! do you understand.
__:...a_. ._••-4,. ___ .~ ·--·••-•--•------•---.-~,;•-~- -- •
~•.•-- +-..---- ... •.-,-\,.;..._ . . .••--• -~- . .
L

Jeff R Price

From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: Repiy to inspection notice and water h
Date: Wed, 14 Nov 2012 17:19:53 +0000

Jeff,
Please be advised that we do need to take photographs when we do our inspection. Please remove your~
belongings those are easy to be removed if you don't want them to be in the pictures before we take.

:~;iT;;-,---· .,.. -·--·-~---~----·-...___,~.. -·-·· . ~.--.. ·• ...

~·

From: jeffprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Reply to inspection notice and water h
Date: Wed, 14 Nov 2012 10:11:34 -0700

Danielle.
Please be advised that this visit "this morning at 11:30am on 11/14/2012" to 591 Oak View ct North Salt
Lake UT will comply with the requested inspection of 17 November! You will 11 Jt be al,uwed to
t·· !HJ!O(II .q.,i, (;,.. :r bl?iungin~jS! ~~e~~~~_.'}Ot_e~~!99f?..P.b.~D:t!bl119.l.~-~!1.YJ:~Orf1. If l_ou do so, I
will escort you out of the home. You may take notes. As per Utah Law, I do have a right to pnvacfasir
______ .... ---· --··· ~--·----------···---·--·renter .

..;;

Jeff R Price

From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: Reply to inspection notice and water h
Date: Wed, 14 Nov 201216:29:46 +0000

,..;J)

Mr. Jeff,
Please be advised that our contractor and I will come to the premise to inspect the water heater leaking
this morning at 11:30am on 11/14/2012.
C

~

https ://snt 128 .mail.Ii ve.com/mail/PrintMessages.aspx?cpids=db4 92fb5-2e 7

EXHIBIT 37

Date: Sun, 25 Nov 2012 02:19:10 -0700
Subject: Re: Key
From: rwblbe@gmail.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
How do you want me to respond to the _itch? What did you decided about flying this week?

I had a voice message from a gal at the mediation outfit. She said I represent you, but that she's not ccomfortable going
forward without speaking to you. I suppose I could 1) "ignore her call," or 2) answer her and tell her to stand by; or 3)
tell her there will be no mediation, [given the mold developments and your statement that you plan to "get the hell out of
there,"] .
Call me.

b

2 at 8:50 AM, BIii Bradford <rwblbe@gmail.com> wrote:
Hey, Jeff and Ann How was your Thanks Giving? Mine was great!.
Here's another missive from TGWWOTE. Isn't it interesting? Not - "Would Wednesday at four o'clock
work for you?," but "We'll be there at ....."
Let me know your thoughts as to when and how to answer her lady(?)ship.

On Fri, Nov 23, 2012 at 6:52 AM, daniellesprague <danieilespraque@hotmail.com> wrote:
Mr. Bill Bradford,
Please advice your client Jeff and Ann that we would like to finish the inspection from the last time which
the inspection were interuped by your client Jeff who had called the police officers to escort us out of the
permise while we were inspecting. So we were unable to complete the job of the 2nd inspection that we
had requested last time. We will be there on Wednesday the 28th of November. 2012 at 4:00pm

EXHIBIT 38

Page 1 of 1

C '1tlook - daniel lespraguc(a~hotmai l.com

Re:
Folders

Key

BIii Bradford

To see messages related to this one, qroup PH.->-;sdqe~ by
coriver'iJt1on.

View co11tad

lnbox
Bill Bradford (rwblbe@gmail.com) 1 L :•s, 12
Junk 2
Drafts 68

Sent
Deleted 46
New !ol<lf~r

How do you want me to respond to the _itch? What did you

decided about flying this week?
I had a voice message from a gal at the mediation outfit.
She said I represent you, but that she's not ccomfortable
going forward without speaking to you. I suppose I could 1)

he, call," or 2) answer her and tell her to stand by;

"ignore

Documents 1

or 3) tell her there will be no mediation, [given the mold

Flagged

hen···ou·t of there.·· 1

deyelopn.!~OJ~~nd your statement that yo~plan .to··;;t~he

------ -~ ~

Photos 3

Shipping updates

C.111 me.
b

.J;
2 at 8·~0 AM, BUI Bradford <rwbib~1@grna1l.com> wrot~:
He•1. Jeff and .\nn •

How was your Thanks Giving J Mine was.

gre,Jt 1
H~r~'s another rnissive from TGWWOTE. Isn't
it interesting J Not - "Would Wednes.dav at

four o'clock work for you?.'' but ''We'll be
_ \.11, ·,; •. ·r1

J/\lt?•:t :rom

fi "

November 28, 2012

Jeff and Ann,

After the conversation with you this afternoon, you had requested an itemized list of total
balance that is owed. Upon your request included in this letter, the itemized balance for
Dec. 1, 2012 is $5,282.83
If you have questions or would like a hard copy of the actual bills they can be picked up
at our office located at 511 West 500 North, Salt Lake City, Utah 84116. Please notify us
before coming so we can prepare the documents you request. If you have any
discrepancies with any of the utility bills, please make note of them and return them to us
along with your calculation before the due ~int~·.

Please note that your rent is over 30 days late, and non payment of this balance is not
acceptable, any discrepancies need to be brought to our attention.
As the property owners we need to protect our property. Today we wanted to clean the
mold that you had failed to prevent and refused to clean, have brought to our attention.
We had brought the proper equipment and tools to clean the mold properly with us today,
however; you declined to let us clean it. Please let us know when we will be allowed on
the property to do so. If any damage causes by the leaking and mold to the property will
be your responsibility.

Sin1~ly,

t11TL---7

7) .

L---bc (___/

Ruftls and Danielle Sprague

EXHIBIT 39

l\ovemher 28. 2012

Jeff anJ Ann.

After the conversation vvith you this afternoon, you had requested an itemized list of total
balanc\! that is owed. Upon your request included in this letter. the itemized balance for
Dec. I., 201 2 is $5,282.83

rr you have questions or would like a hard copy of the actual bills they can be picked up
at our office located al 511 West 500 No11h~ Salt Lake City. Utah 84116. Please notify us
before coming so we can prepare the documents you request. If you have any
discrepani.:ics ½ith any of the utjlity bi!ls. pkase make note of them and return them to us
along with your calculation before the due date.
Please note that your rent is over 30 days Jale~ and non payment of this balance is not
acccptabl~. any discrepancies need to be brought lo our attention.
As the property owners we need to protect our property. Today we wanted LO clean the
mold that you had failed to prevent and refused to clean, have brought to our attention.
\Ve had broughL the proper equipment and too is to clean the mold properly with us today~
however: you declined LO lel us clean it. Please let us know· when we will be allowed on
the property to do so. Ir any damage causes by Lhe leaking and mold to the property \viii

be your responsibility.
Sin<kerdv.,,
·,

~

Rufus anJ Danielle Sprague

URGENT NOTICE

Jeff and Ann Price
591 East Oakview Court
NSL, Utah 85054

Date: November 30, 2012

Jeff and Ann,

Upon receiving your Notice Of Deficient Conditions, we will be taking action to assess
and fix the problems stated within tomorrow morning, December 1, 2012, at 9:00am.
Accompanying us will be a mold contractor to assess the damages, clean the mold and
make any repairs as needed.
We will be present during the process and expect to be treated with respect. The behavior
of Ann Price last Wednesday, November 28 th , by physically blocking Danielle and not
allowing her to inspect the premises is not acceptable. This aggressive behavior is
unacceptable and shouldn't happen again.
Should you have any questions please contact us immediately as according to your notice
this is an urgent matter that we will get resolved.

Sincerely,

f

I ;.

.; , f /
'!

--·---

Rufus and Danielle Sprague
Owners of the property above

P.S. Attached is the email that Danielle sent you earlier today.

on

·,.,r,i ')_.,...

EXHIBIT 40

R.

WILLIAM BRADFORD
ATTORNEY AT l.AW

4820

EMPHASIS ON CORPORATION ANO
BUSINESS LAW. TRUSTS ANO WILLS

SOUTH

THREE FOUNTAINS

DRIVE #176

ADMITTED TO PRACTICE:
IN

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84107
TELEPHONE

1801}

265-24S5

FACSIMILE

1801)

265-1476

EMAi L:

UTAH ANO CALIF'ORNIA

rwblbe@comcast.net

November 30, 2012

Rufus and Danielle Sprague
511 West 500 North
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
RE: NOTICE OF DEFICIENT CONDITIONS
Utah Fit Premises Act - Utah Code Sections 57-22-1, et seq.
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Sprague:
This LETTER OF EXPLANATION
referenced NOTICE served upon you.

IS

attached to and

IS

incorporated in the above-

In the first section of the Form on page 1 the following sections of the Utah Code are
referenced, which state:
55-22-3. Duties of owners and renters - Generally
(I) Each owner and his agent renting or leasing a residential rental unit shall
maintain that unit in a condition fit for human habitation and in accordance with local
ordinances and the rules of the board of health having jurisdiction in the area in which
the residential rental unit is located. Each residential rental unit shall have electrical
systems, heating, plumbing and hot and cold water.
57-22-4. Owner's duties.
(1)

To protect the physical health and safety of the ordinary renter, an owner:
(a)

may not rent the premises unless they are safe, sanitary, and fit for
human occupancy;"

In the fourth section of the Form reference is additionally made to Section 4( I )(b)(ii)
~--... and
(b)

shall:

EXHIBIT41

(ii) maintain electrical systems, plumbing, heating, and hot and cold

water;"
As to all deficiencies the tenant, Mr. Jeff Price, selected the "rent abatement' remedy. That
remedy is set forth in Section 6(4)(a) of the Fit Premises Act as follows:
(4)(a) If an owner fails to take substantial action, before the end of the corrective
period, toward correcting a deficient condition described in a notice of deficient
condition:
(i) if the renter chose the rent abatement remedy in the notice of deficient
condition:
A)

the renter's rent is abated as of the date of the notice of deficient
condition to the owner;

B)
C)

the rental agreement is terminated;
the owner shall immediately pay to the renter:
(I)
(II)

the entire security deposit that the renter paid under the rental
agreement; and
a prorated refund for any prepaid rent, including any rent the
renter paid for the period after the date on which the renter gave
the owner the notice of deficient condition.

Please be advised that Mr. Price intends to seek enforcement of all applicable provisions of
the Fit Premises Act, including his renter's Rent Abatement remedy.

Respectfully,

~~~
1

RWB/bjn
~

cc: Jeff and Ann Price

R. William Bra;.~ .

R. WILLIAM BRADFORD
Attorney-at-Law
4820 Three Fountains Drive #176
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107
Telephone 801.265.2455
Facsimile
801.265.1476
November 30, 2012
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Sprague
HAND DELIVERED

via email: daniellesprague@hotmail.com

Re: Compliance with NOTICE OF DEFICIENCIES
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Sprague:
I have been in regular contact with my clients, the Prices, throughout the day and have
reviewed the many emails which have been generated by you, them and me regarding the
NOTICE which was served upon you at 2:34 p.m. today regarding deficiencies which you must,
by law, correct within three business days. I am writing this letter to clarifiy some apparent
misunderstanding and confusion on your part. I will address these in the following paragraphs:
A. The mold apparent in numerous locations in the basement of the home were NOT caused, in
any way, by my clients, but was, according to one expert who examined it, has been there for at
least 3 to 5 month, thus predating the Prices taking possession.
I will not address the legal liability you took upon yourselves in renting a VACATION RENTAL
HOME without disclosing your knowledge of the presence of mold;
B. Maintaining the plumbing and correcting any problems which arise from its failure, are
SOLELY the responsibility of you, the owners and NOT the responsibility of my clients, the
renters;
C. Given the severity of the problems dicovered and outlined by Mr. Dickson in his letter, any
action taken by you other than in complete adherence to the ten items he stated "should be
done" and that by a certified ... [WHAT?] ..., WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED THE "CORRECTIVE
ACTION" CONTEMPLATED BY THE Fit Premises Act. Unless ALL ten points of Mr. Dickson's
recommendations are undertaken and completed by a properly ceritifed contractor/expert, you
will be deemed NOT in compliance with the Act and my clinets will thereon, after three
business days, declare the Rental Agreement terminated and will demand the IMMEDIATE

EXHIBIT42

return to them of their $3,500 deposit. Failing that, you will be sued in district for ALL your
breaches of contract and torts;

As to your compliance, I will refer to Mr. Dickson's ten requirements:

1) Fix the source of the water problem:
This can ONLY be fixed by making sure the water softener is replaced and possibly also
the washer drain, because that is the last place water could cause mold! In Utah: "No
water I No mold!"

2) Isolate the mechanical room and put it under negative pressure that is vented to the
outside:
Mold spores are disturbed easily and transmitted through air currents. The negative air
pressure removes the mold spores from the home and expels them safely outside.
Isolating will make it safe for the workers while working and the tenants who reside
thereby preventing dust and mold spores from traveling throughout the house and into
their lungs.

3} Remove all items from the isolated area in the basement:
Mold hides and if not removed continues to grow, thus making the property
uninhabitable
4) Remove all wet and moldy building material in the contained area:

By this is meant the removal of all vertical and horizontal 2 x 4 studs, as well as all
affected drywall and moldings, etc.

5) Sand or replace all moldy or wet wood inside the contained area:
By this is meant, as an adjunct to number 4) above, to remove, sand (all surfaces and
ends) and then re-install them. The other option is to replace with new studs and new
sheetrock. Mold hides and if not removed continues to grow.

6) Hepa Vacuum the area inside the containment:
Removes the residue which will be spread by any disturbance. Disturbing of particles,

dust, mold spores, etc., will only exacerbate the hazard and defeat the corrective
process;

7) Wipe all surfaces in the containment with a detergent based solution with a moldicide
added:
This will assist the prevention of mold forming on those surfaces not already removed
and replaced.

8) Encapsulate all the exposed structural materials in the contained area:
This is accomplished by painting with a special paint which "encapsulates "any
remaining traces of mold and chemically prevents future growth. This is CRITICAL.

9) Replace the furnace filter:
Self explanatory.
10) Do clearance sampling:
Necessary to determine the results of the cleaning process.

If these steps are short-cutted there is a health hazard to us and future residents.
'~

D. As to your "URGENT NOTICE" delivered to the Prices earlier this evening please be advised
that I have advised them, by reason of prior conduct of Mrs. Sprague, to invite the North Salt
Lake Police to be present at 9:00 a.m. tomorrow when you arrive with your "mold contractor,"
for the purpose of keeping the peace as ground rules are established which WILL BE FOLLOWED
during the presence of your contractor. These rules will include 1) You, the Spragues, will not
be allowed in any portion of the residence EXCEPT where mold is present and needs inspecting
and treatment, as outlined above; 2) once you have received your contractor's bid and given
your instructions you will both leave the residence and both you and the Prices will leave the
workmen to do their jobs; 3) Mr. Sprague may wait outside in his car, if he so wishes, or can
return when called, to answer any questions the workmen may have; 4} Mrs. Sprague will be
shown respect as she earns it; 5) the Prices will not interfere with the workmen and will not
give them any instructions; and 6) you will not photograph any part of the interior of the home
except the polluted areas or any of the belongings of the Prices.

Please be advised that the foregoing terms are non-negotiable. The Prices are
aware of your right REASONABLY to inspect the premises and to provide for its
maintenance and repair, but they are also aware of their right, as renters, to the quiet
enjoyment of the interior, absent harassment from Mrs. Sprague, as in the past.
Let me also remind you that, failing a complete and satisfactory correcting of the
deficiencies set forth in the notice, in the manner set forth above will be construed as a
failure on your part to correct deficiencies as required by The FIT Premises Act.
PLEASE GOVERN YOURSELVES ACCORDINGLY I I I

JOLL 1

JU~.,

{ ~ / /ff\_ { ~

R. William Bradford
RWB:zz

From: daniellespraque@hotmail.com
To: rwblbe@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Key
Date: Fri, 30 Nov 2012 23:46:59 +0000

Jeff,
As much as you confuse yourself, I am also very confused regarding whom I should contact to, I am sending this letter to
both of you and your Lawyer Bill Bradford again.
We just received a Notice of Deficient Condition. Regarding the Mold has been located in several areas of the home, we
believe it is caused by you of refusing to clean up the leaking water after you and your family moved in the premise. We
had contacted the Environmental Solutions, Inc. and Mr. Charles Dixon told us that the mold test result came out
negative of causing health problem. However, we also been suggest that the non dangerous mold still needs to be clean
out for the best. Therefore, my mold contractor Mr. Jim is coming to the premise with us tomorrow morning at
9:00 am to inspect the mold area and follow up by his people come to clean up the mold properly. As you
know you refused us to clean last Wedsnday the 28th , if the mold is found and is verified that the cause is after you
moved in, you as tenant will be liable for all the cost of this cleaning up process. If you have any question, please let
us know ASAP!!!
Sincerely,
Danielle Sprague

Date: Sun, 25 Nov 2012 02: 19: 10 -0700
Subject: Re: Key
From: rwblbe@amail.com
To: daniellespraque@hotmail.com
.:;)

How do you want me to respond to the _itch? What did you decided about flying this week?

I had a voice message from a gal at the mediation outfit. She said I represent you, but that she's not ccomfortable going
forward without speaking to you. I suppose I could 1) "ignore her call," or 2) answer her and tell her to stand by; or 3)
tell her there will be no mediation, [given the mold developments and your statement that you plan to "get the hell out of
there,"] .
call me.
b

1
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Entering Premise Notice
December 1, 2012
Re: 591 Oak View Ct. NSL UT 84054
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Price,
Due to the threatening notice received yesterday regarding the mold and the assessment
and repairs that we have been asked to made, we have a limited timeframe to complete
the request. However; today, you were knowingly not home when we agreed to complete
the repairs and refused access to us of the property.
After getting the assessment report back from our mold inspector, regarding the mold, we
have decided to move forward with the repairs he suggests. We have rescheduled a
licensed mold cleanup company to remove the mold and make their suggested repairs.
We will be coming on Monday, December 3, 2012, at 9:00 a.m. We will need to
access to the basement and the affected areas.
We will be accompanying them before the repairs to confirm with them the areas that
need to be cleaned and confirm the bid and to make sure it gets done correctly.
According to Rule #2 in your previous letter you stated:
"Once you have received your contractors bid and given your instructions you will both
leave the residence and both you and the Prices will leave the workmen to do their jobs."
We have no problem agreeing to this rule, as long as it is also honored by the Prices. We
ask that they leave the residence as well until the work is complete. If they do not agree
to leave the premise, than we have the right to monitor the work of our contractor and be
present. Due to the Prices continuing, aggressive interference during the work of our
contractor this morning, we have an obligation to monitor the work being done and
ensure it is being done effeciently and effectively. This cannot happen if they are
constantly being interrupted by the Prices.
As you requested our plan is as follows: The contractor will meet us at the property on
December 3, 2012 at 9 a.m. We will walk with them down to the affected area in the
basement and talk with them about the repairs. After an agreement is met, as long as the
Prices leave the property, we will also leave. Once the repairs are complete we will
assess the repairs to make sure they are done correctly, once everything is done to our
satisfaction we will leave the residence.
Sincerely,
Rufus and Danielle Sprague
Owner of the property

EXHIBIT43

--

Date: Sat, 1 Dec 2012 22: 10:52 -0700
Subject: Re: URGENT NOTICE
From: rwblbe@gmail.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
CC: jeffprice3399@msn.com; aprice3399@msn.com
Mrs. Sprague Your "Notice" is evidence that you are not listening. Your plan to come (again) to the home with your contractor to enter
(again) to visit the areas affected with mold (again) is rejected. You have already done all of that.
Your statement that your contractor is coming to clean up the mold and do "their suggested repairs 1' is NOT in
compliance with the ten conditions laid down by the expert on mold, Mr. Dickson, as set forth in my letter to you of
November 30, 2012.

If you come to the home on Monday, or send your contractor, to do anything less than or other than exactlyand
completelywhat Mr. Dickson stated in his letter, a copy of which I provided to you, and without first committing in
writing to do so, specifically, then DO NOT COME. You will not be admitted.
If you first commit in writing, and then you send your contractor to do EXACTLY and ALL of the remedial work specified
by Mr. Dickson, INCLUDING removal of affected drywall and studs, then your workmen will be allowed through the North
entrance to the basement area to do said work, FULLY AND EXACTLY, during which the Prices will NOT vacate the
premises, which are the home you have rented to them at an exorbitant rental rate. THAT IS WHERE THEY LIVE! ! !
This is my final word on the subject. There is no need for me to repeat, several times daily, what the conditions are for
your compliance under the Fit Premises Act. If you need help understanding my language, I suggest you consult with
your attorney.

Bill Bradford
On Sat, Dec 1, 2012 at 6: 15 PM, danielle sprague <daniellesprague@hotmail.com> wrote:
See attchment.

Date: Sat, 1 Dec 2012 12:59:30 -0700
Subject: Re: F\/1/: URGENT NOTICE
From: rwblbe@gmail.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
CC: jeffprice3399raimsn.com; aprice3399(cumsn.com

Mrs. Sprague -

...(

EXHIBIT44

Delete

I Search email
I
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Categories

danielle sprague

RE: URGENT NOTICE

danielle

To see messages related to this one, group messages by
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Folders

conversation.

~

Inbox

llJ

danielle sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com)

Junk 7

12/01/12
To: JEFF PRICE

Drafts 68

a

Facebook
Sign up

lfl'lrwitter
l.aflsignup

Sent

Deleted 46
New folder

Jeff,
We went there to fix the problem and found no body home,
so we left. We have arranged with the contractor to come

:1

back on Monday Morning at 9:00am. Any cost for the

J1

contractor additional travel will be your responsibility.

Quick views
Documentsl

!

Again, we will be entering the premise on Monday morning
9:00am December 3, 2012.

---------Danielle

Flagged

Photos 3
Shipping updates
New category

From my Android phone on T-Mobile. The first nationwide
4G network.
JEFF PRICE <jeffprice3399@msn.com> wrote:
We are out of the county for several hours. We will need

__,

reasonable notice. If you enter you will be trespassing.
-----=,..., ____________ _

Content from
Learn more

I

11 ._
Turn off

From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: URGENT NOTICE
Date: Sat, 1 Dec 2012 18:54:42 +0000

<- '/i

1

)

1'

~

Our contractor just called and said his workman is on the
way but will be late 10 to 20 min.

\. • , ·. : ; :: -:>. ,.,

Danielle
Date: Sat, 1 Dec 2012 10:59:35 -0700
Subject: RE: URGENT NOTICE
From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com

Our Contractor is sending his personal with all the
equipment to do the mold cleaning work and will be on the
property within an hour.
:JI

https://snt002.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=64855

12/3/2012

----·-··------------ - - - From: jefforice3399@msn.com
To: daniellespraque@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: URGENT NOTICE
Date: Sat, 1 Dec 2012 13:15:26 -0700

...,g

Please refer to Mr. Bradford's last email. It would be nice for you to ask nicely instead of demanding entry into my home.

---·------------••·------------·----··-----·----·----------------··---.--- ---

---------

Date: Sat, 1 Dec 2012 13:08:11 -0700
Subject: RE: URGENT NOTICE
From: daniellesprague(ci}hotmail .com
To: jefforice3399@msn.com
Jeff,
We went there to fix the problem and found no body home, so we left. We have arranged with the contractor to come
back on Monday Morning at 9:00am. Any cost for the contractor additional travel will be your responsibility. Again, we
will be entering the premise on Monday morning 9:00am December 3, 2012.
Danielle

From my Android phone on T-Mobile. The first nationwide 4G network.
JEFF PRICE <jefforice3399@msn.com> wrote:
We are out of the county for several hours. We will need reasonable notice. If you enter you will be trespassing.

~

From: daniellespraque@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: URGENT NOTICE
Date: Sat, 1 Dec 2012 18:54:42 +0000
Our contractor just called and said his workman is on the way but will be late 10 to 20 min.
Danielle
Date: Sat, 1 Dec 2012 10:59:35 -0700
Subject: RE: URGENT NOTICE
From: daniellesoraque@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399(rumsn.com

Our Contractor is sending his personal with all the equipment to do the mold cleaning work and will be on the property
within an hour.
Danielle
1
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Mark as •

Back to messages
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To see messages related to this one, group messages by conversation.

Junk

BIii Bradford

Drafts (67)

To danielle sprague, JEFF PRICE, Ann Price

12/01/ 12
Reply1 •

Sent
Deleted (61)

Mrs. Sprague -

New folder

Quick views
Documents (1)

Flagged

I just received a phone call from the Prices who are taking care
of personal business in a County South of Salt Lake County,
telling me of your email announcing that your contractor would
be at the North Sa lt Lake Home within an hour. I then checked
my email and saw yours of 11:05.

Photos (2)

Shipping updates
New categor1

You must have believed that the Prices would stay at home all '. -~
day waiting for some word from you AFTER their being told
NOTHING by your contractor when Jeff asked for the identity
of the contractor and what his plans were.

Messenger
Search contacts
No friends are online.
Sign out of Messenger

Home
Contact s
Calendar

If it was then your plan for the workers to return today you
should have asked the Prices when it would be convenient for
them for your contractor to return and commence work. (See
the following paragraph).

,J

Also, on the basis of my last letter to you of November 30th,
you should first have informed the Prices t hat your plans, and
those of your contractor, were to proceed in the manner set
forth in my letter. You did not, so it is that information we are
waiting for, not an announcement from you that the workers
are returning to "do mold cleaning work," without proper
explanation.
Please re-read my letter and respond accordingly. Ignoring the
conditions set forth therein is NOT comp lying with them.
Bill Bradford
On Sat, Dec 1, 2012 at 11:05 AM, danielle sprague
< da niellesprague@hotmail.com > wrote:
Mr. Bill Bradford,
Please advise your client Jeff that our Contractor
is sending his personal with all the equipment to
do the mold cleaning work and will be on the
property within an hour from now.
Thanks,

https://sntl 28.mail.live.com/mail/1nboxLight.aspx?n=71 26 l 81 26

12/26/2012

Notice of Repairs within three business days

December 2, 2012
Re: Water softener and mold damages
Jeff and Ann Price
591 Oak View Ct.
North Salt Lake, Utah 84054
Mr. and Mrs. Price,
As you made the statement to both of us on the Oct. 22, 2012 when the Pond's technician
was replacing the water manifold, you stated that the water softener was working at the
beginning when you turned it on but no knowing why it is now not working. We believe
that you turned the water softener on improperly and caused the damage. By this, we
request you to make the proper repairs to fix the water softener or replace it with a new
one within three business days.
After the leaking problems have been stopped, the affected leaking area has dried up and
the mold that was caused by the leaking water has become visible to see. During our
inspection on Nov. 28, 2012, we both clearly saw the mold in the utility room on the
bottom of wall next to the purple room. As by your family health concern and by
protecting our property, we request that you to have a license mold clean up contractor
remove all the mold, and repair all the damages that the leaking water caused which you
refused to clean up in a timely manner.
If you fail to do such repairs stated above within three business days, you will be subject
to eviction.

Sincerely,

'

\

Rufuis and Danielle Sprague
Owner of the property

EXHIBIT45

From: ieffprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Final Check out!!!
Date: Sat, 8 Dec 2012 14:24:31 -0700

...J

That is fine, I also have a friend who will be here. He is in the bishopric on our old ward
Jeff
--------------··-··.,·---···-·-·-··-·---·-·---·-·-········

'"'•-·-··------•·--· ··--•···-

··•···-····----·-·-·-···-··----·-·------·---·-·------···----··--··

Date: Sat, 8 Dec 2012 10:19:03 -0800
Subject: RE: Final Check out!!!
From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Jeff and Ann Price,
For avoid any confrontation between us and been called on the police officers again, we will not enter the premises until
you and your family complete move out. We would prefer that John remains in the premises while we inspect the
property as the witness.
Danielle

From my Android phone on T-Mobile. Toe first nationwide 4G network.
JEFF PRICE <jeffprice3399@msn.com> wrote:
Rufus and Danielle Sprague
~

Mr. Bradford has suggested that we meet tomorrow evening to have a final inspection. I talked to John Isakson, your
friend and neighbor about joining us. He has agreed. I can be available after 5PM if this works for you. If the morning is
better please advise. As you know John's church is from 1PM to 4PM, I feel that we should accommodate John's
schedule. Please bring your camera. I will be away form the internet after a few minutes of this being sent so please text
Ann or Jeff Price, I will also take calls.

,;;

Jeff Price

1
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Outlook Print Message

(

https://bln168.mail.live.com/mail/PrintMessages.aspx?cpids=876a475

Final Check out!!!
From: JEFF PRICE Qeffprice3399@msn.com) You moved this message to its current location. ·
Sent: Sat 12/08/12 9:22 AM
To: Danielle Sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com); Bill Bradford (rwblbe@gmail.com);
Ann Price (aprice3399@msn.com)
Rufus and Danielle Sprague
Mr. Bradford has suggested that we meet tomorrow evening to have a final inspection. I talked to John
Isakson, your friend and neighbor about joining us. He has agreed. I can be available after 5PM if this
works for you. If the morning is better please advise. As you know John's church is from 1PM to 4PM, I feel
that we should accommodate John's schedule. Please bring your camera. I wlll be away form the internet
after a few minutes of this being sent so please text Ann or Jeff Price, I will also take calls.

Jeff Price

/

\

1 ofl

EXHIBIT46

Up to Date loss rent Balance June 10, 2013
Date: June 10, 2013
Tenant: Jeff and Ann Price (591 Oak View Ct. NSL)
Due date:

up on receive
Description

Date
Days without rent
16 days rent

21 days rent
9 days rent
15 days rent
17 days rent
4 days rent

Legal cost
Others

Amount

Month

$
$
$
$

1,600.00
2,100.00
900.00
1,500.00
1,700.00
400.00

$

8,200.00

$
$

January
Febuary
March rent
April rent
May rent
June rent

Attorney and court filing (estimated)
TBD

Total out standing balance:

'2cY

;-1

_., ,

1

'

C.
.1

EXHIBIT 47

I inspected the furnace room and adjoining bedroom wall and discovered the following mold. It is my
professional opinion that the cost to repair and kill the mold spores in the wall board paper and wood
wou ld be between $50 and $100. This is a si mple fix and would take no longer then 1-2 hours. There
was no mold detected or seen in the adjoining bedroom only in the furnace room. The amount detected
and shown on the photos represents the totall amount detected. Tilex or another anti mold and mildew
agenst would need to be applied and then cleaned off the paper of the drywall. The mold has not gone
further then that on the drywall. The plywood needs to be cut aproximatley 12 inches up the wall and
removed as the mold has grown in the wood fiber of the plywood only not the stud or base plate. Once
it has been removed it could be repla ced and no other remedy would be needed. The mold had not
started to grow in the paper of the fiberglass insulation contained within the wall. If for any reason the
wa llboard was removed to eliminate any possible contaminant you would need to cut only the section
infected and replace it with new wa llboard and the cost would be an additiona l $50 (approximatley)
bringing the total cost to about $100-$150. As it is such a small area it maybe difficult to find so meone
willing to fix such a small job and so that may ultimately affect the cost t o some degree.
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EXHIBIT 49
Customer S ig nature

Canary - Salesman Copy

Pink - rn

l89 N Hwy 89
North Salt Lake, UT 84054
Phone: 801-295-7989
Fax:801-295-7944

Our Technicians are

2628

Utah Licensed Plumbers
Plumbing· Heating· AC www
.pondsutah.com
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Customer Signature ,djy
I

Value This Opportunity
to Serve You !

- ~;

-

program, you receive 11J%
discount. off repair services.

. /

~JPAID

Savlngs On This .Invoice: :

If you are a member of our

rhanle you!
Qty Item

D Check#_ __

WANT TO PAY LESS?

Serial # :

~

Cash

D VISA D MasterCard D Discover @'.JAm Ex
I
Approval Code () C\ ~, -sf(

Model # :
dditional Work Needed /

•

&--~~------

Amount Due $

I
Customer Sig11<1ture_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Au·c11tancl!: Cu.Homer or hisl lter duly m,11,ori:-,nl OR<!llf herchy ttr'knoll'ledf:t!.t recei(Jt ,~{ 1he lnhr,r, mftleriol, mu/ wnr~·
tlr..tcr·U,ed mu/ cc11ifir.'i that he/.r;/w lw.t 11er.rmwlly i11.t{'eclc1d 1he .\·0 11w. oll ,!lwhirlt lw v,1 he,m,(,,m i,\ l,ed and dnn,, ;,, a
.wt1i.tfi1ctnry m0111H1r. n11tl agntt!.t that i11 1/1t• ,,v,mt it lwr.01111;.,· tH!C:t'J.wuy to ,11,fi11n' paymn,t of lf,t1 am,111111 dm• mu/ in/er•
, 1.\I, ,·11xtmuer ,,·ill p,n · alf rn.tH awl ,·.,pen.wJ i11c11r1t:d iudmli11}! o re11.w11111,/,, nll,mW\'J (el'. 1\/1 i,ll'oires not paid 11"ithi"
1lti111• (,1/Jlt!ays(,·11111 ,l111e11f i111·11in• cm •.wl1iei:1 111a} Ill 'l-pt'l' ll/lll/i,fi111111t·c:1harge(l8%111•rm11111111),
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189NHwy89

Our Technicians are

North Salt Lake, UT 84054
Phone: 801-295-7989
Fax: 801-295-7944

Plumbing · Heating · AC
Date:

10-,;2..(.,- )-Z,.

Technician: _...:,,J<....::u=c:....=V\-'----'~
= ---·----

Customer Name:

Dy0~<-ll e..-

'S''l I r::

O~\'-v\e-,....)

Address:

5 rft<-')v-<.--

Billing Information:

o

Work Completed

Work Incomplete

•

Description of Work Performed:

RR{llt,t,,,..1

c.k

City / Zip: __
w_....c..S_L_._ _ __ _

2859

Utah Licensed Plumbers

www.pondsutah.com

~~ Q<r<t vw:,Ad•..bt...-

\G1'=7

Phone: _______ _

Same As Above

Customer Name: __________________
Address: _ _ ____________ __ _ __ __
City/Zip:

'-.!
' ~
~-~
- _ _ _ __

-

Work Type:

Phone: ________

_

¢ HVAC

Jsl)Residential

WPlu mbing

o

r-

t•

~""$11•

RaiJiant

-~

,~

''

Commercial

_>0>Serv ice

o
o

o Installation

Warranty

•

Tune-Up

Call Back

•

Maintenance

Equipme'mJ: Info:
Type: ,.; . \
;'

.

............. .

ALL WORK IS COD - Please Pay Techn ician

Age: _ _ Type: _ _ _ _ Age: _ _

Method of Payment:

•

Cash

Amount Due $

D Check # _ _ _

Brand:

Brand:

D VISA D Mast erCard jl§:J Discover D Am Ex

Model#:

Model#:

Approval Code _ _ __

Serial#:

- -- - - -- - - DECLINED
Customer's Initials

t'llft

SI vr

Qty Item

o PAID

WANT TO PAY LESS?
If you are a member of our

Comfort Maintenance Aoreement
program, you receive JO%
discount off repair services.

Savings On This Invoice:

-

I authorize the said repairs and cost of those repairs.

rhanle you.I
Qty Item

Lj \ Cj I

All of us at Pond's

Customer Signature _,,j)_\"---.=.J
C/.,,,V':::::-:---/_·
- = - - - - -- -

Value This Opportunity
to Serve You!
Customer Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Vendor / Invoice No

Vendor / Invoice No

Arreptanre: Customer nr hislhrr duly rmtlwrized agent hr.rt'/Jy ,wknnwletlxes rcrt·ipt of 1/u: /11/mr. mnt, rinl. 111111 work
de.<crihed mu/ r:ertifir.r thm hcl.<ltc hn.< per.rn11111/y i11.rperted tlw .•·tmte, n/1 //{whirl, lta\'t' lw,•11 f1m1is/111d 1111d d,111,• in 11
.fati.~(arrnry maunr.r, mu! agrer,1i thnr ht th e eVt'lll it l,ecome.,· mxrsJGI)' rn e11fn rre 1u1y11wm n f th<• 1111,01111( tlut' nm/ i11u,,•_
r..'if, r ustnmer will pay all c·osl.\ and exp, 11.w1s incllffttd i11clud i11>: a r~a.mnaMe nftnmM•sjf!.f.!. All inw,in·J 1tnl poitf willti11
1

1

Time Dispatched

Arrival Time

Time Completed

thirt\' (30) dnys {mm date of invoice arr .ml~jt!rt to a J 112 % per mnJI, (inmwt· dwr,:t· f /8f?,, 1wrm11111111J.

189NHwy89
North Salt Lake, UT 84054
Phone: 801-296-7989
Fax: 801-296-7944

.u mbing ·Heating· AC
ite: 1/-/'1-/;l.,

Our Technicians are

2729

NATE Certified

www.pondsutah.com

Technician : --=.J"'"'"'cJ'""'e,~_ _ _ _ _ __

.istomer Name: ___________________
Mress: _ S_C\_l;__;O"--~"""'k~vc.,.).x.:tv.,,___,_c...:.,r_.\L.__ _________

Work Completed !JV

1

Work Incomplete o

1------- ----- ------- ---------------4
Description of Work Performed:

ro . ,) -\ ~i

-\.... p , .. 5 d,,, ; pf> aJ

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o

lling Informat ion :
,stomer Name:
idress:

Same As Above

Pli\n,~\\t.

S pre,~ue ,

-------------------- - --- - - -

ty/Zip:

Phone:

!ason for Call:
>rk Type: o HVAC
C!l'1'lumbing

llJ,{{esi de ntial

Mervice

o Installation

•

•

Warranty

•

Tune-Up

o Call Back

•

Maintenance

Commercial

o Radiant
uipment Info:

ALL WORK IS COD - Please Pay Technician

pe: _ _ _ __ Age: _ _

Type: _ _ _ _ _ Age : _ _

Method of Payment:

and:
)del #:
rial#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Brand :
Model#:

Approval Code c) 1'-1

D VISA D MasterCard

Serial #: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

itional Work Needed / Recommended:
Drr,.~,-.
:b .Plaor- Ore,~o, ~ l-\D

-ft

DECLINED
Customer' , lnltla.ls

I

Used :
:,item

•

Cash

Q ty Item

STOP

. /

11rPAID

D Am Ex

WANT TO PAY LESS?
If you ar e a member of om
program, you receive
%
discount off repair services.

All of us at Pond's
Value This Opportunity

1..

to Serve You!

-

Savings On This Invoice:

Comfort Maintenance Af!feement

IJ

I authorize the said repairs and cost of those repairs.
~

Custom er Signature

,Dcrt,Vl---v
u

Customer Signature

,la.

iior / Invoice No

Vendor / Invoice No

I
,e Dispatched ld-1(20

D Check#-_ _ _

[tv6iscover

I OJ'."""1

-----=-..a....-"------1

qg&

Thank you/
Qty Item

Amount Due $

Arrival Time /) ',J,o Time Completed

Acc.epla1tce: Customer 01· his/her duly authoritr.d " 8~" /11:,·t•hy ncknowlrdges receipt o,fthc labor. material. mu/ work
d,::rcri/JtxJ a11d certifie., that helslw has p ~rsrmolly i1is11r.c1cd the same, all nfwhich hm1e bP.~11 f urr1fahtx.l and danp in u
.,,11isfactm y 11ra1111~r. trnd agrees thal i11 thf! ewmt it becomes necessary to mifnrce paymettt n/thr.. ammmt du~ 0.11d ;n,r.r•
est, customer wl/1 pay a ll cnsls and exp,m.,e.f i11r.111red inr.ludi11g a rF.a.rnnable. atfnmey.'f .ft:!e. All imm icr..t ,rm pai<I wi,hill
thir ty (30) daysfro111 date ofill voice are sr,bju 1 ro a I 112 % per moth finance charge I /8% per,w1111111).

H0tma11 Pnnt Message

t'age

l OI l

RE: Utilities fee. cable and internet bills
From: danielle sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com)
Sent· Mon 10/08/12 10:21 PM

To:

aprice3399@msn.com

Hi Jeff and Ann,
You can come to pick up the utilities bill copy any time at 511 W 500 N. Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
Danielle
From: aprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Utilities fee, cable and internet bills
Date: Fri, 5 Oct 2012 12:47:54 -0600

Danielle,
Would you please send us copies of the bills,
Jeff Price
-------•··•-··•·· - - - - From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: aprice3399@msn.com
Subject: Utilities fee, cable and internet bills
Date: Fri, 5 Oct 2012 14:44:00 +0000

------

- ···--·--

Jeff and Ann,
Here is the utilities bills for Sep. 2012:
Gas: $17.16

Power: $125.20
NSL city bill for Water, Garbage ... : $160.95
Total of the utilities bills:$ 303.31
Amount you need to pay for the utilities:$ 53.31
Cable and internet bills for Sep. 2012: $86.99
Total cost you need to pay for Sep. 2012: $140.30
Let me know if you have any question.

Thanks,
Danielle

SF
http://sn 12 8w.snt 128.maiLlive.com/mail/PrintMessages.aspx?cpids=8 7f8c95l

EXHIBIT 53

Rufus & Danielle Sprague
511 W SOON
Salt Lake City
UT 84116
(801) 936-1109

Invoice
Invoice: 2012-10
Date: 11/13/2012
Due date: 11/30/2012
:,:i
,.y

Utilities bills for Oct. 2012:
Gas: $49.43
Power: $86.07
NSL city bill for Water, Garbage ... : $124.83
Total of the utilities bills: $260.33
Less $250.00
Amount you need to pay for the utilities: $10.33
Cable and internet bills for Oct. 2012: $67 .20

Total amount you need to pay for Oct. 2012: $77.53

Any copies can be picked up at the office, or $50 will be charged to send by certified
mail to the tenant. Please call before you come. Thank you!

EXHIBIT 54

Rufus & Danielle Sprague
511 W SOON
Salt Lake City
UT 84116
(801) 936-1109

Invoice
Invoice: 2012-11
Date: 12/20/2012
Due date: 12/30/2012

Utilities bills for Nov. 2012:
Gas: $102.00
Power: $80.80
NSL city bill for Water, Garbage ... : $58.99
Total of the utilities bills: $241.79
Less $250.00
Amount you need to pay for the utilities: $0
cable and internet bills for Nov. 2012: $64.96

Total amount you need to pay for Nov. 2012: $64.96

Any copies can be picked up at the office, or $50 will be charged to send by certified
mail to the tenant. Please call before you come. Thank you!

SI
EXHIBIT 55

Outstanding Rental Payment Balance
Date: Nov. 6, 2012
Tenants: Jeff and Ann Price
Due date:
Upon received
Date

10/11/2012
11/1/2012
11/6/2012

Utilities bills
Rent payment
Certified mail fee

Total balance:

11/2/2012
Balance due:

Amount

Description

Credit

s
$
$
$
$
$

140.30
3,000.00
50.00
3,190.30
{2,935.00)
255.30

A late fee of $20 each day for unpaid rental payment will be added to the balance after
6th of each month. If the outstanding balance is not paid within 10 days, the account will
be turned over to the collection agency.

Any copies can be picked up at the office, or $50 will be charged to send by certified mail.
Please call before you come. Thank youl

s

EXHIBIT 56

)

'

_Bala~_ce of account - by e~d_9.f occupancy

Jeff. & Ann
Price
.
-

Name

-- ---··

••·

591--Oak View Ct. North Sall Lake
.

Sept. Rent + Cleaning fee

Oct. Rent

+ Late fee

; $

-0

I$

3,000.00

9/4/2012

9/1/2012

$

150.00

9/20/2012

$

3,000.00

10/1/2012

3,700.00

10/1/2012

$

140.30

11/1/2012

. $

3,840.30

11/1/2012
12/1/2012

Not paid

$

2,935.00

' $
$

77.53

12/1/2012

Not paid

Dec. Rent + Late fee

$

5,282.83

12/1/2012

Not paid

$

64.96

1/1/2013

Not paid

I

$

700.00

Not paid

Cable, Internet, Utility

Cable, Internet, Utility

- - -- -

9/1/2012

50.00

Certified mail

(/J

1

: $

Cable, Internet, Utility

Nov. Rent + Late fee

3,1so.oo

11/2/2012

$

$

$

700.00

$

840.30

$

2,282.83

1,250.00

1,150.00
$ 6,497.79

::0

)>
G')

C
tr1

~

......
....,
V,

--...J

m

i

--~- $

-- -- - --- - -·-·----- -- --- -----

.. - - --·
.. ··--- .

-

3,100.00
NOTES:

$_ 6,497.79

~
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Gas

Account Summary as of:

Tl1rmk youjr>r your patronage. Your prompt
pay111e11r msists us in providing our cusro111ers 1Fith

Page 1 of 1

(o/]/1 -v-

",...-A:1

October 3 , 2012

Previous Balance Due -10/01/2012

high-quality natural gas service.

15.03
-1 5.03
17.16

Payment Received - 10/1/2012
Current Charges • Gas Service

Totaf A111~unt, Oue,J(p<;in J'.\e.i:?eip( (/'\t /'.,::.f /

t ·,t.:.$.:tT.:16

1% monlhly interest/ 12% annually) charged on balance on or after 10/25/20 12.

Service Address: 591 Oak View Ct, North Salt Lake, UT 84054
o.s;;,sa:1 o.02e140 &7.3saooo 9 5oocoo
Service from 9/8/2012 _ 10/3/2012

Rate - GS

Residential Gas Service

Charge tor Gas Used (Avg cost per DTH $ (8.82500))
Basic Service Fee Total
Utah Sales Tax (3.9%)
Municipal Energy Tax (6%)(Norlh Salt Lake)

Service Agreement: 4625613042
Comparison
Last Year
Dacalhenns/Day I
~'\A

I

Dollars/Oay

This Year

I

I

SO.GO

0.05
S0.66

Usa(Ja Hisro,y

DTH

10.59
5 .00

0 .61
0.94

Energy Assistance

0.02

Current Gas Billing

17.16

l
Current Meler Read

Meter

10

I

Date

16096186

10i3/2012

<

I

Previous Meler Read

Reading

Date

467

9/7/2012

·{tu Q!li!.Har Gas

ti

I
I

Reading

453

Dial
Difference

Days
26

14

CCF

Volume
Multiplier

81lle<l

0.088689

1.2

0TH

(lu c;.rJons. ~o,n11u;11B· 1..1r· t1!t11li•1 q :i,lnr~.,s e()rr(•c:fru JI.J
l1•.1ck vf PtJ ft.· fo,· d, !1tiis) or ....;j;/ ,.m r ·w•:bsitc: <]fl~S/1.J. i'~(l.!'.,:'1/li

c:el.:da}l ?um 7pm (st·~:

Please wute your 3ccow1t nu mbo,r or; your :::hock and return this portion with your µayrn~nt,

QUEST;i.R
Gas

:t:\i!J.f(&.Jl:f :~~!.~t!)&~~jf?i[ ~f.;~}f!f;t;;; }f?t:~t~jttJ/}:
4625613018

I0/25i20 12

I

S17.16

, aankP:iymen t

t11 111 IIII 1111 I' 11 111 •11 1II II 11•11 •ll 111 l11II11 1111· 1· 11 •II 1 1 11 11

Questar Gas Company
PO Box 4584 1
Sait Lake City. U T 841 .'.39-000 1

.. · ··· · ,~uTo-·scH S-OIGIT 8'10 10
000022375 01 A V
O.350
O;.ini,;,ile Sprague

4'.199 FOOTHILL DR

OOIJMTIFUL UT 8-1010·6025

ti62561]01810000001716000000150300000017166
EXHIBIT 58

PLEASE RETURN TOP PORTION WITH YOUR PAYMENT

/12,
160.95

160.95

180.83CR

.00

.9926.3

10/15/2012

PAYMENTS RECEIVED AFTER THE 15 T OF THE MONTH ARE NQI REFLECTED ON THIS BILL
METER READING

TOTAL GALLONS USED
{THOUSANDS)

PREVIO US PRESENT

08/07/2012
WA 1239

09/04/2012

74

1313

c: JUNAfW
2011

Service Period
WATER
GARBAGE

09/2012

STORM DRAIN

4.00
4.10

140.10
12.75

RECYCLING

N.!\ T<= R
2012

,::- a~
~6 19

AMOUNT

SERVICE CHARGES

00 Pa 03

2! ?

6

!:

~ 11 II
~

OB

ii

6

19

1.2

6 I 83

Prior Period Balance

180.83
.00

Adjustments

? -1, :t1tJno ~:,!

oy.
09/17/2012

iceceived

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

Payments

I80.83CR

PAV TH IS AMOUNT

H0.95

,:F--------':
2011

2012

x100D gat

Aug Sep Oct Nov ')ec Jan Feb Mar Apr May JLtn Jt1f A.ug

DC:-tice Addrem: 59 1 E OAKVIEW CT
I

ANNOUNCEMENTS THIS MONTH
Foll Cleanup is i'lovcmber 2 - 4 . See NSL Star or wVv"W.nslci!y.org for dumpster locations.
Second Sundov Concert Series v,ill be held on Odober 14 o f 6:00pm at City Holl.
Voter Registration For1Tis a re a·,ailable a l Ciiy Holl - the deadline to register is October 22.
file South Davis Preparedness Fair is on Saturday. Ociob er 13 from i 0:C-0-2:00 ot Woods Cross High School.
See www.nsicity.org and t>JSL Star i'!e·,vsletter for all info rmaiicn.
Direct Pay C ustumers: T:-iis utility bill is for your information crily.

Equal_?ay Customers: Please n~tice the previous balance bo;~ and coH wilh on•; q~esiions.
This bill w ill a lso b e fhc nna1 notice for delinquent cusfomers with pos.t due o c counrs.
This will be t!,e only no lice given and services will be disconnecred

if not paid by d ue dote. Any q uestions. please co!l 801 -335-8?02._
L __ ___;.P
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PRICE0000S3

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
POWER

A1GI:

RYAN G SPRAGUE
DANIELLE T SPRAGUE
4399 FOOTHILL OR

BILI.ING OAT£:

Sep 20, 2012

ACCOUNT NUMBER:

6728571 &.003 6

DATE DUE:

Oct 12, 2012

AMOUNT DUE:

$125.20

Oue!ilions about your bill· 1-888-221•7070
Call loll free 24 hours a day, 7 Clays a week

www.rockymounrainpower.net

BOUNTIFUL UT 84010-6025

Your Balance With Us

Payments Received

Previous Account Balance

267.32

Historical Data - ITEM 9
mDUHT

OESCHIPTIOff

DAT[

1 OF 2

._ 10

Sep 13, 2012 Payment Received• Thank you

Payments/Credits

-267.32

New Charges

•125.20

267.32

56

~

Total Payments

$ 267.32

$125.20

Current Account Balance

1,t::,-+---------------

1

28
14-+-----------tt-tt-3

2011

Detailed Account Activity
ITEM 9 · ELECTRIC SERVICE

~ll TI~~~,·

I

r51247855

) Aug 20. 2012 Sep 19. 2012 [ Jo _ ___,_•_4_9a_2_a____s_o_so_4__ J 1 o

From

fo

-~~~~.fo '
'. i)AVS

' Previ,uc;

··----i-AMOUNT usrn

! ~lE"fER

M£T£R ROOII\GS

CurrMt

:

'

THISMONTH

._ _ L1.01s kwh

-~
___J

Nexl scheduled read date: 10-18. Date may vary due co scheduling or weather.
NEWCHARCIS • f1.1/12

UHITS

_;;,

400 :Cwh
600 i<.wh

Energy Charge Summer Block 3
Renewable Energy Credit

76liwtJ

COSTPCAUI-CII

CHARGE

4.00
33.60
62.09

0.0840040

0.1034810
0.1287090

9.78

-0,0022000

-0.23

Energy Baiancing Account

0.0123000

1.30

customer Erficiency Services
Customer EffJC Services Offset

0.0338000

3.60

-0.00'12000

·0.45

0.0600000
0.0390000

6.82
'1.43

Home Electric Lifeline Program
Municipal Ermrgy Sales/use Tax
Utah Sales Tax
Total New Charges

sa>20H

74
1076

74

J\vg. kwh per Day
Cost per Day

36

0

54.17

so.no

0

Contact us at 1-888-221-7070 to

enroll in the fixed donation program.

Basic Charge - Single Phase

Energy Charge Summer Block 1
Energy Charge Summer Olock 2

SEP2012

Avg. Daily Tcmp.
Total kWh

PERIOD EHDI.NG

S91 Oakview Ct North Salt L1ke UT
Residence Schedule J

! SERVICE PER~--

METER
NUMBER

S O N D J f M A M J I A S 2(1! l

You. Average Dally IMh usage l'ly MooUl

0.26

You can add an amount. you choose
to your monthly bills in order to help
your neighbors in need wllh
assistance on their electric bills.

Donations are talH1e<luctillle.
Looking for other ways to

pay?

Pay online using your bank account.

Log on to rockymountainpower.nel to
pay your bills quickly and securely.
Or. for a fee. pay by phone with a
check. credit or debit card by calling
1-800-672-2405.

125.20

.~
Lale Payment Charge for Utah

A late payment charge of 7% may be

charged on lhe dellnquem balance per
Wnle acco,ml 11Ul11ber on check & mail lo: Racky Mt11 Pcwer, 1033 NE 6th Ave, Parrland, OR 97256-0001

~ET,\itt TI·l!S PORT"IO!i FOR YOUR Rf:CCROS.

month.

RETURN 7lllS ?OHTlON -Ml•t l'C:JR PAYMENT

Change of Malling Address or P!Jone?
r.t.ei:t M"e & provide infor:nauun on n...:1e

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

POWER

PO oox 25308
SALT L.M{t CW< IJT ,H 125

Account ,\lumber;

67285716-003 6

Dale 0111:!:

ROC!<Y MTN POWER
1).000

(J-1)

1033 NE 6TH AVE
n')RTLAND OR

97256-0001

Od 12, 2012

AMOUNT DUE;

$125.20

Bank Payment • Do Not Pay

RYAN G SPf~AGUF.

JJANlfllE f SPl<.'\GUF.
·1399 FOOi HILL CR
80UNT1£UL lJT 6•i010·50,5

Questions about your bill:

Call toll Ires 1-888~221-7070

.4utomalic Withdrawal for Total Amount Due to occur on the payment date
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CenturyUn!c

. .r. . ,
l
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~JF,,.d an,thing? ~er>,ice 1 eC0-244- 1111

• 1r
-~ (r.;
, ,fjS

Discount
10.00

Bundle Savings

Internet (09/13 - 10/12)

$10.00

Total Bundle Savings

Promotional Discounts
Internet Loyalty Rewar::J Discount Mcri th 2 of 12

MOVHNG FEES

Discount
20.00

Total Promotional Discounts

$20.00

Total Savings This Month

$30.00

f\llEANS H\jO
H1-\SSLE.

G,sc.~r.nrs arn :,.~en t.Jlie mor.:.h m :.i.:fvance-. Yr;u, i:;;it rr.ay ,nc!.Jd!: a p:11tul ffC:.U, 1rrd a 11:-:nth in
act,ance of til!:ng. Fr,1duc~ ci1anges m3y <s....1.,ft :n a charge fer unuse-d drscot.mtz p~v:m;siygr✓en.

Total With

Setvice

Savings

Internet- pago .3

Internet Monthly Charges

20.00

Related Monthiy Charges

5.95
.39

Taxes, Fees & Surcharges
Total Internet Service

VVe underst and that moving can
be stressful. It's why there will
be no moving or transfer fees
w hen you take your High-Speed
Internet w,th you to your naw
home. We're just sorry vve can't
help you with the packing.

,

"J

! :- :

Espaf,ol 1.800.435.04 55

$26.34

Television - ,r,,;;e 5

DIRECTV Monthly Charges
Related Monthly Charges
Taxes. Fees & Surcl,argcs

Total Television Service

8 7.98
- 31.05
3.72

- - -··--- - -- - - -- - - - -

$60.65

..
,

Total New Ch:,irges

586.99

·'

....,·

Details of Your Internet Charges

...

-~·

lnte rn>&t
3€:rvica ?iwcd: i:.ep I J - Ch:t ; 2

lnternet Monthly Charges
!ntEn:ct

50.00

- Cent urylink-
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Details of Your Television Charges

'\.
I ' ..

:...~ .;,;.:· :>-

?~

Television Service
DIRECTV Account Number: 0053014898
DIRECTV Technical Supi:;ort or Programming/

~:~ CenturyLink~ I aJ
DIRECTV.

Equipment Changes: 1 800-DIRECTV

Bill Explanations: 1 800-244-111 I
For 1mmed1ate cfo.,ed-capdonmg is:;ues. call 1-800-OIREC1V, fa~ 303-483-6266. <>r emarl
ClosedCaprion:;~d,r,;,ctl'.com. For formal mqu,ne:;, contact C .Schf'Jm, Sr. Manager:
C!osec!CaptionsttdirBCtv com: fax 303- 483-6266 or ma11 to ClosedCaptionsf:dirgc/'I com,
P.O. Box 6550 Greenwood Village, CO 30155-6550

Th~1k you for u~111g DIRECTV.
Non payment of DIRECTV charges will r.ot resu/r in discor.necuon of local phone sorvico.
Non payment oi DIRECTV charges may result in the inlerruµtion ar.d possible
d1sco11nechon of tsfevis1cn programming and incapendent col!ecticn actw1ty by DIRECTV.

This portion of your bill is provided as a ,ariica lo DIRECTV.

DIRECTV Mon th ly Charges

09/03 - 10/02
09/03 - 1 0/02

09/03 - 10/02

Previous Balance

.00

ENTERTAINMENT

54.99

Monthly
SHOVVTIME
Monthly
Advanced Receiver
Monthly

DIRECTV Monthly Charges Total

12.99

3 Lr 7} 2/(o 8
0

$87.98

Ar CenruryL:.k. ·ne V/81\t to n,ake 3t;ra
yuu're getting the best-m-dass servics and
ssvings you desarve. Take advantage o f oil
:!1s ceneiit.s that already come ,.-,nh ym,r
DIRECTV ~ervice through CenturyLnk hke DiRECl'J's OVH Scheduter.' DIHEClV
c11,1EMA''•·· and mere.
·::\•:: ~. ~,,J, ':f •. ..,,_,i:.

··rr,-•,-.: ~-::.. :~ •. .! ' :-·

:·..~ ._., : ,•,: ::
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Related Monthly Charges

013/12 Advanced Receiver-HD

t·:..c!.:-:

- !0.00

- 5.00

\ : .·

Cash Back Rebate: 12-Mos

08/12 SHOVVTIME
3 Months Free SHOWTIME
08/12 ::NTERTAINMENT

- 5.00

Pa, Ual tAc11th Cno.r~e
08/12 AdcitionRI TV

CBI~~ Primary T\J
03/!'2 .-:orirnar'j rv Fr;;e
C:l•Q.: ,. :,dc:br:r-al TV

09:C-+ P-:i::ury T\/
:~::,1:z .;,j ;;~ncea Rec<:;h~r-t1D

.. .

~r.F.

;• :;' °'•"';)

...-.. ! .,, ;

- 20.00
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,

• : ...

te sure to do so .-,1ti1m

rii ..':?Cl'Jrt:l~ate C0!~1.
Start taking full advant;:ige of

~0.3:i

your DIRECTV service today.

1 877.453.9415

G.53

cantury/i,1k. com/ discover

P:artial 1•!:cnth Charbe

08i12 P..dvanc:d Receiver

::.:-,:·.c .·
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0 Si1'2 SH()'Nm:'E

,;.:,,;.·
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~

'. :: ' 1 _,. :

- 12.99

1 2 Mo Onlir~e Rebate

08/12 ENTERT;\INMENT

~ .• .,

·;:1 1 -1).."

24 Mo Discount w/Auto Sill P'ly

08/12 ENTERTAINMENT

-~ .... :-.~
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Walker's dispute
From: danielle sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com)

Sent: Fri 9/07/12 8:12 PM
To:
aprice3399@msn.com
Dear Ann and Jeff,
As I told Ann on the phone today around 12:20pm that we are not allowing our previous renters, the
family of the Walker, come to near our property.
Since we were told that you are friends of the Walkers, we could like you and your family to stay out
of this legal dispute case which is also related to this property, as Ann had promised me today.
My advisor will give you a statement to sign regarding this matter soon. And I hope you will keep your
promise and not creating more complication to this disputation.
Thank you for your cooperation!
Sincerely,
Rufus and Danielle Sprague
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SECOND
COURT

IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT, DAVI cel!Nt"tlI
STATE OF UTAH, FARMINGTON DEPARTMENT

JEFF PRICE and ANN PRICE,

RULING AND ORDER
Plaintiffs,

vs.
DANIELLE SPRAGUE,
Defendant.

Case No.: 120701157
Judge David R Hamilton
•

THIS MATTER IS BEFORE THE COURT on Defendant's Motion to Reconsider or in
the Alternative Rule 52 Motion to Make Further Findings and to Alter or Amend the Judgment,
which was filed with a supporting memorandum on April 17, 2015. Plaintiffs filed an opposition
memorandum on May I, 2015. Defendant filed a reply memorandum on May 15, 2015. Neither
party requested a bearing. The Court, having considered the arguments and supporting
documentation, herein issues its Ruling and Order.

BACKGROUND
Jeff and Ann Price ("the Prices'') entered into a lease agreement with Danielle Sprague
("Mrs. Sprague"') on or about August 6, 2012, for the nine-month lease of a rental property
located at 591 East Oak View Court, North Salt Lake, Utah, 84054. The Prices occupied the

.~

property for roughly four months, during which time the parties' tenant-landlord relationship
deteriorated and the Prices vacated the property. On May 3, 2013,. the Prices filed their Amended
CompJaint, asserting claims for violation of the Utah Fit Premises Act, breach of contra~ and
fraud in the inducement. On May 23, 2013, Mrs. Sprague filed her Answer and Amended

Counterclaim (Countercomplaint), asserting claims for breach contract, breach of the implied
covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and waste. Mrs. Sprague's counterclaim for Breach of
Contract-Damage to Leased Premises-was based on her assertion that the Prices tampered

with the water softener or water heater, causing damage to the rental property, and refused Mrs.

..lJ

Sprague access to the property to repair the appliances and water damage.
On March 16 and 17, 2015, the Court held a bench trial to adjudicate the parties' claims.
On March 16, 2015, Mrs. Sprague moved for a directed verdict, which the Court granted as to
the Prices' claim for fraud in the inducement and denied as to the Prices' claims for violation of
the Utah Fit Premises Act and breach of contract. On March 17, 2015, the Prices moved for a

_.;

directed verdict, which the Court granted as to Mrs. Sprague' s claim for waste and denied as to

Mrs. Sprague~s breach of contract claim. After the parties argued their cases on March 17, 2015,
the Court issued an oral ruling on the parties' remaining claims. The Prices submitted their
Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law on April 8, 2015. Thereafter, on April 17,
2015, Mrs. Sprague moved for reconsideration, or alternatively, for additional findings and
alteration of judgment.
Specifically, Mrs. Sprague cha11enges the Prices' proposed Finding #20, which states,

"The Spragues failed to present sufficient ·evidence estab1ishing the water damages and/or water
leaking or failed to allow the property o'Nller access to inspect and repair.,., Mrs. Sprague
contends that she presented enough evidence to prove that the Prices caused the water damage to

the real property and did not allow 1\1:rs. Sprague access to inspect or repair the water damage.
Mrs. Sprague alternatively argues that proposed Finding of Fact #20 is "inadequate to explain the
trial court's reasoning to the appellate court.~,

)

ANALYSIS

Mrs. Sprague challenges the Prices" proposed Finding #20, arguing that (1) the Prices
caused the water damage to the home and/or failed to clean up the leaking water and (2) the
Prices failed to allow Danielle Sprague access to inspect and repair the property.
"[O]ral rulings from the bench are not final," 1 and a trial court may reconsider or revise a
nonfinal judgment.2 "Trial courts have clear discretion to reconsider and change their position

with respect to any orders or decisions as long as no final judgment has been rendered." 3
A court can consider several factors in determining the propriety of
reconsidering a prior ruling. These may include~ but are not limited
to, when (I) the matter is presented in a different light or under
different circumstances; (2) there has been a change in the
governing law; (3) a party offers new evidence; {4) manifest
injustice will result if the court does not reconsider the prior ruling;
(5) a court needs to correct its own errors; or (6) an issue was
inadequately briefed when first contemplated by the court 4
Under rule 52(b)., prior to a final judgment, a party may also request the Court "amend its
findings or make additional findings and ... amend the judgment accordingly. n 5
(l) Water Damage to the Rental Property

In the present case, the Court presided over a two-day trial during which numerous
7

witnesses testified and exhibits were received in evidence and considered. The evidence before

the Court at trial, however, failed to prove Mrs. Sprague's assertion that the Prices caused the

1

Barry v. Barry. 20 l OUT App 1 I 5,.

z Gillett v.
3

*).

See also Ahlstrom v. Anderson. 728 P .2d 979, 979 (Utah 19&6).

Price. 2006 UT 24. 1 1O.. 135 P 3d 861.

Brookside Mobile Home Park, ltd. v. Peebles, 2002 UT 48, 1 18, 48 P.3d 969.

' Trembly v. Mrs. Fields Cookies, &84 P .2d 1306, 13 I l (Utah Ct. App. I 994) (internal citations omitted).
>Utah R. Civ. P. 52(b)(West 2014).

J;

water damage to the rental home or failed to clean the water damage. Because of the dearth of
credible circumstantial or direct evidence that the Prices tampered with the water softener or
~

water beater, caused it to leak, or failed to clean up a water l ~ the Court granted the Prices'
Motion for a Directed Verdict after the defense rested its case on March 17, 2015.
,J

Mrs. Sprague now request that the Court either reconsider its grant of the directed verdict,
or make additional findings. First, Mrs. Sprague contends that the Prices damaged the rental
property by tampering with the water heater, water softener, or the wall. Mrs. Sprague cites to

~

Utah Code§ 57-22-4(4), which requires an owner to provide a prospective renter (1)-'a written

inventory of the condition of the residential rental unit, excluding ordinary wear and tear;" (2) a
"a fonn to document the condition of the residential rental unit;" and (3) "an opportunity to
conduct a walkthrough inspection of the residential rental unit." Mrs. Sprague then points to the
''Check In Listn6 that the Prices filled out September 5~ 2012, and which does not indicate any
water problems. Mrs. Sprague states that the rental agreement required the Prices leave the rental
property in the same condition as when they took possession of the property. 7 Mrs. Sprague then
argues that because the Prices did not note any water damage when they took possession of the
property, and they were required under the lease to return it in the same condition, and because
the Prices alleged the damages" the Prices therefore caused the damage.

Mrs. Sprague' s argument requires the Court to make a great inferential leap-an
assumption that because the Prices~ as prospective renters.. did not note water damage upon their
initial walk throu~ but thereafter found water damage and reported it to Mrs. Sprague-the

6

Pl.' s Trial Ex. 2.

7

Pl.'s Trial Ex.. 1 ("·Renter(s) agree to ... [l]eave the rental in the same condition as when possession was

given to her/him~ reasonable use, wear, and damage beyond the control of the Renter(s) expected ...

4

Prices caused the water damage. Without any evidence of a causal link between some action by
the Prices and damage to the water softener, water heater, or wan, the Court is unwilling to make
,J

this inferential leap and cannot find that Mrs. Sprague met her burden of proof.

In her motion, Mrs. Sprague then states that she has additional evidence to support her
~

contention. Attached to her supporting memorandum is an email, purportedly from her
8

contractor, regarding his inspection of the property prior to the Prices taking possession. Mrs.
Sprague also attaches a bill from Shamrock Plumbing, which she asserts contains the "opinion
that the problems were caused by the tenant. " 9 Neither the email from the contractor nor the
Shamrock Plumbing bill was received in evidence at trial, and Mrs. Sprague does not contend

that she did not have these items in her possession before trial. These materials are therefore
untimely and will not be considered by the Court.
Because Mrs. Sprague fails to point to evidence properly before the Court supporting her
assertion that the Prices caused the water damage to the rental property, the Court concludes that
reconsideration of its prior ruling on this issue is inappropriate. Furthermore7 the Court concludes

that additional findings to explain its reasoning underlying proposed Finding #20 are
unnecessary; Mrs. Sprague simply failed to present sufficient evidence to prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that the Prices caused water damage to the property.

Owner Access to the Property to inspect and Repair
Mrs. Sprague also challenges proposed Finding #20 for its assertion that she did not
present sufficient evidence to show the Prices failed to allow her access to inspect and repair the

1

Def· s Supp. Memo_ Ex. 6.

9

DeCs Supp. Memo. Ex. 7.

property. 16 Mrs. Sprague now requests the Court reconsider its ruling, or make further findings
of fact and alter its judgment, stating that the Utah Fit Premises Act serves "as the basis for a
landlord's and a tenant's respective obligations regarding remedying problems."
At trial, Mrs. Sprague argued that the Prices denied her access to inspect and repair the
.J

property as an aspect of her defense to the Prices' Fit Premises Act claim. Specifically, Mrs.
Sprague argued that Utah Code§ 57-22-6 bars a renter from recovering under the Fit Premises
Act if the renter is not in compliance with the requirements of Utah Code§ 57-22-5, which
states: "A renter may not unreasonably deny access to, refuse entry to, or withhold consent to
enter the residential rental unit to the owner, agent, or manager for the purpose of making repairs
to the unit.,,
While the Court must "make findings on all material factual issues raised by the
evidence,"' it is not required to "resolve all conflicting evidentiary issues" or "negate allegations

in its findings of fact."' 11 In its ruling on March 17, 2015, the Court found that the Prices were
barred from making a claim under the Utah Fit Premises Act because the Prices were not
"current on all payments required by the rental agreement. nJi It was therefore unnecessary for
,.t}

the Court to rule on Mrs. Sprague' s affirmative defense that the Prices refused her access to the
rental property. Mrs. Sprague has not provided adequate reasoning to justify reconsideration, nor
;,;

has she persuaded the Court that it must address defenses to a claim that was not adjudicated in
favor of the claimant.
10

Mrs. Sprague does not move for either reconsideration or amended or further findings regarding her

assertion that the Prices unreasonably refused her access to the rentaJ property, thereby breaching the lease
agreement.
11

Sorenson v. Beers. 614 P.2d 159, 160 (Utah 1980).

12

UTAH CODE ANN.§ 57-22-S(IXg).

CONCLUSION
Mrs. Sprague has not provided a sufficient basis to support reconsideration of the Court's
rulings. She has not presented the issues in a new light, cited to a change in governing law,
offered newly discovered evidence, shown that manifest injustice will occur absent

J

reconsideration, pointed to errors by the Co~ or pointed to any issues that were inadequately
briefed. Therefore, Mrs. Sprague' s Motion for Reconsideration is denied. As for her alternative
motion under rule 52, the Court concludes that further factual findings are unecessary. Mrs.
Sprague failed to present sufficient evidence to meet her burden of proof regarding her assertion

that the Prices damaged the rental property, and her arguments related to the Utah Fit Premises
Act are moot.

ORDER
Based on the foregoing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration, or in the Alternative, Rule 52 Motion to Make Further Findings and to Alter or

Amend the Judgment is DENIED.
This Ruling and Order constitutes the Court's order on Defendant's motion; no separate

order need be prepared or submitted by the parties.

DATED this4_ day of June, 2015.

BY THE COURT

7

MAILING CERTIFICATE
..J

I hereby certify that I mailed a copy of the foregoing RULING AND ORDER~ postage
prepaid, to the following:

;;

Jeffrey J. Owens
Owens Law F~ PLLC
299 South Main Street, Suite 1300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Michael D. Zimmerman
Julie J. Nelson
Zimmerman Jones Booher LLC
~

Kearns Building, Suite 721
136 South Main Street

Salt Lake City, Utah 841 01

1\5

SIGNED and DATED this.=_ day of June~ 2015.

r~

Clerk of the Court

~

.J

Michael D. Zimmerman (3604)
Julie J. Nelson (9943)
ZIMMERMAN JONES BOOHER LLC
Keams Building, Suite 721
136 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
mzimmerman@zjbappeals.com
jnelson@zjbappeals.com
(801) 924-0200

Attorneys for Danielle Sprague
SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
DAVIS COUNTY, FARMINGTON DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH

V.

REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DANIELLE
SPRAGUE'S MOTION TO
RECONSIDER OR IN THE
ALTERNATIVE RULE 52 MOTION TO
MAKE FURTHER FINDINGS AND TO
ALTER OR AMEND THE JUDGMENT

DANIELLE SPRAGUE,

Oral Argument Requested

JEFF PRICE and ANNE PRICE,
Plaintiffs/Counterclaim
Defendants,

Defendant/Counterclaim Plaintiff.

Case No. 120701157
Honorable David R. Hamilton

Defendant and Counterclaim Plaintiff Danielle Sprague, by counsel, respectfully submits
this reply in support of her motion to reconsider or, in the alternative, rule 52 motion to make
further findings and to alter or amend the judgment.
Ms. Sprague asked this court to reconsider Proposed Finding of Fact #20 and its corollary
legal rulings. That finding of fact states: "The Spragues failed to present sufficient evidence
establishing that the Prices caused the water damages and/or water leaking or failed to allow the
property owner access to inspect and repair." This finding underlies several legal conclusions,
l.&J

and for this reason, Ms. Sprague asks this court to reconsider and/or amend the finding.

To be clear, that finding has two parts, and Ms. Sprague asks this court to address each of
them: (1) Whether Ms. Sprague failed to present sufficient evidence establishing that the Prices
caused the water damages and/or water leaking [and] (2) whether Ms. Sprague failed to present
sufficient evidence establishing that the Prices failed to allow the property owner access to
inspect and repair. Ms. Sprague makes two requests of the court regarding each: first, that the
court reconsider its decision, and second, that if the court does not change its decision, it
elaborate on its findings so that an appellate court may offer meaningful review.
In response, the Prices suggest that Ms. Sprague's motion is inappropriate because the
trial court's decision is already made. That legal proposition is incorrect because "a trial court is
free to reassess its decision at any point prior to entry of a final order or judgment" Ron Shepherd

Ins. Inc. v. Shields, 882 P.2d 650, 654 (Utah 1994). But even if it were accurate, Ms. Sprague's
request that the court make further findings under Utah R. Civ. P. 52 still stands. Ms. Sprague
~

intends to appeal the court's decision. Proposed Finding of Fact #20 underlies many of the
court's legal conclusions, yet offers little to no detail. The appellate court will be able to afford
more meaningful review if the trial court explains its position more fully. Otherwise, the
appellate court will likely remand for further findings, delaying final resolution even longer. Ms.
Sprague respectfully renews her request that this court make further findings under rule 52.
Ms. Sprague now responds to the Prices' positions regarding those findings.

1.

Findings regarding whether the Prices caused the water damages and/or water
leaking
The Prices argue that "(t]he overwhelming evidence established that the water damage

existed well before the Prices ever occupied the premises," and that Ms. Sprague "produced no
evidence to contradict" that evidence. (Opp. at 4-5.) That is not true. In fact, in her motion to
~

reconsider, Ms. Sprague pointed in particular to these four items that contradict that evidence:

(i)

An email from Ms. Sprague's contractor to Ms. Sprague. That email was attached
as Exhibit J to Ms. Sprague's Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion for
Summary Judgment, filed with this court on June 5, 2014. The email is dated
November 16, 2012, and refers to an inspection that took place on June 26, 2012;

(ii)

A bill from Shamrock Plumbing, which indicated that the damage had been
caused by the Prices. That bill was attached as Exhibit U to Ms. Sprague's
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, filed with this court
on April 24, 2014 ("the water softener that was in House was tampered with by
tenant");

(iii)

The Lease Agreement, signed by both Mr. and Mrs. Price, that states that the
"Renter(s) agree to: ... (5) Leave the rental in the same condition as when
possession was given to her/him, reasonable use, wear, and damage beyond the
control of the Renter(s) excepted ...."; and

.J

JI

To form the basis of the agreement regarding the "condition when possession was given,"
(iv)

2.

The check-off list signed by Mrs. Price after the parties discussed what condition
the property was in when the Prices took possession. Such a checklist is required
by Utah Code section 57-22-4.

Findings regarding whether the Prices failed to allow Ms. Sprague to inspect and
repair the property
Next, Ms. Sprague turns to whether the Prices failed to allow her to inspect and repair the

property.
Ms. Sprague relied on the Utah Fit Premises Act in her opening motion to reconsider.
The Utah Fit Premises Act applies to all residential landlord/tenant relationships, and the Prices
filed their notice of deficient conditions pursuant to it. (See Def. Trial Ex. 24.) The Prices now
assert that the Act is "inapplicable" and "moot" because the trial court did not rule in favor of the
Prices under it. (Opp. at 7.) The trial court's refusal to rule in favor of one of the parties on
certain statutory claims does not render a statutory scheme "moot."
Throughout the rental period, the Prices referred to their "rights," and Ms. Sprague's
"rights," which can only be references to the Utah Fit Premises Act. But as was demonstrated in
Ms. Sprague's opening motion to reconsider, the Prices' insistence that they had privacy in their

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that on the 15th day of May, 2015, I caused the foregoing to be
electronically filed and served on the following via a court-approved e-filing service provider:
Matthew N. Evans
A.J. Green
Ray, Quinney & Nebeker P.C.
P.O. Box 45385
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385
Jeffrey J. Owens
Owens Law Firm, PLLC
299 South Main St., Suite 1300
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

/s/ Julie J. Nelson

4846-7764-9700, v. 1

September 20, 2012

Dishwasher front door leaking because dishwasher does not fit in cabinet.

Single car garage door top roller off track. Will not open over 10 inches.
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Jeffery J. Owens, # 10973
OWENS LAW FIRM, PLLC
299 South Main St., Suite 1300
Salt Lake City, Utah 841 l l
Telephone: (801) 535-4600
Facsimile: (80 l) 734-8950

ieffiq)owensl Ccom
www.owenslf.com
Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT,
IN AND FOR DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

JEFF PRICE and ANN PRICE
Plaintiffs,

l\tlEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR LEAVE TO
AMEND RULE 26(A)(4)(A)
DISCLOSURE

vs.
RUFUS SPRAGUE and DANIELLE
SPRAGUE,
Defendants,

Civil No.: 120701157 (Tier 1)
Judge: David R. Hamilton

Plaintiffs Rufus Sprague and Danielle Sprague, by and through counsel Owens Law Firm,
PLLC hereby submit their Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Leave to Amend
Rule 26(a)(4)(a) Disclosure.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND FACTS

I.

Plaintiffs originally filed this case on or about December 7, 2012, with William

Bradford as their counsel. (Dkt. 2). Mr. Bradford had been Plaintiffs' counsel since at least
October, 2012, and was heavily involved in the events that comprise the facts of this case.

1
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2.

The Court initially sent out an advisory notice establishing a deadline for Plaintiffs'

initial disclosures as December 12, 2012, a fact discovery deadline of May 31, 20 I 3, and an expert
discovery completion deadline of September 5, 2013. (Dkt. 1 1)

3.

Nothing happened for approximately t\VO months, Defendants were informed by

Plaintiffs' counsel that Plaintiffs intended to file an Amended Complaint. When nothing was
forthcoming, Defendants' counsel filed a stipulated motion for entry of scheduling order on April
24, 2013. lt proposed to change the fact discovery deadline to September 6, 20 l 3, and the expert
designation deadline of September l 3, 2013. (Dkt. 20)

4.

Thereafter, on September 6, 2013, the very day that was supposed to be the fact

discovery deadline under the initial (revised) scheduling order, counsel for both parties agreed to
again extend discovery deadlines. Until that point, Plaintiffs had conducted no discovery. The
deadlines were extended until December 6, 2013 for fact discovery, December 13, 2006 for expert
witness designation, and January 31, 2014 to be ready for trial. Mr. Bradford prepared the order.
(0kt. 41)
5.

The discovery and expert witness designation deadlines came and went without

Plaintiffs having identified any experts.
6.

On January 4.2014, Plaintiffs again moved to amend the scheduling order to extend

deadlines. (0kt. 72). Defendants, having grown weary of the significant delays, opposed the
motion in part because it was made nearly a month after discovery was supposed to have been
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completed under the second amended scheduling order, and because to that point Plaintiffs had
made very little effo1t to move this case forward.
7.

The Court granted the motion over Defendants' objection, extending the discovery

deadline to March 14, 2014, and the expert designation deadline to March 21. 2014. Again, Mr.
Bradford prepared the order. (0kt. 114)
8.

The discovery deadline and expert designation deadline again passed without

Plaintiffs having disclosed or identified any expe11 witnesses, despite the fact that expert witnesses

were clearly needed for Plaintiffs to prove their claims.
9.

On May 22, 2014, nearly 10 months ago. current counsel for Plaintiffs entered their

appearance. (Dkt. 140).
l 0.

Between May 22. 2014 and March I 2. 2015, Plaintiffs made no attempt to seek

leave to amend their Rule 26(a)(4)(a) disclosures, made no attempt to designate experts, and made
no further attempt to amend the scheduling order.
11.

Defendants filed a Certificate of Readiness for Trial on October 31. 2015 (0kt.

l 73), and a pretrial conference \Vas scheduied for November 20, 2014.
12.

A pretrial conference was held on November 20, 2014. At the pretrial conference,

counsel for Plaintiffs made no mention of experts or needing to amend their Rule 26(a)(4)(a)
disclosures.
13.

At the pretrial hearing~ Trial was set for March 16 and 17, 2015. The Court also

requested that pretrial motions be filed early enough that they could be briefed in advance of the
final pretrial conference set for March 4. 20 I 5.
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14.

On February 3, 2015, Defendants filed their Motion in Limine to exclude opinion

testimony of lay witnesses.
15.

On February 17, 2015, Plaintiffs opposed Defendants' Motion in Limine not by

asking at that time for leave to amend their disclosures, but instead arguing that their fact witnesses
should be able to offer opinion testimony.
16.

On February 22, 2015 . Plaintiffs submitted their Pretrial Disclosures. Defendants

again failed to identify or designate any expert witnesses 1•
17.

On March 4, 2015, the Court granted Defendants' Motion in Limine, ruling that

fact witnesses could not offer opinion testimony with regard to mold.
18.

Now, on the eve of trial, 011e business dav prior to the start of trial, after trial briefs

have bene submitted and trial exhibits marked and exchanged, Plaintiffs seek leave to designate
expert witnesses.

ARGUMENT

I.

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION IS GROSSLY UNTIMELY.
Rule 26(a)(4)(C) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure states that "The party who bears the

burden of proof on the issue for which expert testimony is offered shall serve on the other parties
the information required by paragraph (a)(4)(A) within seven days after the close of fact
discovery." There is a good reason for this rule. It gives Defendants an opportunity to meet and
rebut their evidence. '"Formal disclosure of experts is not pointless. Knowing the identity of the

1

In fairness to counsel, it would have been inappropriate to designate experts for the first time in pretrial
disclosures, and would have drawn an objection from Defendants.
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opponents' expert witness allows a party to properly prepare for trial. .." Pete v. Youngblood,
2006 UT App 303, 1 17. Plaintiffs failed to do this, despite the fact that it was obvious that expert
testimony would be required to establish their claims, and the scheduling order in this case having
been amended three times, each time specifically setting forth a clear deadline for expert witness
disclosure.
Additionally, current counsel for Plaintiffs has been part of this case for nearly 10 months.
At a minimum, they should have identified Mr. Bradford's failure to disclose experts and sought
to correct the problem well in advance of trial. Plaintiffs seek to cast the blame on Mr. Bradford·s
shoulder injury, offering only Mr. Price ·s unsupportable and inadmissible assertions that this is
the cause for Mr. Bradford's neglect, when in fact there are many instances of neglect, both on the
part of Mr. Bradford and current counsel. Plaintiffs' current counsel are two very good attorneys
from a well-respected firm, and should know the rules, and should have known that they would
need expert testimony to prove their case. It is their duty to ensure compliance with the rules,
ensure proper procedures are followed, and to ensure that they can present competent evidence
supporting all of their claims, and to ensure that their clients interests are represented. Plaintiffs
have offered no legitimate excuse for their failure to identify and correct Mr. Bradford's mistake
before now.
II.

ALLOWING PLAINTIFFS TO AMEND THEIR DISCLOSURES NOW
WOULD BE ENORMOUSLY PREJUDICIAL TO DEFENDANTS.
Plaintiffs' suggestion that their error in not designating experts is not prejudicial to

Defendants is frankly offensive. Attempting to designate an expert witness one business day prior

s

..J

to trial is the very definition of prejudice. In preparing their case for trial, Defendants are entitled
to rely upon the expert witness disclosures or non-disclosures made by Plaintiffs.

Because

Plaintiffs did not designate any expert witnesses, Defendants did not retain any rebuttal experts,
and did not conduct expert depositions.

Defendants would have prepared their case much

differently, and would have conducted additional discovery had Plaintiffs properly designated
experts. Now Plaintiffs are attempting to railroad Defendants with evidence that Defendants are
not prepared to rebut.
The rule is clear. ""A requirement that parties designate their expert witnesses by a certain
date before trial al lows the parties to prepare for trial by deposing witnesses, planning for effective
cross-examination. and obtaining rebuttal testimony." DeBry v. Cascade Enters., 870 P.2d 1353,
1361 (Utah 1994). When a party discloses expe1t testimony, it triggers additional countermeasures
under the rules that are applicable to expert witnesses. but not to fact witnesses. Defendants did
not have that opportunity in this case because Plaintiffs did m.,t designate any experts. Only now.
on the eve of trial, having received an unfavorable evidential)' ruling from the Court, Plaintiffs
seek leave to cure their procedural misstep to save their case~ and it is simply too late. Defendants
have already submitted their trial brief. identified and marked their exhibits, and largely prepared
for trial. The Utah Rules of Civil Procedure are not mere suggestions and should not be treated as
such. Allowing Plaintiffs to offer expert testimony now would be enormously prejudicial to
Defendants.
Additionally, if Plaintiffs are permitted to amend their disclosures, it will require re-opening
discovery, nearly one full year after it closed to allow Ddendants to conduct expert discovery and
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obtain their own rebuttal experts. This case has been pending for more than two years, and simply
should not be further delayed.

III.
;;;

PLAINTIFFS HAVE HAD ADEQUATE OPPORTUNITY TO CURE THEIR
PROCEDURAL MISSTEP, AND FAILED TO DO SO.
Plaintiffs knew or should have known from the very beginning that they would require

expert testimony to establish key elements of their claims against Defendants. Their claims have
not changed, and it was obvious that Plaintiffs would need expert testimony to prove their claims.
From the very beginning, Plaintiffs and their counsel have largely ignored this case. Their
failure to designate experts is not particularly surprising given their many instances of willful
neglect and procedural errors in other aspects of the case. The following are some examples:
( 1) Shortly after filing the case, Mr. Bradford informed Defendants' counsel that he
intended to file an Amended Complaint. The Amended Complaint was not filed until
five months later on May 3, 2013, necessitating the first amendment to the scheduling
order.
(2) Defendants timely answered the Amended Complaint and amended their Counterclaim
accordingly on May 23, 2013. Plaintiffs did not respond to Defendants' Amended
Counterclaim until September 13, 2013, three and one half months later, well after their
deadline for responding.
(3) Plaintiffs did not submit their Initial Disclosures until July 27, 2013, more than seven
months after they originally tiled their case, and well after they were due under the
revised scheduling order.
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(4) The only discovery completed by Plaintiffs was a single set of Requests for Production
of Documents and Requests for Admissions sent to Defendants on November I I, 2013
that failed to comply with the discovery rules. Defendants responded to them four days
later on November 15, 2013.
(5) Also on November 11, 2013~ Defendants served their First Set of Requests for
Production of Documents and Requests for Admissions on Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs did not
respond to Defendants' Requests for Admissions until October 9, 2014 after a letter
and a motion to compel were filed, nearly I I months later.
(6) Plaintiffs never took any depositions.
(7) After the discovery and expert witness disclosure deadline, when Defendants moved
for summary judgment, the motion went ignored until Defendants submitted it for
decision. at which point current counsel for Plaintiffs stepped in asking for more time.
(8)

After the conclusion of the motion for summary judgment, Plaintiffs ignored the case
until Defendants filed a Certificate of Readiness for Trial on October 31, 2014.

While this case is a relatively small case, it is Plaintifts~ case. They sued Defendants. and
it is their claims that require expe11 testimony. Plaintiffs have had more than adequate opportunity
to identify and designate expert witnesses, and failed to do so. There were several points along
the way at which experts could have been designated. or the current motion could have been
submitted. Mr. Bradford may have been eldt:rly. and may hav~ injured his shoulder, but he was
still licensed to practice law, and owed a duty to his clients to represent them. When current
counsel came into the case. they had a duty to ensure tnat Plainti fts · case was adequately prepared
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for trial and attempt to correct any missteps at that point. This is merely one of a long line of
procedural mistakes and neglect. They should not be permitted to correct their mistake at the 11 th
hour.

IV.

PLAINTIFFS' MOTION HAS COST DEFENDA.t~TS' COUNSEL VALUABLE
AND IRREPLACEABLE TRIAL PREPARATION TIME IN RESPONDING.
Plaintiffs submitted this motion ont' business day prior to trial. Defendants' counsel was

required to take limited and valuable time to respond that coufd havt! been otherwise spent
preparing for trial. As a solo practitioner, Defendants· counsel is requir~d to prepare all exhibits..
prepare for direct examination, prepare for cross-examination, and prepare opening and closing
statements without assistance. At a minimum. Defendants should be awarded their attorney fees
incurred in responding to Plaintiffs' motion.
Additionally, Defendants~ counsei has spent numerous hours preparing for trial on the
assumption that there would be no expert testimony.

Counsel prepared Defendants' pretrial

disclosures and exhibits, prepared and submitted Defendants' trial brief. assembled Defendants·
trial exhibits, prepared opening and closing arguments, prepared for direct and cross examination
of witnesses, and performed other tasks associated with trial preparation. If Plaintiffs are allowed
now to amend their disclosures, all of that time will have been wasted, as preparation would
obviously be different if expert testimony were involved. If Plaintiffs are permitted to amend their
disclosures, they should be ordered to pay Defendants' attorney foes incurred in preparing for the
trial they now seek to delay.

CONCLUSION
Allowing Plaintiffs to now amend their disclosures to designate expert testimony would
be enormously prejudicial to Defendants and should not be allowed. Plaintiffs have known or
should have known from the beginning that expert testimony would be required to prove their
claims, and simply neglected to designate experts. Their motion should be denied, and
Defendants should be awarded their attorney fees incurred in responding thereto.
DATED this 13th day of March, 2015.
OWENS LAW FIRM, PLLC

Isl Jeflerv J. Owens
Jeffery J. Owens
Attorneys for Defendants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this I 3th day of March, 20 I 5, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAITIFFS' MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO AMEND THEIR RULE 26(A)(4)(A) DISCLOSURES was served by the
method indicated below, to the following:

Matthew N. Evans
A.J. Green
36 South State Street, Suite 1400
PO Box 45385
Salt Lake City, Utah 84 I 45-0385

( )
( )
( )
( )
(X)

Isl Jeffery,· J Owens

!_

l

U.S. Mai I, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Facsimile
E-Filing

Date: Tue, 20 Nov 2012 13:29:27 -0700
Subject: Key
From: rwblbe@gmail.com
To: daniellespraque@hotmail.com
CC: jeffprice3399@msn.com; aprice3399@msn.com
Ms. Sprague - this communication is to notify you that, given the contention and animosity you have careted in dealing
with my client, Jeff and Ann Price, they have lest a key to their home with me as their attorney and Agent. Should you
need access you may contact me to arrange to meet me in NSL. Of course I will charge you for my time away from my
law practice, at my $175 per hour billing rate, plus applicable mileage.
~

Thank you,
Bill Bradford

EXHIBIT 73

Hotmail Print Message

C"d~ti 1 Ul 1

post inspection questions
From: JEFF PRICE (jeffprice3399@msn.com)

Sent Sun 10/14/12 6:12 P.1Y1
To: Danielle Sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com); Bill Bradford (rwblbe@gmail.com)
October, 14 2012
Danielle and Rufus Sprague
Three points and questions.
I forgot to point out that we purchased a new king mattress. Ann stated that Danielle took pictures of
the old mattress. As the pictures show I leaned it up against the north wall in the room below the
garage and placed plastic under it, If you would like something else done with it please inform us. The
king mattress in the master is our new mattress.
You may have noticed that there was a different couch in the living room. We purchased because we
did not enjoy sitting on the black one. We moved your black couch in front of the East window in the
dining area. Is that OK?
~~-~-~~-g~-~-~tio~J.?-~b~-~-'!'Y.q~_q ygyJlke _u~ tq _~Q9W. 9.flQ q9 _~-~~~~ t_~~- ~ter on t~J9or i,~ .!_~e "'tJ,_t_i~i!Y,
room caused by the leaking water softe,:i~rJ!!]~-~~pgly m,anifold?_Dq_you .b~Y~-~.-P.t~i:i.?_
We are glad that Danielle and Rufus seemed pleased with the way the Vacation Rental Home was being
taken care of.
Regards
Jeff R Price
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http://sn l 28w.snt 128.mail.live.com/mail/PrintMessages.aspx?cpids=c 1dO

Outlook - daniellesprague~hotmail.com

Page I of I

danieile sprayue

Li~1~~g~c\1r:ebY.,

A

Folders

JEFF PRICE (jeffprice3399@msn.com) Add to contact!

JEFF PRICE
Jeff Price
Cl Sign up

To: Danielle Sprague, Bill Bradford

Inbox 1

II

Already o n Facebook?

Junk 102
Mr. and Mrs Sprague,
Drafts 74
You have not contacted me as requested. Therefore, This is my

Sent

solution to the water problem.

Deleted 85
Search Results

I have an appointment with Ponds plumbing at 8 AM on the 22

of October. As Per Utah rental law it is your responsibility to

New folder

pay them. If I have to pay them I will be forced to deduct it
from the rent payment! Because of the smell we will have to

Quick views

have the basement carpet cleaned following the repair. You
may chose who you wish to clean the carpets. If you chose not

Documents 1

to clean them I will pay for the cleaning and deduct t he cost out

Flagged

of the rent also.

Photos 2
Again, I remind you that you .QQ.L!Q_!; have permission to enter
Shipping updates

the premises with out us present. I will give you one other

New categury

option, If you choose to contact our lawyer, Mr Bradford, and
reimburse us for his fee, he would come and supervise. You will
have to coordinate this meeting with him.
For your information, The water out of the water softener has
stopped leaking. The water manifold still has a slow leak~
my opinion that the leak will cause no more damage in the next
~ days. 1 feel that you must agree with this conclusion because

you have chosen not to repair it after your inspection on
October 13, 2012.
Jeff R Price

From: jeffprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
Subject: FW:
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 22:23:40 -0600

Mr and Mrs Sprague.
As I stated on the message I left on your answeri ng machine,
spen t from 2000 to 2040 with Mr Bradford tonight. He
recommended that He not be involved in this matter. As such I
0 2013 Microsoft

Terms

Pri~<l}Ol3 ~ r s T!fall!}lish ~!If¥ StaU!etelopers

V

Content from [I

'-I

Learn more _I Turn off
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https://blu I 78.mail.live.com/default.aspx?id=6485 5
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Hotmau t'nm Message

• -o"'

a

Notice: solution of water problem
r ·.Jr

JEFF PRICE Geffprice3399@msn.com)

Senc Thu 10/18/12 5:52 PM
Tc

Danielle Sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com); Bill Bradford (rwblbe@gmail.com)

Mr. and Mrs Sprague,
You have not contacted me as requested. Therefore, This is my solution to the water problem.

I
I have an appointment with Ponds plumbing at 8 AM on the 22 of October. As Per Utah rental law it is
your responsibility to pay them. If I have to pay them I will be forced to deduct it from the rent
payment! Because of the smell we will have to have the basement carpet cleaned following the repair.
You may chose who you wish to clean the carpets. If you chose not to clean them I will pay for the
cleaning and deduct the cost out of the rent also.
Again, I remind you that you Jo :2_?t have permissio~ ~to ~nter the premises w~_t,tQut..u.s..pres.en.t. I will
~ u one other option, If you choose to contact our law)'efr~ Bradford, and reimburse us for his
fee, he would come and supervise. You will have to coordinate this meeting with him.
For your information, The water out of the water softener has stopped leaking. The water manifold still
has a slow leak. It is my opinion that the leak will cause no more damage in the next 4 days. I feel that
you must agree with this conclusion because you have chosen not to repair it after your inspection on
October 13, 2012.
Jeff R Price

From: jeffprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
Subject: FW:
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 22:23:40 -0600

Mr and Mrs Sprague.
As I stated on the message I left on your answering machine, I spent from 2000 to 2040 with Mr
Bradford tonight. He recommended that He not be involved in this matter. As such I am asking you to
please call me so we can take care of your Vacation home Rental. If you refuse to call me,I will be left
with no other option but having pond's plumbing come out and repair the water manifold and water
softener. I will then have them bill you directly. I will expect a call in the morning.
Jeff R Price
From: jeffprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com; rwblbe@gmail.com
Subject:
Date: Wed, 17 Oct 2012 19:46:01 -0600
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Sprague,

EXHIBIT 76
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Reply to Inspection Notice and Water Heater Leak Notice
November 13, 2012

Rufus & Danielle Sprague
In reply to your Inspection Notice, We respectfully decline because it is not convenient to our schedule. I
have conferred with Mr. Bradford and he has advised me that you as a landlord do have the right to
inspect your property on occasions; However, a landlord needs to consider the time line of the renter.
You have inspected the property twice in the last four weeks. Is there something you are looking for
that I may help you find during a time which is convenient for both of us? I would strongly encourage
th

you to postpone uninvited inspections until after the 30 of November. As you know, we tried to meet

with you almost as soon as you requested mediation. You declined and wanted more time. Basically
this is give and take. We work with you. You work with us.
That being said, I would invite you to come here in the morning to inspect the water heater. Upon my

arrival from a 4 day trip {I left on November 10th and returned on the night of November 13th } tonight I
found that the water heater overpressure valve is leaking at a rate of one drop per second. If it was
draining without causing damage I wouldn't be as concerned. I am reporting that the leak is causing the
floor and north wall to become wet along with the carpet in the purple bed room. As I and the Ponds
plumber have stated earlier. "The hard water in North Salt Lake requires a water softener, If the water
softener is not replaced, your on demand water heater is subject to corrosion". This corrosion has
caused the pressure relief valve to leak.
As per our other conversations on water leaks I have now given you notice! If you choose not to act I

don't have time to play around. This time, It will be fixed in the next two days!!!
Jeff R Price

.aiMSM+a
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l'lew

Reply

Delete

Junk

Sweep

Move to

Re:

BIii Bradford
I

Folders
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To see messages related to this one, group messages by

View contact

conversation.

Inbox

BIii Bradford (rwblbe@gmail.com) 11/17/12
Junk 7

To: danielle sprague

Drafts 68

Cc: JEFF PRICE, Ann Price

Sent

Ms. Sprague -

Deleted 46
I inadvertently referred to mediation on the 29th of
New folder

November, rather than the 30th, a date chosen by you, and
the date on which mediation has already been established

Quick views

with the mediator. Consequently, my clients will expect you
to attend on the 30th as agreed. That date is, of course,

Documents 1

after Thanksgiving and well in advance of the Christmas

Flagged

season, so the holiday season" is not a valid excuse for your

_:,i
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attempt to evade or avoid mediation on the 30th.

_,

Photos3

Shipping updates
New category

As to the cable and internet service - I have advised my
----------···---·-····•··

.

..

.

.

clients that a VAC~~-19~ ~~IVlE RE~~A-~~ ~y-~e~it_~~~fr1cludes·a11 usual amenities, INCLUDING cable and internet

/
./

service.--if-yo_l:J refuse or-f;il -to provide those services, I have
advised the Pri~es.that

you will b~-i-.; b1iach of yciu·r.

contract, and liable to my clients in damages.
Also - I have advised my clients that there cannot be any

Content from

changes or amendments to the VACATION RENTAL HOME

Learn more

11 "'

I Turn off

AGREEMENT until the time of the mediation.
PLEASE GOVERN YOURSELF ACCORDINGLY !
Bill Bradford
On Sat, Nov 17, 2012 at 6:47 AM, danielle sprague
<daniellesprague@hotmail.com> wrote:
Mr. Bill Bradford,
Because of this season of the year, we are not
available for the mediation on the day of
November 29. We will inform you once we
can make a schedule of the mediation.
Also please advise your client Jeff if he still
want to have our cable and internet services,
11!
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From: rwblbe@gmail.com
To: daniellespraaue@hotmail.com
CC: jeffprice3399@msn.com; aprice3399@msn.com

..;;

Mrs. Sprague I acknowledge receipt of your email regarding the black mold found on the premises of the VACATION HOME you have
rented to my clients the Prices. I have advised them that any water leak, ans well as any problem emanating therefrom,
are the responsibility of the owner, NOT the renters, and that that responsibility includes the duty immediately to correct
any problem which affects the habitability of the property, as well as ALL expense connected thereto.
Yours very truly,
Bill Bradford
On Fri, Nov 16, 2012 at 1:07 PM, danielle sprague <daniellespraaue@hotmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mr. Bill Bradford,
Thank you for addressing me about the black mold problem which I had told your client Jeff Price that he needs to take
care of it immediately on Nov. 14, 2012 while we inspected the water heater leaking. We believed the mold is caused by
recent leaking while your client did not take any action to prevent from getting it. We as the owner of the property will
take all action to prevent any problem happen if we feel there is a chance that is under our responsibility. I will go back
to search all the pictures and documents this weekend and see if there is any indication that the mold was there
before your client move in. If it did indicated that was before they move in and will cause harm to your clents' health, we
will take immediate action to prevent it ASAP.
Sincerely,
Danielle Sprague

- - - - - - - - - -------···---·----•·•>'-·••··--·-· ·-···--•···•··---·····--·-···-- -·· ··-•--•·-··•-···-····-•··-•-···-···--·-·- _____,. _ _ _ ·-···------·--·
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Date: Fri, 16 Nov 2012 11:30:57 -0700
Subject: Black Mold
From: rwblbe@gmail.com
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
CC: jeffprice3399@msn.com

Mrs. Sprague -

~

I have advised my clients, the Prices, that the black mold problem which has been discovered on the rented premises,
AND reported to and inspected by you, is YOUR problem and obligation to remedy.
Jeff Price has sent me a letter addressed to you which letter I am attaching to this email.
YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION IS REQUIRED!
Bill Bradford

2

EXHIBIT 80

Re: Time change
From: joenra@comcast.net
Sent: Fri 11/16/12 11 :40 PM
To: danielle sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com)
At the time of the inspection of your home in North Salt Lake located @ 591 Oak Ct. I
saw no evidenve at the water zone manifold to indicate mold or mildew present. Thanks,
Joe Reid.

From: "danielle sprague" <daniellesprague@hotmail.com>
To: joenra@comcast.net •
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 4:25:33 PM
Subject: RE: Time change
Joe,
Thank you for taking time to talk to me today. You can just reply this email to me when
you address the condition of our furnace room in the house (whatever leaking stain or
dark mold had been seen or not) at the time of your inspection. In case you may need,
the property address is: 591 Oak View Ct. North Salt Lake, 84054.
Thank you so much for your help.
Have a great weekend!
Danielle
Date: Sat, 23 Jun 2012 22:46:08 +0000
From: joenra@comcast.net
To: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
Subject: Time change
Danielle, I forgot I have another inspection Monday at that time. I could meet around
1pm if that works for you. Call me and will settle on a time. Thanks again, Joe. 801-6436030
l
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Date: Fri, 23 Nov 2012 08:50: 17 -0700
Subject: Re: Key
From: rvvblbe@gmail.com
To: daniellespraque@hotmail.com
Hey, Jeff and Ann How was your Thanks Giving? Mine was great!.
Here 1s another missive from TGWWOTE. Isn 1t it interesting? Not - 'Would Wednesday at four
11
We'II be there at ..... "

0

1

clock work for you?," but

Let me know your thoughts as to when and how to answer her lady(?)ship.

B

vj

._;;

On Fri, Nov 23, 2012 at 6:52 AM, daniellesprague <daniellespraque<rnhotmail.com> wrote:
Mr. Bill Bradford,
Please advice your client Jeff and Ann that we would like to finish the inspection from the last time which the inspection
were interuped by your client Jeff who had called the police officers to escort us out of the perrnise while we were
inspecting. So we were unable to complete the job of the 2nd inspection that we had requested last time. We will be
there on Wednesday the 28th of November, 2012 at 4:00pm afternoon. We may also have our contractor come with us
and may perform some works in the permise if we believe it is necessary .
Please let me know if you have any question.
Thanks,
Danielle Sprague

From my Android phone on T-Mobile. The first nationwide 4G network.
BIii Bradford <rwblbe@qmail.com> wrote:
Ms. Sprague - this communication is to notify you that, given the contention and animosity you have careted in dealing
with my client, Jeff and Ann Price, they have lest a key to their home with me as their attorney and Agent. Should you
need access you may contact me to arrange to meet me in NSL. Of course I will charge you for my time away from my
law practice, at my $175 per hour billing rate, plus applicable mileage.
Thank you,
Bill Bradford

1
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blbe@gmail.com

Reply to "Urgent Notice"

Folders

,,., JEFF PRICE

JEFF PRICE Ueffprice3399@msn.com) Add ro :omacts 12/02/

Jeff Pnce

To: Dan,elle Sprague. Bill Z,mrnerman. Bill Brad101d

fJ

Sign up

Inbox 4
Already on Facebook?

Junk 105
Rufus Sprague,
Drafts 74
I have now had time to read and contemplate your urgent notice which

Sent

was hand delivered to our home. I feel it necessary to set the record
Deleted 85

straight. If you will recall, you, Rufus and Danielle showed up
unannounced on November 28, 2012 to do another and/or complete

Search Results

the inspection of the 14th (this is now the fifth t ime you have inspected

1'1ew tolaer

the home). Again I remind you Officer Carlson told you, Danielle, that
you were aggressive, argumentative and uncooperative and fina lly

Quick views

asked you to leave. During this unannounced inspection on November

Documents l

Bradford a week ago about the inspection. As always, I have tried to give

Flagged

Rufus the benefit of the doubt and let him in on t he condition that

28th Rufus begged to be let in stating that you had notified Mr.

Danielle stay in the car, Rufus pleaded Danielle's case while Danielle

Photos 2

refused my request and came in uninvited. After you came in you again

Shipping updates

asked to see the downstairs bathroom. Once again I allowed both you
and Danielle that courtesy of invading our privacy to look at the
downstairs bathroom. After completing this inspection, you both came
upstairs and insisted that you see the bathrooms upstairs again (two
i . I\

weeks after the inspection on Nov. 14). If you recall I allowed you, Rufus
and only you to inspect the upstairs bathrooms. Danielle was not invited
to follow. In her normal fashion Danielle t ried to go against my direct
instructions and walk into our bedroom. Ann simply stepped in front of
her. She never said a word or touched the offending Danielle. _Now you
have the audacity to hand deliver a letter insinuating that Ann was
"d isplaying aggressive behavior" by physically blocking Danielle and not

,

allowing her to inspect the premises against our will.
Fu rthermore, while you we re leaving I asked you how many times you
inspected your other properties. In a nut shell you sa id it depends, but
not very often. Rufus, you surprised me with your truthfu lness and said
that since Ann had been in the court room for the Walkers hearing, you
we re planir:_ig on ~n?pectin]? the £_rices property at l~ast every month.
This is very vindictive and aggressive.
For the record, by failing to comply with our requests, when in our
Vacation home, is aggressive and unacceptable behavior and will no
longer be tolerated . Please stop wasting our time and yours by
continuing to harass us with unnecessary inspections.
Jeff Price
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EXHIBIT 84

From: jeffprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellesoraque@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: URGENT NOTICE
Date: Sat, 1 Dec 2012 08:24:28 -0700

·...v

The North Salt Lake Police have been been notified .

. _,_,. ______ ··--•-•·-•··-·-· ·------· •·-•··----•~------- --··-·-·- ----~····----· --~-----•··-·-----·- ---·--· .... ,.
From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: URGENT NOTICE
Date: Sat, 1 Dec 2012 08:20:59 +0000
Mr. Bill Bradford
cc. Jeff Price,

..;p

.:i>

Thank you for your letter and informed us what your clients' ground rules are. We have no problem with that. However,
as you advised your clients for calling the North Salt Lake police officers to come tomorrow morning at the premise, we
strongly suggest that it is not a necessary. For the community and all the neighbors sake, they have been suffered
enough since your dients' friend Walkers moved in until as today. They don't deserve this disturbance as well. I, Danielle
has never post any violent or harass to any body by physically or verbally. I am willing to be physically search, tied my
hands, and sealed my mouth in the morning to enter the premise if this could exchange of calling the police officers to
the property to disturb our neighbors who are all good and wonderful people; and they should be respected as they
proud of living in this respectful community.
Sincerely,
Danielle Sprague

From: jeffprice3399@msn.com
To: daniellespraque@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: URGENT NOTICE
Date: Fri, 30 Nov 2012 21:30:09 -0700

There will be ground rules to follow.
From: daniellespraque@hotmail.com
To: customerservice@tankinz.com; jefforice3399@msn.com; rwblbe@gmail.com
Subject: URGENT NOTICE
Date: Sat, 1 Dec 2012 02:41:25 +0000
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Jeff,
You are correct. We will not be there of 9 am this morning.
Danielle
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jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: RE: Notice fo repairs
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2012 07:35:17 -0700

Photos 3
Shipping updates
Danielle,
New category

I believe this statement is implying that your unnamed
contractor will not be at 591 Oak View Ct at your requested
time of 9 am this morning December 03, 2012. Unless we hear
other wise we will proceed with our normal schedule. Our
presence will not be guaranteed. Please plan accordingly if you

Content from
Learn more

r1

'#

I Turn off

intend to comply with the FIT premises Act served to your
private residence on Friday.
Please refer to your contract to justify your accusations and
demands.
Jeff
From: daniellesprague@hotmail.com
To: jeffprice3399@msn.com
Subject: Notice fo repairs
Date: Mon, 3 Dec 2012 13:19:08 +0000
Please see the attachment.

, c_
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__ Water problems
From: JEFF PRICE Geffprice3399@)__)11Sn.com) You moved this message to its current location.
Sent: Sun 10/21/12 5:07 PM
To: Danielle Sprague (daniellesprague@hotmail.com); Bill Bradford (rwblbe@gmail.com)
October 21, 2012
Mr. and Mrs Sprague
In the paper trail I am leaving you, I wanted you to know that we have been out of the house since
Thursday the 18th of October. We just arrived to your vacation Home and found that the water softener
has filled up and is leaking on the carpet again. ! know that I shut it off when Rufus was inspecting. I am
•
not sure how it could have filled unless we have been sabotaged. As stated in the last email, Pond's
Plumbing will be here at 8 AM on the 22 of October to solve your water leaks.
Regards
Jeff R Price
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EXHIBIT 87

.1.u,

NORTH SALT LAKE COURT, STATE OF UTAH
DAVIS COUNTY, SMALL CLAIMS DEPARTMENT
10 EAST CENTER
NORTH SALT LAKE, UTAH 84054
(801) 335-8640

)

RY AN and DANIELLE SPRAGUE,
Plaintiffs and
Counter Defendants

)
)
)
)

)

vs.

EAGLE VISION ENTERPRISES,
DAVID and KATHLEEN WALKER,
Defendants and
Counter Claimants

STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNTY OF DAVIS

)

)
)

)
)

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFF PRICE
IN SUPPORT OF AFFIDAVITS
OF KATHLEEN WALKER
AND ANN PRICE
Case No. 128000036

)
)

ss.

Jeff Price, being first duly sworn, on his oath, deposes and states:

L

I am the husband of Ann Price and an occupant of the property which is the subject of

the above-entitled action.
2.

I have read the November 20, 2012 Affidavit of my wife, Ann Price, and the

November 20, 2012 Affidavit of Kathleen Walker, and believe the contents thereof to be true of my
own knowledge, except as to matters affirmed by them on information and belie±: as to which I
believe them to be true.
Respectfully submitted.

EXHIBIT 88

DATEDthis

;zo

dayofNovember2012.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this)D~ day ofNovember 2012.

NOTARY PUBLI
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NOTICE UNDER UTAH FIT PREMISES ACT
+:, Reply Iv

BIii Bradford
To: danielle sprague <daniellesprague@hotmail.com>; Cc: JEFF PRICE <jE ~

Thu 12/6/2012 1:39 AM
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13 KB

::::: Show all 1 attachment (13 KB)

Download

Save to OneDrive - Personal

Mr. & Mrs. Sprague:
Attached is my clients· NOTICE, which is self-explanatory.

~

They will be home this evening between 8:00 and 9:00 p.m. to receive your check in the amount of
$3,500.00. Failing that, legal action will be filed against you to recover the same, plus damages for
breach of the VACATION RENTAL HOME AGREEMENT, AND FOR, in the alternative, for rescission
and restitution of and from the said Agreement.
Bill Bradford

EXHIBIT89

Page 2 of2

Hotmail Print Message

R. William Bradford (Utah State Bar No. 0420)

4820 Three Fountains Drive #176
Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

Tel. 801.265.2455

Fax. 801.265.1476

As you were told several days ago, I represent the Prices with regard to the August 6, 2012 written
Agreement with you. As you were told, you would be receiving a letter from me. I first met with Jeff
and Ann, then reviewed the documents they furnished me and my notes from my meeting with them. I
then drafted a letter to you, but your recent actions and demands require me to expand on my letter
which you will receive by U.S. Mail. In the meantime, this will notify_you that any.. correspodence y.ou

-------·--····--··--

J:!l~Y..~ish_!Q ~~ye YCJ':'.~!1.2.uld h_ave witt, rne,not the[ll~

This will also serve to repudiate your unilateral declarations and demands regarding their former friends,
the Walkers. As any competent attorney will advise you, you CANNOT impose your will upon, nor alter
your written contract with the Prices, whether by your unilateral verbal or written communications. The
Agreement, although in need of revision and clarification, speaks for itself. Anything, whether verbal or
written, outside of the contract is NOT binding on anyone.

You will soon receive my letter in which I will enlarge on the foregoing. In the meantime PLEASE
GOVERN YOURSELF ACCORDINGLY.

Sincerely,

R. William Bradford
_,.·;:
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